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Phase and chem ical changes o f  pyrophyllite-lT c resulting from  heat 
treatm ents a t 873, 973, 1123 and 1273 К  in a CO/CI2 atm osphere  
were determ ined. Three m odels were established for th e  structures 
o f the solid chlorination residues. A ccording to  the m ost lik ely  m od­
els, the chlorination residues o f  pyrophyllite-lTc are m ixtures of 
dehydroxylated pyrophyllite having vacancies and am orphous SÍO2.
Introduction
Since our knowledge about the kaolinite-chlorine reaction has in  effect in ­
creased [1 ,2 ] the examination of other minerals with layer silicate structure 
has become necessary. This paper deals w ith the chlorination of pyrophyllite 
[Si4Al2O10(OH)2] of the layer silicates.
Description of sample
Pyrophyllite used in the experiments was from a H ungarian deposit a t Páz- 
m ánd. The m aterial originally contained a  major am ount of contam ination 
from  haem atite (a-Fe20 3), geothite (<x-FeOOH), alunite [KA13(0H )6(S04)2] 
quartz  (a-quartz, S i02) and rutile (T i02), and a m inor am ount of anatase 
(T i0 2). After decomposition much of the quartz, haem atite, goethite and 
alm ost all the titanium  dioxide had been removed. Residue of quartz had 
been dissolved w ith HF, the alunite with NaOH and the  ferrous phases w ith  
HC1. The pyrophyllite so cleaned contained only a very small am ount of 
alunite.
Triclinic and monoclinic pyrophyllite is known [3, 4, 5, 6]. On the basis 
of X -ray diffraction examinations ( Figure 1 )  the pyrophyllite from Pázm ánd 
has proved to  be tricUnic-lTc. I ts  chemical composition (Table 2) and the  
stoichiometric formula calculated from it [7] allow the assum ption to be made 
of an almost ideal pyrophyllite structure.
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Figure 1
X -ra y  diffractogram s o f  original pyrop h yllite  sam ples and o f  th ose  subjected to  heat 
treatm ents at different tem peratures and reaction  tim e  
a :  original; b: 873 K , 1 hour; c: 973 K , 1 hour; d :  1123 K , 1 hour; e:  1273 K , 1 hour; 
/ . '  1273 K , 2 hours; g:  1273 K , 3 hours; h:  1773 K , D T A  exam ination  residue
Experimental
The chlorination of the m aterial was carried out in a quartz  tube reactor [8]. 
The flow rates Va, and F co of the chlorinating gas m ixture were m aintained 
a t 12 1/h and 8 1/h, respectively. The phase analytical examinations were 
m ade with a Philips X -ray diffractom eter using CuKa rad iation  and a crystall 
monochromator. To determ ine the chemical composition, a  Philips PW  1540/10 
fluorescent X -ray  spectrom eter and th e  double dilution technique [9] were 
used.
M ass Losses of Heating and Chlorinating Experiments
Samples were heated and chlorinated a t  873, 973, 1123 and 1273 K, always 
taking a new sample. Since the  m aterial proved to  be very resistant against 
chlorination, experiments of not only 1 hour, bu t of 2 or 3 hours as well were
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made in order to  achieve more significant chlorination losses. The mass losses 
occurring during the treatm ents are summarized in Table 1.
Losses in Column 2 of Table 1 m ay also result from dehydroxylation and 
chlorination of the pyrophyllite. The solid chlorination residue heated a t 
1273 К  for 1 hour is certainly dehydroxylated and  the  volatile chlorides th a t  
may have condensed, were also removed. The sum  of Columns 2 and 3 is thus 
the sum of the mass losses resulting from rem oving all hydroxyl groups and 
from the chlorination itself. Deducting the mass loss given by hydroxyl
Table 1.
Mass losses of pyrophyllite from Pázmánd occurring due to different treatments
(w %).
Treatment 
temperature, 
reaction time
Losses
1 . 2 . 3. 4. 6 .
heating 
(in air)
gross
chlorinat.
chlorinat. 
residue a t 
1273 К , 1 h 
heating
columns 
2 +  3
net chlorination 
column 
4.-6.3%
873 К , 1 h 4.00 4.12 1.18 6.30 0.00
973 К , 1 h 6.01 6.21 0.27 6.48 1.18
1123 К , 1 h 5.30 7.41 0.00 7.41 2.11
1273 К , 1 h 5.30 13.28 1.33 14.61 9.31
1273 K, 2 h 6.30 23.13 0.43 23.56 18.26
1273 K , 3 h 6.30 27.08 0.00 27.08 21.78
groups removal from the values of Column 4 in  Table 1—which in  the 
case of Pázm ánd pyrophyllite was 5.30% — the  net chlorination loss is ob ta­
ined.
Phase Composition of Solid Residues from Chlorination and Heating 
Experiments
X -ray diffractograms of original pyrophyllite samples and those subjected 
to  heating in air, are shown in Figure 1. The m aterial converts to  dehydrox­
ylated  pyrophyllite structure due to  heat effects as early as 873 K , though 
the whole quantity of hydroxyl groups is not y e t removed completely a t  this 
tem perature (Column 1 in Table 1). The hea t treatm ents with increasing 
tem perature in the tem perature range of Table 1 fail to  change the structu re  
of dehydroxylated pyrophyllite, and cause only minor d values shifts and 
changes in reflection intensities. The residue from  the DTA exam ination a t 
1773 K , however, is already mullite and cristobalite.
The X -ray diffractograms of solid residues from  chlorination experim ents 
( Figure 2) fail to  indicate changes, beside the  value d and intensity  shifts, 
the solid chlorination residue—even th a t subjected to 3 hours, chlorination 
a t 1273 K —is of dehydroxylated pyrophyllite structure. The dehydroxylated 
pyrophyllite structure proved to  be more stable than  th a t of y-A l,03 and iron 
oxides [10, 11, 12].
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Figure 2
X -ra y  diffraotogram s o f  original Pázm ánd p yrophyllite  sam ples and o f  th ose  subjected  
to  ch lorination  at different tem perature and reaction tim e  
a:  original; b: 873 К , 1 hour; c: 973 К , 1 hour; d:  1123 К , 1 hour; e: 1273 К , 1 hour; 
f :  1273 K , 2 hours; g : 1273 К , 3 hours
Chemical Composition of Solid Chlorination Residues
Chemical composition of original pyrophyllite and  solid chlorination residues 
concerning the sta te  heated  a t 1273 K , are shown in  Table 2.
Table 2.
Chemical composition of original and chlorinated Pázmánd pyrophyllites samples, 
concerning state heated at 1273 К  (w %).
Chlorination temps, 
and reaction time Si0 2 T i0 2 Al,Oa FeaC>3 Total
original 68.52 0.20 30.97 0.21 99.90
873 К , 1 hour 68.65 0.20 30.94 0.23 100.02
973 К , 1 hour 68.53 0.05 30.91 0.23 99.72
1123 К , 1 hour 69.14 0.05 31.04 0.21 100.44
1273 К , 1 hour 70.21 0.07 29.33 0.20 99.81
1273 K ,  2 hours 72.33 0.06 27.12 0.20 99.71
1273 K ,  3 hours 72.97 0.03 25.67 0.16 98.83
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The chemical changes occurring due to  chlorination are not evident from 
Table 2, so the net chlorination weight loss values given in  Column 5 of Table 1 
should also be considered (Table 3). This can be done because the sum of Ca 
and Mg content of original pyrophyllite appeared lower th an  0.1%. Table 3 
gives four figures for each chemical component. The first one (r)  considers 
th a t mass percent values in Table 2 refer to  the chlorination residue of smaller 
mass ra ther than to  the  original m aterial. Thus if  mass percentage values 
referring to  the original material 100% are to  be calculated, then the  mass
Table 3.
Compositions o f original and chlorinated Pázmánd pyrophyllite samples, 
related to material heated at 1273 K. The chlorinated sample data 
are calculated considering net chlorination loss.
Chlorination 
temperatures, 
reaction time
SiOa T iO a AI2O3 FeaOs S iO a /A laO a
Original 68.62 0.20 30.97 0.21 2.212
873 К r 68.65 0.20 30.94 0.21 2.219
1 hour r%
l
1%
— — —
- — О - -
973 r 67.72 0.05 30.55 0.23 2.217
1 hour r% 98.83 25.00 98.64 —
l 0,80 0,15 0,42 — 1.905
1% 1.17 75.00 1.36 —
1123 К r 67.68 0.05 30.39 0.21 2.227
1 hour r% 98.77 25.00 98.18 —
l 0.84 0.15 0.58 — 1.448
1% 1.23 75.00 1.87 —
1273 К r 63.67 0.06 26.60 0.18 2.394
1 hour r% 92.92 30.00 85.84 85.72
l 4.85 0.14 4.37 0.03 1.110
1% 7.08 70.00 14.11 14.28
1273 К r 59.12 0.05 22.17 0.16 2.667
2 hours r% 86.28 25.00 71.59 76.19
l 9.40 0.15 8.80 0.05 1.068
1% 13.72 75.00 28.41 23.81
1273 К r 57.08 0.02 20.08 0.13 2.843
3 hours r% 83.30 10.00 64.84 61.90
l 11.44 0.18 10.89 0.08 1.051
1% 16.70 90.00 35.16 38.10
r = chlorination residue considering net chlorination loss 
r% =• r in percentage relating to the original value 
l = chlorination loss considering the net chlorination loss 
1% =* l in percentage relating to the original value *
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percentage values in  Table 2 should be m ultiplied by (100 — net chlorination 
loss)/100. For example S i0 2 content of sample chlorinated a t 1273 К  for 
3 hours, regarding the  original m aterial, is :
72.97(100-21 .78)/100  =  57.08 (w %).
The second figure (r%) indicates w hat percentage the mass percent value 
so calculated represents compared to  the  original value. W ith the  cited ex­
am ple :
57.08/0.6852 =  83.30(%).
The th ird  figure ( l)  is the  difference between the mass percentage value 
for each component of the  original Pázm ánd pyrophyllite and the value 
calculated by considering the  ne t chlorination loss (68.52 — 57.08 =  11.44 w%), 
th a t  is the m aterial leaving the gas phase during chlorination indicates the 
ex te n t of loss.
The fourth figure (1%) shows w hat percentage of each component for the 
original Pázm ánd pyrophyllite the loss means (11.44/0.6852=16.70% and 
100 — 83.30=16.70%). Table 3 also indicates the alteration of the ratio S i02/ 
/A12Os in the solid chlorination residue or in  the m aterial removed. D ata of 
Table 3 are graphically shown in  Figures 3 and 4. In  these Figures, changes 
in  q uan tity  of the two m ain components, S i0 2 and A120 3 are illustrated. For 
subsequent calculations, T i0 2 and  Fe20 3 contents due to  their small amounts
SiO^A^Og
873 973 1123 1273 1273 1273 1273 К
1h 1h 1h 1h 1h 2h 3h
temperature К 
reaction time h
Figure 3
SÍO2 an d  AI2O3 losses o f  ch lorinated  Pázm ánd pyrophyllite  sa m p les;---------- l a n d ----------
1% values in Table 3. T he SÍO2/AI2O3 ratios in the material removed
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С*/.]
lh 1h Ih lh  ,lh 2h 3h
temperature К 
reaction time h
Figure 4
SÍO2 and AI2O3 con ten t of chlorinated residues for chlorinated Pázm ánd pyrophyllites
sam ples; ------------r , ---------- -r% values in Table 3. The SÍO2/AI2O3 ratios in  the chlorinated
residues
and to  the fact th a t they in  all probability are residues of contam inating m ate­
rials, were not taken  into consideration.
Quantity of S i0 2 and A120 3 in the  m aterial removed during chlorination 
( Figure 3) is nearly the same. W ith a  similar running the  percentage values 
concerning the original material as 100% show th a t w ith rising tem perature 
and duration of chlorination, A1 becomes increasingly chlorinated, so for 
example after 3 hours’ chlorination a t  1273 К  35% of the  A120 3 content of 
the original m aterial is removed, while only 17% of the  S i02 content. The 
formation of ratio  S i02/Al20 3 in the m aterial removed also indicates this.
In  chlorination residues both S i02 and A120 3 content decreases ( Figure 4 ), 
bu t A1 content to  a much greater extent. Consequently the ratio S i0 2/Al20 3 
of the chlorination residues significantly increases.
Discussion
D ata  obtained from chlorination experiments of pyrophyllite from Pázm ánd 
allow two basic statem ents to  be made :
1. chlorination residues contain a  single crystalline component, dehydrox- 
ylated pyrophyllite,
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Table 4.
Models for chlorination residues of PázmAnd pyrophyllite
Chlorination 
temperatures, 
reaction time
Chlorination residue as 
dehydroxylated pyrophyllite 
type compound 
A
Chlorination residue as 
dehydroxylated pyrophyllite 
В
+SiOa
Chlorination residue as 
dehydroxylated 
pyrophyllite with vacancies 
C
873 К, 1 hour (Sis.,3 Al„.o?)ivAl” iOi1 (Si3.»3Alo.07)IVAl^0lOn - (SÍ3.93A1o.o7)ivA 1^2Oh
973 К, 1 hour (SÍ3.»3Alo.07)IVAlJ*2Oii (SÍ3.»3A10.07)iva£ I03O1, 0.14 Si3 .88Al2.0eO10.85
1123 К, 1 hour (Si3.,iAlo.oe)IVAl” MOii (SÍs.mAIo.oO ^ A I^ O u 0.46 Si3 .33Al2.05O10.s4
1273 К, 1 hour (Si4 .O2All.9 3 On) (Sis. 9 3  A10 • o?)IVA l^ 2Ou 6.23 Si3 .05Al1.79O9 .9 9
1273 K, 2 hours (Si4 .i3 All.37On) (Sis .8sAlo.o7)IVA ! " 20 1i 12.25 Si3 .39Al1.50O0 .0 3
1273 K, 3 hours (Si4 .20All.74On) (Sis.,3Al0.07)lvAl(:fO 1i 16.18 Si3 .27Al1.34Oe.55
2. in the chlorination residues, the  am ount of Si is greater and A1 content 
is smaller, com pared to the original m aterial.
The two s ta tem en ts seemingly contrad ict each other since if the chemical 
composition of th e  chlorination residues fails to  equal th a t  of the original 
material, then th e  question is, how chlorination residues can keep the phase 
composition corresponding to  the chemical composition, of the original m a­
terial?
For this, a rough answer is given by  establishing three partly  differring 
models. S tatem ent 1 is the initial one for all three models, bu t they  differ 
in  the way th ey  satisfy Statem ent 2. The required d a ta  are contained in 
Table 4.
Model A :  i t  is assum ed th a t the ac tual analytical da ta  given for chlorina­
tion  residues in Table 2 represent the chemical composition of a dehydroxylated 
crystalline compound w ith pyrophyllite structure  (Statem ent 1.) Given the 
analysis data the  stoichiom etric form ula of the chlorination, residues can be 
calculated (Column A  in  Table 4). I t  can be seen th a t as chlorination proceeds, 
th e  coefficients change due to  change in  S i0 2/Al20 3 ratio ; for example, in the 
case of silicon i t  increases from a level of 3.93 corresponding to  an hour chlori­
nation  at 873 K , to  4.20. Model A  allows for a chlorination residue of uniform 
chemical composition which contains Si and  A1 in proportions corresponding 
to  the instantaneous chlorination sta te  in  a dehydroxylated pyrophyllite type 
structure  and by th is  formally meets S tatem ent 2. However, it  represents 
only a formal solution, because the num ber of tetrahedral positions is a t most 
4 compared to  4.20 Si mentioned above. The other difficulty in accepting the 
m odel is tha t i t  requires re-organisation in  tim e, even during chlorination a t 
a  single tem perature and  not only a t points attacked by the  chlorinating gas 
m ixture, but in th e  whole mass of the  sample. Thus Model A  can be disre­
garded.
Model B: sim ilarly to  Model A  dehydroxylated crystalline m aterial w ith 
pyrophyllite struc tu re  is also accepted in  the  case of Model В  in the chlorina­
tio n  residues, according to  Statem ent 1, b u t this is regarded as having un ­
changed stoichiometric composition th roughout the chlorination. Accordingly, 
th e  chlorination residue richer in silicon compared to  the original pyrophyllite 
(Statem ent 2), is a  m ixture of the dehydroxylated pyrophyllite with the
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original composition and the silica obtained through greater chlorination of 
the aluminium. The reason for the change in the ratio  S i0 2/Al20 3 in  the 
chlorination residues is free S i02 bu ilt up a t the attacked  points, while the 
dehydroxylated pyrophyllite structure a t other positions remains unchanged. 
The am ount of the free S i0 2 can be calculated from analysis da ta  (Table 2), 
the to ta l chlorination residue as a percentage is shown is Column В  of Table 4. 
For example, the residue of chlorination experiment a t 1273 К  for 3 hours 
should have according to  Model B, 16% of S i02 which is high enough for a 
safe X -ray diffractional phase analysis. However, there is no S i02 as crystal­
line component in the chlorination residue, bu t it  m ay be present as an X -ray 
amorphous phase, a fact th a t is m ade probable by a  slight rise in  the base 
line, observed in the relevant X-ray diffractograms.
Model C : according to  this model Si and A1 positions removed during 
chlorination remain vacant, th a t is a  dehydroxylated pyrophyllite structure 
with vacancies is assumed. The num ber of positions left vacant increases 
with the chlorination loss. In  the residue of a chlorination experim ent a t 
1273 К  for 3 hours, i t  reaches almost one fourth of the  originally filled cation 
positions. Continuing th is process theoretically, for example by extending the 
duration of chlorination, the number of missing points should increase. P ro ­
vided th a t  S i0 2/Al20 3 ratio  in the rem oved material ( Figure 3) is unchanged 
at the same tem perature, a state should be reached when there is no A1 left 
in the dehydroxylated pyrophyllite structure. Then only two tetrahedral 
layers are left in the three layered pyrophyllite structure, w ith m any cations 
also missing, and this obviously leads to  the collapse of the lattice. The 
model’s range of valid ity  seemingly depends on how m any vacancies the 
dehydroxylated pyrophyllite structure can tolerate, however the lim it value 
of this is no t known.
Conclusions
During the  chlorination of Pázmánd pyrophyllite, Models В  and/or C indicate 
the probability in such a  way th a t while the pyrophyllite structure can to l­
erate the  build up of vacant positions, Model C is predom inant. Reaching a 
certain value, any fu rther increase in  the number of vacancies leads to  the 
collapse of the lattice and  following th is a quantitatively decreasing dehydrox­
ylated pyrophyllite structure of the  lim it value and an amorphous S i0 2 
increase in  quantity, are in  coexistence.
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SYM BOLS
Fcii flow  rate o f Cla (1/h)
Fco flow  rate o f CO (1/h)
CuKa K a  characteristic X -ra y  radiation o f  copper, C uK a =  0.154 nm  
d interplanar spacing, nm
2 0  angle between th e  incident and reflected  X -ray beam s, °
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РЕЗЮМЕ
Авторы изучали фазовые и химические изменения пирофиллита 1Тс термообработанного при 
температурах 873, 973, 1123 и 1223 К в атмосфере содержащего окись углерода и хлора. Раз­
работали три различных моделей для описания структуры хлористых остатков. Наиболее веро­
ятным для остатки пирофиллита 1Тс структура дехидроксиллированного пирофиллита в ко­
торой можно найти аморфный SÍO2 и места аномалий.
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A self-circulating electrochem ical cell, developed for th e  treatm ent 
o f sodium  dithionite-containing w aste w aters [1, 2], w as used for 
the treatm ent o f sodium  sulphite, sodium  th iosulphate and phenol- 
containing w aste w aters, and th e  oxidation  efficiency w ith  respect 
to  the sulphur com pounds, phenol and organics were determ ined. 
The effects o f the sodium  chloride concentration upon th e  rate o f  
oxidation  o f  sodium  sulphite and phenol were determ ined. A ll three 
m aterials studied could be oxidized in th e  auto-circulating electro­
chem ical cell. Increased salt concentration im proved th e  current 
efficiency and decreased the specific pow er consum ption. T he relative 
power consum ption w as higher than  th a t obtained for sodium  di- 
th ionite, because no aeration was used.
Introduction
In  two previous papers [1, 2] the cell design, the results of laboratory experi­
ments and the pilot-plant-scale unit developed for the electrochemical oxida­
tion of sodium chloride and sodium dithionite-containing waste w ater were 
described. This paper deals with the electrochemical trea tm ent of other waste 
waters, which contain various sulphur compounds and organics. T o m il o v  e t 
al. [3], studying the electrochemical treatm ent of sulphur-containing waste 
waters, found th a t in the absence of chloride ions, a t a  current density  of 
2 А /dm2 applied for 8 hours, a 24.2 g 0 2/l COD could be decreased to  2.2 g 
0 2/l COD, and in the presence of 50 g/1 NaCI a 180 g 0 2/l COD could be de­
creased to  0.4 g 0 2/l.
Osadeshenko  e t al. [4] studied the oxidation of sulphites in the presence 
and absence of chloride ions. They found th a t the current efficiency of sulphite 
oxidation in the absence of chloride was 50%, while in  its  presence i t  was 
94-98%.
H arlamova and T edoradze [5] reported the efficient use of electrochemical 
treatm ent for the removal of phenol, oil and cyanides from waste waters. 
They found th a t for efficient treatm ent in the 250 mg/1 to  30 g/1 phenol
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concentration range the concentration of chloride ions should be a t least 
80 g Cl*/g phenol. The optim um  tem perature  range was 70-80 °C, and the 
specific power consum ption was 30-90 kW h/kg phenol.
This paper describes the laboratory experim ents carried out with the  auto- 
circulating cell described in  [1], w ithout aeration, for the trea tm ent of sodium 
sulphite, sodium thiosulphate and phenol-containing model solutions, and for 
th e  treatm ent of the  organics-containing w aste water of the  Nitrokem ia Works 
a t  Fűzfőgyártelep, Hungary.
Experimental
R eagent grade sodium  sulphite, sodium thiosulphate and  phenol (Reanal) 
were used to  prepare 5 1 volumes each of 3 8 + 2  g/1 sodium sulphite, 41 +  2 g/1 
sodium thiosulphate and 0.25, 1 and 2.5 g/1 phenol model solutions. The waste 
w ater sample, obtained from the N itrokem ia Works had  a COD value of 
3780 mg 0 2/l. Solution pH  was set to  7.5-8, by  the addition of NaOH. E xternal 
cooling was used to  m aintain the tem perature of the solutions during electro­
lysis a t 58 +  2 °C. In  the  case of phenol solutions, the tem perature did not rise 
above 40+ 1 °C, consequently no external cooling was applied and the experi­
m ents were carried out a t th a t  tem perature. In  our opinion, this difference 
does not lead to  a  significant error, because, as shown in [1], above 40 °C the 
potential drop across the cell does no t vary  largely w ith  the tem perature. 
The sodium chloride concentration of the  solution was m aintained a t 280 ±  5 g/1. 
In  the case of sodium  sulphite, further measurements were carried out in the 
absence of salt, and also a t salt concentrations of 70 and 140 g/1. The con­
centration of sodium  chloride was varied in  the case of the  phenol solutions 
as well, because 90 g salt was introduced in to  the system w ith each gramme 
of phenol. The curren t density varied in  the  30 to  70 А/dm 2 range. Tests were 
carried out in the  auto-circulating cell, w ith  a  perforated graphite anode and 
scaly stainless steel (KO 37) cathode, w ithout aeration. During electrolysis, 
samples were taken  a t regular intervals and  were analyzed by iodometric 
titra tion  (for sulphur) and by the potassium  bichromate m ethod (MSZ 260/16- 
67 Hungarian Industria l Standard) for COD. A fter completion of the electro­
lysis, the sulphate content of the solutions was determined gravimetrically. 
I t  was found th a t  a t  the  end, sulphur was present as sulphate.
Results and discussion
a) Oxidation of Sodium  Sulphite and Sodium  Thiosulphate
The concentration of sodium sulphite and  sodium thiosulphate as a function 
of time is p lo tted  in  Fig. 1 and 2, respectively, for various current densities. 
The rate of oxidation increases in  bo th  cases with the current density, i.e. 
the  tim e-requirem ent of electrolysis decreases. The specific power consump­
tion  value, the m ost im portant economic criterion in electrochemical waste 
treatm ent, and current efficiency, both calculated from the  measured values 
are listed in Table 1. In  the case of sodium sulphite and sodium thiosulphate, 
a t  a current density  of 50 A/cm 2, the specific power consumption is approxi-
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Fig. 1
Concentration o f  sodium  sulphite as a function  o f  tim e at various current densities, 
д  -  30 A /d m 2; 0 — 60  A /d m 2; □  — 70 A /d m 2
Fig. 2
Concentration o f  sodium  thiosulphate as a function  o f  tim e a t various current densites 
д  -  30 A /d m 2; 0 — 60 A /d m 2; □  -  70 A /d m 2
m ately proportional to  the change of the degree of oxidation. I t  was shown 
in [1] th a t a t a current density of 50 A /dm 2 and aeration rate  of 12-13 1/A h, 
the specific power consumption of sodium dithionite oxidation was 4 .5- 
5 kW  h/kg reducing material. I f  one assumes th a t the specific power con-
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Table 1.
Current efficiency (rj) and specific power consumption (E) values of electrolysis
Solution
D C'NaCl E V
A/dm2 g/i g /1 kWh/kg %
30 280 38.21 1.899 97.3
Sodium sulphite 50 280 36.10 2.212 99.2
70 280 37.85 2.638 99.2
30 280 41.27 6.251 94.1
Sodium thiosulphate 50 280 42.36 8.211 92.2
70 280 39.61 8.560 91.2
50 _ 37.49 7.070 31.6
Sodium sulphite 50 70 38.98 6.715 39.0
50 140 37.85 4.370 55.0
50 280 36.10 2.212 99.2
sum ption is also proportional to  th e  change of the  degree of oxidation in  the 
case of sodium  chthionite, i t  can be concluded th a t  aeration decreases the 
specific power consumption by 20-25%.
The relationship between the ra te  of oxidation and  salt concentration a t a 
current density  of 50 А /dm 2 is shown in Fig. 3. A t identical in itial sodium 
sulphite concentrations, the addition of sodium chloride increases the current 
efficiency and  decreases the length of the electrolysis time. Specific power 
consumption and current efficiencies are p lo tted  in  Fig. 4. A t a salt con­
centration of 280 g/1, the current efficiency is alm ost 100% and the specific 
power consumption is only 2.21 kW h/kg, compared to  the 7.07 kW h/kg 
value observed in  the absence of salt.
Fig. 3
Concentration o f  sodium  sulphite as a  fu n ction  o f  tim e in  solu tions o f  varying sa lt con
centration  
D  =  60 A /d m 2
X  -  280 g  NaCl/1; •  -  140 g  NaCl/1; О -  70 g  NaCl/1; □  -  0 g  NaCl/1
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Fig. 4
R elationsh ip  betw een th e  apparent current efficiency and sa lt concentration , and th e  
specific  power consum ption  and sa lt concentration  
D  =  50 A /d m 2
b) Oxidation of Phenol
Phenols and phenol derivatives, present in waste waters, can be relatively 
sim ply oxidized. W hen reacted w ith  chlorine, some phenol derivatives are 
oxidized to  carbon dioxide or to  nontoxic, biologically degradable products. 
Some researchers [6] believe th a t  phenol-containing waste w aters are best 
processed electrochemically. Electrolysis is carried out between graphite 
anodes and perforated steel cathodes, in the presence of sodium chloride.
A 50 А /dm2 current density was m aintained in the phenol oxidation experi­
m ents. A t first, a 40 g NaCl/g phenol salt concentration was used, b u t phenol 
could not be oxidized, in agreement w ith [5] which maintains th a t a minimum 
80 g NaCl/g phenol is required for successful oxidation. Therefore, a 90 g 
NaCl/g phenol concentration was used in the  following experiments. The 
chemical oxygen dem and (COD) is plotted against the oxidation tim e in 
Fig. 5. The effects of salt concentration are also apparent in  Fig. 5: an in ­
crease in NaCl concentration from 22.5 g/1 to  225 g/1 decreased the oxidation 
tim e by  a factor of two. Since the exact pathw ay of electrochemical oxidation 
of phenol is not known, an apparent current efficiency was calculated as the 
ratio  of the mass o f oxygen calculated from the change of COD, and the  
mass of oxygen th a t  can be produced by the current passing the cell. The 
apparen t current efficiencies a t various phenol concentrations were as follows :
0.25 g/1 phenol: 26.32%, 1.0 g/1: 57.97%, 2.5 g/1: 64.36%. The specific power 
consumption is large, except for the  2.5 g phenol/1 solution when i t  decreased 
to  90 kWh/kg.
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Fig. 5
COD o f the phenol so lu tio n  as a  function o f  tim e a t various in itia l phenol concentrations 
D  =  60 A /d m 2. In itia l phenol concentrations:
•  — 0.25 g/l;  X  — 1.00 gД; О — 2.5 g ß
c) Oxidation of Organics-Containing Industrial Waste Water
Process waste w aters of the  Nitrokem ia W orks are united in a buffer lagoon, 
neutralized and are fu rther processed biologically. This neutralized waste 
water, w ith an in itia l COD of 3780 mg 0 2/l was processed a t 50 А /dm 2 for 
4 hours, yielding a w ater w ith a COD of 22 mg 0 2/l. The apparent current 
efficiency, calculated as in  the case of phenol, was 31.47%, the specific power 
consumption was 0.27 kWh/1.
In  conclusion i t  can be sta ted  th a t  the  sulphur compounds tested can be 
oxidized efficiently, under the same conditions as sodium dithionite, though 
th e  specific power consumption is higher, because of the lack of aeration. 
Increasing salt concentration improves bo th  the  ra te  of oxidation and the 
specific power consumption. W aste w ater, containing phenol and organic 
pollutants, can also be trea ted  in the auto-circulating cell, bu t the apparent 
current efficiency of oxidation is much lower and the specific power consump­
tion is almost an order of m agnitude larger th an  in the case of the inorganic 
sulphur compounds. A t identical salt concentrations, the apparent current 
efficiency obtained for phenol is alm ost twice as large as th a t obtained for 
the  organic pollutants.
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РЕЗЮМЕ
В ходе экспериментов авторы использовали ранее опубликованную в 1,2 саморециркуляцион- 
ную електражзер пригодную для оксидирования сточных вод, для очистки модельных раство­
ров содержащих тиосульфат натрия и фенола и также для очистки сточной воды содержащей 
органические вещества с целью определения эффективности оксидации единичных серистых 
соединений фенола и органического вещества в саморециркуляционной камере. Для растворов 
содержащих сульфит натрия и фенол, изучали влияние концентрации хлорида натрия на ско­
рость оксидации. Установили, что все вышеотмеченные вещества можно оксидировать в 
саморециркуляционной камере электролиза; увеличение концентрации соли увеличивает вы­
ход по токуй и уменшает удельный расход электроэнергии. У изученных серистых соединений 
относительный удельный расход электроэнергии больше, чем у дитионита натрия, так как 
настоящую серию экспериментов проводили без продувки воздуха.
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A n  effective algorithm  is proposed to  solve isotherm al flash  problem s 
in  process sim ulation using cubic equation o f  sta te  for the calcula­
tio n  o f  vapour-liquid equilibria. In  accordance w ith  the increased  
im portance o f tim e and storage savings in flow sheet programm es 
com pared to a stand-alone flash  calculation, the m ain aspect w as 
to  develop a reliable and fast converging algorithm  o f  m oderate 
storage demand, th a t also made m edium  size com puter im plem enta­
tions possible. Furtherm ore, the triv ia l x  =  y  solution, as an unfor­
tu n ate  peculiarity o f  the equation o f  sta te  approach, is attem pted  
to  avoid by a properly chosen calculation strategy, rather than b y  an y  
forcing technique. T he applicability o f  the algorithm  is dem onstrated  
b y  som e sam ple problem s known as difficult exam ples from  a num er­
ica l aspect.
Introduction
Isotherm  flash modules constitutes one of the most frequently encountered 
operation units of the modularly structured process simulators. Accordingly, 
much has been done on the development of reliable and fast converging algo­
rithms for the calculation task consisting of the separation of a  m aterial 
stream a t  a given pressure and tem perature into vapour and liquid streams 
tha t are in  equilibrium w ith each other. Nevertheless, while the flash calcula­
tions can be considered more or less easy problems for the activity  coefficient 
approach (e.g. W i l s o n , NRTL, and UNIQUAC), the same flash modules may 
often fail if  using any equation of s ta te  (e.g. [1], [2]) for the calculation of the 
vapour-liquid equilibrium. The com putation difficulties manifest themselves 
by the slow convergence and/or the problem referred to  as triv ial solution 
{xi = y i, i=  1, 2, . . . ,  c), close to the critical point. In  case of poor in itial gues­
ses for the iteration variables x, y, the  trivial solution may be atta ined  even 
for moderate pressures. Despite the use of equations of state  for some decades, 
until recently little atten tion  was paid to  this aspect. In  addition, the num ber 
of publications, th a t d id  also consider the special claims made by flowsheet 
programmes, is rather small. In  the last 5-10 years, on the other hand, attem pts
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were made to  scrutinize the problem and to  suggest some procedures for the  
avoidance of the triv ia l solution (e.g. [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]).
All authors agree th a t  the triv ia l solution is accounted for by the poor 
in itia l phase compositions in  the early iterations, th a t resulted in a vapour­
like (liquid-like) fugacity  coefficient, instead of a desired liquid-like (vapour­
like) one. As for the  prevention of the triv ia l solution, there are two different 
approaches to  the  problem . Some authors ([4], [5]) focussed their attention 
on the diagnosis and  correction of the undesired root of the equation of state, 
assuming th a t th is forcing technique is required only throughout a few ite ra ­
tions. They are n o t specific about the  choice of the calculation strategy and 
th e  initialization m ethod. Others ([3], [7]), on the other hand, consider the 
appropriate choice of the  calculation strategy and initialization m ethod to  be 
the  decisive factor in  the  avoidance of the triv ia l solution.
Following the la tte r  strategy-oriented concept, we developed an efficient 
algorithm  for isotherm al flash calculations. W hile not all the features presented 
in  the  next sections are brand-new, taken  together they make a complete, 
easy-to-programme procedure th a t exhibits a reliable and fast convergence 
in  a wide pressure and  tem perature range, th ey  involve a reliable and fast 
phase detection procedure and have simple and efficient selfstarting and 
res ta rt capabilities (initialization).
Formulation of the Problem
The calculation of vapour-liquid equilibrium  separators, often called flash 
process ( Fig. 1 )  m eans the solution of the following types of equations : 
to ta l mass balance :
F = V  +  L  (1)
/ .  V. T. P
Fig. 1
Schem atic diagram  o f  isotherm  flash
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component balances:
P ízi=  Viyi+LiXi » = 1, 2, . . . , c  (2 )
vapour-liquid relationship :
yt =  Ki(T, P ,  X,  j)xi  (3)
mole fraction restrictions :
2  2 / i= l  (4a)
<-i
or
2 * 1 = 1  (4b)
2  2/i - 2 * i= 0 (4°)i-i i-i
heat balance :
Q =  H t F - H i L - H y V  (5)
In  the isotherm case, F  z P  T  and H  are specified and V, L, x, y and Q have 
to  be calculated.
The concrete form of the isT, function depends on the  equilibrium model 
applied. For an equation of state approach, the  K t equilibrium  ratios are 
given by the ratios of the fugacity coefficients of the liquid and vapour phases, 
respectively :
K i = ^ l ç ï  t =  1, 2 , . . . ,  c (6 )
The fugacity coefficients are estim ated w ith the same equation of sta te  for 
both phases, choosing the corresponding Z  compressibility root for the phase 
in question, after the solution of the cubic equation of s ta te  :
f(Z) = Z 3 — Z 2 +  A Z  — В  (7)
The calculation of A and В constants and further details of the determ ina­
tion of the fugacity coefficients by means of the compressibility factor can be 
taken from any of the original articles [1], [2].
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) and Eq. (4c), and introducing the a=  V IF  
notation for the vaporization ratio, we gain the well-known form ulation of 
the isotherm flash problem (for simplicity, the heat balance is om itted because 
i t  can be solved for Q separately) :
gi(x, y ,a )  =  xi 1. . 3  °  
a(K\ — 1 )4 -1 (8 )
Kizi
!7i+0(x , y , a) =  г/ i ------t v  =  °
a ( K i -  1) +  1 (9)
c ( K i — l)zi
gao+i(x, y , a) — 2  1 . . 1 0  
i - i  a(Ki — 1) +  1
(1 0 )
This is a nonlinear equation set made up of equations w ith  2c -H 1 variables 
to  be calculated iteratively. So, the general form of the problem  can be w rit­
ten as:
g(u) = 0 (11)
where :
u=[x. У, a]
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Choice of the Calculation Strategy
Considering the complex dependence of K t values of x and y, a general N e w - 
t o n - R aphson  procedure solving all equations (8-10) sim ultaneiusly, seems 
to  be the correct m ethod. In  spite of th is evidence, such robust algorithms 
have been proposed only for some years (e.g. [3], [8]). This delay and reluc­
tance can be explained by the  expensive Jacobian evaluation for Eq. (11):
J 13 д^Щ + Дщ , Ui^i) -  gi(v], Uj j^) Ащ ( 12 )
Fig. 2
Version 1 o f  tw o-loop  strategy
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Fig. 3
Version 2 o f  tw o-loop strategy
So, the procedure would require ( 2 c + l ) 2 partial derivatives per iterations- 
involving 2c +1  evaluations of the thermodynamic functions per ite ra ­
tions.
Since the computation time is more or less proportional to  the num ber of 
K t evaluations, this method may be very expensive, even if it  converges in 
relatively few iterations.
The propagators of the N ew ton- R aphson strategy are correct th a t  the 
derivatives can also be produced analytically for m ost of the equation of 
state  models, which would reduce the  tim e consumption associated w ith  the 
K t evaluations. However, this m ethod for applications in flowsheet program ­
mes is usually impossible, because the thermodynamic property packages do 
not include the corresponding derivative routines. This is evident, since analy-
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tical derivation w ould  require a considerable enlargement of the property 
routines. (Among others, each К  routine would necessitate additional deri­
vative routines for th e  ôK/ôx, ôK/ôy  derivatives.) Fortunately , Equations 
(8)-(10) can also be solved separately, decoupling the equations in an appro­
p ria te  manner. N am ely, Eq. (10) can be solved for a=  V IF  (e.g. with N ew ton-  
R a phson), considering K t constant th roughout the iteration. On the other 
hand, Equations (8) and  (9) can be used for the  correction of x and y values 
in  order to recalculate the K , values. L et us call this approach the two-loop 
strategy. Depending on the concrete form of the variable-to-loop coupling, 
there  may be two different versions, each having an inner and an outer loop. 
Version 1 (Fig. 2 )  uses an outer loop for solving Eq. (10) to  correct a, while 
th e  x and y values are corrected in an inner loop by repeated application of 
Equations (8) and (9).
Essentially, the  inner loop serves the function evaluations required by the 
N ew ton  procedure in  the outer loop. This calculation p a tte rn  can be con­
sidered as an extension of the trad itional approach, developed for an ideal 
vapour-liquid equilibrium  case, to  nonideal cases, inasmuch as the composi­
tion  dependence o f th e  K t values is being taken  into account by a few inner 
loop calculations of th e  function (10) a t constant a, while iterating x and y 
to  a  prescribed convergence. Recently, a  reversed application of the loops 
was proposed [6], [9]. The version 2 (F ig . 3) solves Eq. (10) for a a t given 
K t (i.e. x and y values), in the inner loop. The iterative correction of x and y 
takes place in the  ou ter loop. W ithout any testing, i t  is obvious th a t the 
num ber of K ( evaluations per iteration  is sm aller for the two-loop approach 
th a n  for the N ew to n—R aphson  one. In  addition, using the two-loop approach, 
version 2 is more advantageous th an  version 1, in  this respect. Considering 
th e  aspects associated w ith the  im plem entation in flowsheet programmes 
(relatively few K i evaluations, no need for K t derivatives w ith respect to  the 
composition, and m oderate storage requirem ent), the decision was made on 
th e  version 2 of the  two-loop approach.
Approaching the critical pressure of the  m ixture (e.g. under criogenic condi­
tions), the convergence speed becomes very slow. The slow converging vari­
ables are the compositions th a t  are ite rated  in  the outer loop with direct 
substitution, using E quations (8) and (9). Observations have shown th a t the 
relationship between th e  composition values in  two subsequent iterations 
becomes more or less linear after reaching a “ slowing” point :
Consequently, the dom inan t eigen value m ethod (DEM) [10] is expected to 
accelerate the convergence :
Convergence Acceleration in the outer Loop
u(f+l) ^  Au<r> -f b (13)
where :
(14)
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where :
Ай
||u (r+l> _  u (r)||
||U<r) -  U<r - D | |
A similar linear relationship was also observed for the  values of function (10) :
/('+ »a« /W  +  6 (15)
which would suggest th a t the following estimation for X should be used :
/(r+ l)_ /(r)
As-----------/(Г*
( 16)
Due to the strong interaction between the variables (x, y) the (14) relationship, 
using the eucledian norms of u, was preferred in our algorithm.
The criterion of the intervention by DEM was chosen as :
zlA =
|A<r>_ A<r-D|
\Щ
-=0.05 (17)
In  addition a bound of 0.98 for À was applied to  avoid overestimations due 
to  round-off failures when approaching the accuracy lim it of the computer. 
The la tte r case often occurs near the critical point of the mixture.
Initialization
Irrespective of the chosen strategy (New ton- R a ph so n , or version 1 or 2 of 
the two-loop approach), a good initialization, i.e. a consistent estim ate for 
a= VIF , x and y proved to  be of more decisive im portance in the case of an 
equation of a state equilibrium model than  for the  activ ity  coefficient appro­
aches (e.g. W ilso n , NRTL, and UNIQUAC). Especially near to the critical 
point, poor initial guesses may easily lead to  the  triv ia l x = y  solution. The 
term  consistent estim ate means th a t  the iteration variable a, x and y should 
be of the same source or calculated w ith the same method. In addition, the 
initialization m ethod should be simple with ignorable tim e-consumption com­
pared to  the  to tal computation tim e of the flash calculation. Accordingly, the 
equilibrium ratios are usually estim ated from R ao u lt’s law :
Ki = F \lP  < = 1,2......... c (18)
where the vapour pressure is calculated with one of the  available m ethods [11]. 
For this purpose, we found R i e d e l ’s correlation successful to perform most 
of the problems encountered :
PÏ =  exp [a„ In T T-  0 .0838X (a„-  3.75) X (36/T r — 35 — t \  +  42 XIn TV)]X Pc (19)
where the ac constant can be calculated if Eq. (19) is w ritten for the norm al 
boiling point and solved for ae. In  the case of supercritical components (T  > T cl), 
the K t obtained w ith Eq. (19) was lim ited to 10,000, to  reduce overestim a­
tions. We also investigated the m ethod proposed by A sselineau  e t al. [3]. 
In  this, the vapour pressures are estim ated from the  critical data  and norm al 
boiling point by linear interpolation or extrapolation :
l n P Î - ln P b i  l / T - i /Ты---------------------=з ■
In Poi — In Р м  1 IT  ci — 1 /Ты
(20)
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This simple m ethod was also found to  be efficient for most of the  problems, 
except for systems w ith  a high C 02 content (70-80 mole per cent) and near 
the  critical pressure. F u rth e r benefits can be gained when the flash calcula­
tion  is restarted from  a previously converged solution, b u t w ith different 
values of z or/and T  o r/and  P. This situation  often happens in process simula­
tion  when the change in  z is due to  the changes in the recycle flows. In  such 
cases, the convergence for the somewhat new condition is achieved in a few 
(2-3) iterations. Experiences have shown th a t  more sophisticated methods to  
initialization (eg. Ca n f ie l d  [12]), do no t resu lt in a significant improvement, 
b u t often considerably raise the com putation effort.
Detection of Single Phase Region
Flash  calculations in single phase regions very often lead to  a triv ia l solution. 
This phenomen is n o t surprising, since far below the bubble point there is no 
equilibrium vapour phase. Consequently, there  is no vapour-Uke root for Z  
o f E q . (7). Similarly, th e  disappearence of the  liquid-like root above the dew 
po in t can also be justified . Accordingly, for the  prevention of th is situation, 
the  determination of the  bubble and dew point seems to  be the  sure and 
correct way. Nevertheless, the calculation of the  bubble and dew points takes 
a  significant percentage of the to ta l tim e requirem ent of the flash calculation. 
In  flowsheeting, where the  same flash un it should be computed more times 
due to  the recycles, th is correct m ethod of phase detection m ay be very 
expensive.
There is another argum entation against th e  application of bubble and dew 
po in t calculations, as phase indicators. This is the increased danger of gaining 
a  triv ia l solution, com pared to  th a t of the flash  calculation. Experiences have 
shown [7] th a t the in itia l guess for the tem perature must be close enough to  
the  true  value to  avoid the  trivial solution. Besides, in the case of retrograde 
phenomen on the m ixture has no bubble or dew point a t all.
In  the flash modules of classic sim ulators, the phase detection is usually 
evaded  by using the  sum s of K i-zi and z J K l a t  the given pressure and tem ­
perature, as phase indicators in the following sense:
I f  S K tzt =; 1, then liquid,
if  S z J K ^ rl, then  vapour phase
is stated . This way is very efficient for K t — s th a t do not strongly depend 
on the  phase compositions. In  case of composition-dependence, however, the 
sum m ation must be repeated  a t the given tem perature, un til the  changes in 
К I values are less th a n  a  prescribed s. F o r equations of state, however, this 
procedure may give rise to  a triv ial solution, resulting in  false phase detec­
tion. Say, a vapour phase is diagnosed instead  of liquid (a typ ical example 
is th e  subcooled absorption oil in hydrocarbon processing).
Keeping in view the  aspects of the tim e-saving requirement of simulation 
programmes, a simple, b u t  useful phase detection procedure was developed, 
the  essence of which is the  extension of the  in terpretation of the  function 
f{a) = E y  — £x  to  a = V /F  less than  0 and g rea ter than 1 values. So, the solu­
tion  is searched for in  the  region of:
ctjj -< a< au,
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where aL and au are reasonably chosen lower and upper limits below 0 and 
above 1, respectively. The term “reasonable” means those experim entally 
chosen points where the  given phase is considered to  “disappear” . In  our 
experience, ah = — 1 and au =  2 are reasonable limits for most of the problems. 
Accordingly, the iteration for a is carried out in the region — 1 < a < 2.
The convergence to  any — l < a < 0  or 1 <  a <  2 means a single liquid or 
vapour phase. Besides, the user can obtain useful inform ation about “ how 
much” the  given phase is liquid or vapour. For instance, the phase w ith 
a =  —0.5 is “ more subcooled” than w ith  a — —0.1, for the same m ixture. In  
addition, th is information might be useful, if a is prescribed and the corre­
sponding tem perature has to be calculated by solving the following design 
specification problem in a flowsheet :
д(Т) =  а (Т ) -< н  =  0 (21)
I t  is evident tha t the  g'(a) derivative would always be zero below the bubble 
or above the  dew point region if a were set to  0 or 1 for a <  0 or a =» 1, in accord­
ance w ith the conventional interpretation. Outside the  experimentally given 
aL, av bounds, the iteration  is arb itrary  broken in the outer loop when the 
decrease or increase in  a after 3 subsequent outer loop steps becomes mono­
tonie. Thus, if:
aW< — 1 A a<r) <  a(r-i) .с a(r-2)
then liquid, if:
aM>lAa<')>a('-4>a('-2) (22)
then the vapour phase is stated.
These relationships have performed successfully even for K t values appro­
aching to  1, since the iteration is always broken a t the  right moment, usually 
after 3-4 iterations. In  order to ensure it, a maximum stepsize of 0.2 and a 
maximum number of iterations of 10 are allowed for the  inner-loop.
Of course, the у and  x values are calculated w ith setting  a  to  0 and 1 for 
a < 0 and а >  1, respectively, in order to  obtain correct physical properties 
(e.g. enthalpy and entropy).
The Applicability of Forcing Techniques to Avoid Trivial Solutions
Gu n d e r se n  [4] proposed a m athem atical m anipulation which is based on 
appropriate shifting of the Z  compressibility curve to  accept the m aximum  
or minimum value of the Z-function as a root, instead of the true ones, de­
pending on the type of the phase in  questions. Since the applicability of this 
procedure is limited to  low and m oderate pressures (the curve has no local 
extrem a a t higher pressures), it  cannot be considered a general trea tm en t of 
the problem. Nevertheless, we have not m et any problem, which could not 
also be solved without this m athem atical trick. Even the 8-component example 
presented by the au thor was easily solved without any intervention. Moreover, 
in the single phase region continuous intervention is usually required th a t  
sometimes leads to  false values of a.
P o l in g  et al. [5] suggest the use o f the  therm odynam ic function of the  iso­
therm al compressibility to  diagnose the  spurious Z-roots. Moreover, they  give
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a  procedure to  rem ove the false root by appropriate ad juste m ent of the pres­
sure or composition to  produce the desired vapour (liquid) phase. Though 
th e ir  method of diagnosis is therm odynam ically exact, the  experimental 
bounds providing the  basis for the decision on the type of the given phase, 
have proved too s tric t in  some cases. In  o ther words, the intervention accord­
ing to  the bounds proposed by the authors resulted in a false diagnosis and 
unnecessary forcing. Consequently, the  problem  in question could be solved 
only w ithout the diagnosis and intervention. In  spite of these failures, the 
la t te r  method seems to  be promising, because of its therm odynam ically well- 
founded derivation. To find a reliable (experimental) way for a  better estim a­
tion  of the bounds depending on the pressure (or other param eters), would 
we th ink  be a significant step for the liquidation of the triv ia l solution p ro­
blem.
Algorithm Proposed for Flowsheeting
T h e  d e ta ils  d esc rib ed  in  th e  p rev io u s  sec tio n s  w ere p u t  to g e th e r  to  g a in  a n  
e f f ic ie n t a lg o rith m , w h o se  sch em a tic  d ia g ra m m e  is i l lu s tr a te d  in  Fig. 4. T h e 
inner loop is d e v o te d  to  th e  fu ll co n v erg en ce  o f  th e  ISTEW TO N -iteration fo r 
a  =  VI F.  F o r success n e a r  to  th e  a rc tic a l p o in t ,  i t  is also  ad v isa b le  to  converge 
th e  i te ra t io n  u p  to  a  s t r ic t  a c c u ra cy  l im it , w a y
|/ |.с 1 Л -9 .
Though this condition m ay be too stric t for low or m oderate pressures, the 
ite ra tio n  surplus of 1-2 means only an ignorable com putation effort compared 
to  th e  tim e consumption of the  K i evaluation in the outer loop. The outer 
loop serves to converge the x and y values, using acceleration by DEM, if 
necessary.
The two-loop procedure is ended if  :
|/<r>|<ef A |a<r> —a<r-i> |<ea (23)
criterion holds. I t  should be noted th a t  / (r) refers here to  the  preiteration 
value of function (10), when entering in to  the  inner loop w ith the new K i 
constants.
Observations have indicated th a t  the  /  values m ay decrease with some 
order of magnitude over the whole range of 0 < a < l  when approaching the 
critical point. Accordingly, the et ought to  be a dynamical bound rather than  
a fixed prescription. W e found th a t  the ratio  of the minimum of i f , > l  values 
to  th e  maximum of i f , <  1 values provides a satisfactory measure for the 
d istance from the critical point :
— Fi min A' max
Based on experiences, the  following dynam ical bounds for ef were given, in 
the  function of «:
et = IE — 5 1.5-=: a
et = IE  — 6 l.l< a < 1 .5
et=LE7-7 *<1.1
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F ig . 4
Schem atic diagram  o f  th e  algorithm
For a S  1.05, we often had to  face roundoff difficulties associated w ith  the 
accuracy lim it of the computer. Similarly, ea was also given in the function 
of a:
e» =  6JS7 — 6 l . l « a  
£„= IE  — 5 a c l . l
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Programme Implementations
The FORTRAN program m e of the algorithm  was inserted into the PR O P AC 
property calculation package [14] and is being used by the IFLASH module 
o f the MASTEP flowsheeting programme th a t  can be accessed on a  SIEMENS 
7000 time-sharing com puter system (BS 2000 operating system) [13].
In  addition, a stand-alone BASIC version on a H ew lett-Packard  desktop 
computer (HP 9845, H P  9835, H P  9830) was also elaborated, for drawing up 
th e  complete phase envelope of m ixtures of given composition.
Sample Problems and Discussion
From  the examples tested , four representative m ixtures were selected. E x ­
amples 1-3, taken  from  literature on flash  calculation, are considered difficult 
from  the point of view of convergence behaviour and example 4 was encoun­
tered  in our industria l practice. The composition of the m ixtures w ith the 
corresponding references is given in Table 1. W hile the interaction coefficients 
o f the RKS equation o f sta te  were all se t to  zero for examples 1-3, the example 
4 was run with realistic values according to  Table 2.
To illustrate the  advantage of version 2 over version 1 of the two-loop 
strategy, the results o f example 1 are com pared in Table 3, for both versions.
Table 1
Sample problems
Component
Mole fractions of example
1 2 3 4
Nitrogen 0 .0 0 6 4 0 .0 4 5 0 0 .0 1 9 0
Methane 0 .7 2 8 0 0 .7 0 0 0 0 .1 5 4 7
E thane 0 .0 5 4 6 0 .4 0 0 0 0 .1 1 7 1 0 .0 1 0 3
Carbon Dioxide 0 .8 0 9 6
Hydrogen Sulfide 0 .0 0 3 0
Propane 0 .0 3 0 2 0 .4 0 0 0 0 .0 4 9 7 0 .0 0 2 0
n-Butane 0 .0 3 0 7 0 .2 0 0 0 0 .0 2 7 7 0 .0 0 0 9
n-Pentane 0 .0 6 8 8 0 .0 1 5 0 0 .0 0 0 4
n-H exane 0 .0 4 3 8 0 .0 0 9 8 0.0001
n-Heptane 0 .0 3 7 5
n-Octane
n-Nonane 0 .0 3 5 7
Source G u n d e r s e n  [4] Co w a r d  [1 5 ] A s s e l in e a t j  [3] own practice
E q. o f state R e d l i c h  — K w o m  — S o a v e
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Table 2
Interaction coefficients 
(example 4)
Com­
ponent N, Cl 0« COa HaS Ca О* c5 0.
n 2 - 0.0278 0.0407 -0.0315 0.1696 0.0763 0.0700 0.0878 0.1496
C l - -  0.0078 0.0933 0.0000 0.0090 0.0056 0.0190 0.0307
c2 - 0.1363 0.0852 -0.0022 0.0067 0.0056 0.0041
co2 - 0.0000 0.1289 0.1430 0.1311 0.1100
H2S - 0.0885 0.0511 0.0689 0.0700
c3 - 0.0000 0.0233 0.0041
c4 - 0.0204 -  0.0004
c6 - 0.0019
Ce -
TabU 3
Comparison of version 1 and 2 of the two-loop approach 
(example 1)
P T 0 =  V/ F
CPU
[MPa] [K] version 1 version 2
12.8 250 0.0243 3.4 2.3
320 0.6489 3.1 2.1
400 vapour 2.1 0.9
16.0 270 0.0965 4.2 2.7
280 0.2695 4.7 2.6
320 0.5562 4.7 2.4
360 0.7696 5.0 2.4
375 0.9058 6.0 2.3
17.2 300 0.0609 6.1 2.8
320 0.3443 5.8 2.6
340 0.6259 5.8 2.6
400 vapour 1.9 1.8
I t  can be seen th a t th e  computation effort (CPU-time) is much smaller for 
version 2, due to the  fewer K i evaluations in the  outer loop. In  addition i t  
should be noted th a t  no forcing intervention suggested by Gu n d eu sen  [4] 
was necessary to avoid  trivial solutions. In all probability, we had better 
initialization or calculation strategy.
f* Example 2 is a seemingly simple, narrow boiling m ixture (C2, C3, C4) th a t 
was created as a deterren t for th e  users of equation of state  equilibrium
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Table 4
Performance of version 2 w ith extended range for a = V /F 
(example 2)
p
[MPa]
T
m a = V j F Iterations
6.0 354 -1 .0 0 14
356 -0 .5 5 14
358 -0 ,2 5 14
360 -0 .1 1 13
362 -0 .0 2 13
364 0 2107 13
366 0.5356 13
368 0.9160 13
370 1.08 6
6.1 362 -0 .1 1 5
364 -0 .0 4 9
366 0.1975 16
368 0.9130 19
368.5 1.10 18
5.13 366.5 -0 .0011 39
367.0 0.2196 37
367.5 0.6165 13
367.55 1.0062 32
models in  flash calculations. Using our algorithm, however, no computational 
problem  was encountered even in  the closeness of the critical point, as illus­
tra ted  in  Table 4. The da ta  also illustrates the extension of the interpretation 
of the  meaning of the vapourization ratios. Moreover, i t  should be noted th a t 
a t  a pressure of 5 M Pa and a t  a  tem perature of 368 K , the phase diagnosis
Fig. 5
R e tro g ra d e  p h e n o m e n a  fo r ex am p le  3
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Table 5
Set of a = V /F  values for different T  and P  
(example 3)
Pressure, Temperature, Vaporization ratio, Pressure, Temperature, Vaporization ratio,
MPa К a — V/F MPa К e= V / F
15.00 249.00 -0 .0 5 6 3  23 19.00 300.00 0.6935 17
250.00 0.0702 22 310.00 0.7500 16
253.00 0.2572 20 320.00 0.7951 13
255.00 0.3249 19 330.00 0.8328 13
260.00 0.4337 22 340.00 0.8723 9
265.00 0.5042 16 350.00 0.8993 13
270.00 0.5570 17 360.00 0.9313 13
280.00 0.6352 14 370.00 0.9646 13
300.00 0.7382 12 380.00 1.0012 10
320.00 0.8061 12
340.00 0.8567 9
360.00 0.8985 11 19.50 288.00 0.9925 50
380.00 0.9382 6 289.00 0.7222 49
400.00 0.9807 9 290.00 0.6605 15
420.00 1.0356 9 291.00 0.6534 15
293.00 0.6579 24
323.00 0.8268 14
18.00 272.50 -0 .3 0 0 0  58 333.00 0.8533 21
273.00 0.1430 51 343.00 0.8800 15
274.00 0.3026 45 373.00 0.9951 10
275.00 0.3740 40
276.00 0.4160 34
278.00 0.4757 29 20.00 295.50 1.3000 49
283.00 0.5604 22 296.00 0.9700 50
293.00 0.6541 18 297.00 0.8776 27
313.00 0.7624 16 298.00 0.7820 22
353.00 0.8935 13 300.00 0.7599 24
373.00 0.9499 13 303.00 0.7593 17
378.00 0.9836 13 323.00 0.8313 17
383.00 1.0060 13 333.00 0.8691 16
343.00 0.9061 15
353.00 0.9432 10
18.50 277.00 -0 .0 7 7 5  32 370.00 1.0107 14
278.00 0.2805 47
279.00 0.3954 39
280.00 0.4479 31 20.70 308.00 1.1116 50
285.00 0.5613 12 310.00 0.9660 26
290.00 0.6191 18 312.00 0.9219 20
295.00 0.6611 17 314.00 0.9040 17
300.00 0.6947 16 315.00 0.8962 21
310.00 0.7487 13 325.00 0.8987 17
320.00 0.7910 13 330.00 0.9087 17
330.00 0.8270 13 340.00 0.9411 17
350.00 0.8940 13 345.00 0.9595 17
360.00 0.9216 10 350.00 0.9790 16
370.00
390.00
0.9500 13 
1.0211 13
360.00 1.0231 14
20.80 311.00 1.0386 32
19.00 282.00 0.2517 50 315.00 0.9350 17
283.00 0.4302 51 317.00 0.9215 18
284.00 0.4937 43 320.00 0.9100 21
285.00 0.5282 36 330.00 0.9219 17
290.00 0.6100 22 340.00 0.9519 18
295.00 0.6575 18 355.00 1.0115 14
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and  adjustm ent proposed by P oling  e t al. [5] proved to  be unjustified. Only 
the  change in the  bound of the isotherm al compressibility from 0.03 to  0.07 
could overcome the  convergence difficulty associated with the continual per­
formance of the forcing procedure.
Example 3 proved to  be the most difficult case, which is also dem onstrated 
by  the relatively large num ber of iterations (Table 5). Calculations of such 
wide-boiling m ixtures having very light components, together w ith relatively 
nonvolatile com ponents and lacking components of interm ediate volatility, 
are usually difficult to  converge. This can be explained by the fact th a t close- 
boiling components have more linear objective functions th an  wide boiling 
m ixtures. Moreover, th e  accuracy lim it of th e  computer gives rise to  larger 
round-off errors.
The a vs. T curves for various pressures, draw n up in Fig. 5, also illustrate 
the  applicability of th e  algorithm in the case of retrograde condensation (two 
dew points a t the  sam e pressure).
Example 4 is a hydrocarbon m ixture w ith high C 02 content. The task  was 
to  draw up the phase envelope from the pressure of 7.0 MPa, Table 6 involves 
the  necessary a vs. T  values, calculated a t  increasing pressures for reasonably 
chosen tem perature steps. Prom  these data , th e  a vs. T  curves for various
Table 6 .
Set of a= VjF  values for different T and P  
(example 4)
Pressure,
MPa
Temperature,
К
Vaporization ratio.
a = v )f
Pressure,
MPa
Temperature,
К
Vaporization ratio, 
A = V / F
7.00 269.00 0.0004 8.20 288.00 0.2579
272.00 0.0600 289.00 0.4187
276.00 0.1685 290.00 0.6667
279.00 0.2843 291.00 1.2675
282.00 0.4466
287.00 0.9000
288.00 1.0300 8.25 287.00 0.0727
288.00 0.1825
289.00 0.3449
7.50 270.00 -0 .1 1 0 0 290.00 0.6182
276.00 0.0132 290.30 0.7718
280.00 0.1495 290.50 0.9114
284.00 0.3702 290.60 0.9976
288.00 0.7562
289.00 0.9000
290.00 1.0603 8.30 287.00 -0 .0 1 6 7
288.00 0.0800
289.00 0.2316
8.00 280.00 -0 .0847 290.00 0.5661
282.00 -  0.0081 290.10 0.6463
283.00 0.0396 290.20 0.7899
286.00 0.2405 290.30 1.1700
288.00 0.4551
290.00 0.7939
291.00 1.0496 8.32 287.70 -  0.0032
288.00 0.0277
288.50 0.0849
8.20 285.00 -0 .0 1 5 6 289.00 0.1571
286.00 0.0545 290.00 0.5150
287.00 0.1432
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Fig. 7
Phase diagram  for exam ple 4
Fig. 6
A uxiliary  curves to  phase diagram  for exam ple 4
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pressures were constructed ( Fig. 6). Then, based on the obtained curves, the 
P —T  points of th e  phase envelope, corresponding to  a given a — V /F  point 
of the  a vs. T  curve, were drawn up, yielding the phase diagram  shown in 
Fig. 7. Of course, th e  above outlined procedure could also be autom ated by 
writing an appropriate  programme th a t  carries out the flash calculations and 
the curve fitting  and  drawing (this work is under way).
Conclusion and Significance
An efficient algorithm  was developed for flash calculations in  simulation 
programmes, using a  cubic equation of a state  approach to  vapour liquid 
equilibrium  estim ation.
— The algorithm  exhibits a reliable and fast convergence in  a wide range 
of state variables, up to 95-98 per cent of the critical pressure (below 
or above, in  th e  case of retrograde behaviour).
— The convergence acceleration w ith  DEM in the outer loop provides a 
considerable decrease in the to ta l num ber of the time-consuming A, 
evaluations.
— The extension of a = V / F  outside th e  physically in terpretab le range of 
0—1, made the  single phase detection fast and reliable, elim inating the 
need for the time-consuming bubble and dew point calculations. Moreover, 
a useful and  visual measure of subcooled and superheated conditions is 
also provided for the user of the  flowsheeting programme.
— The measuring of the distance from  the  critical point w ith  K max/K mln 
makes a dynam ical prescription of the  iteration ending possible.
— The algorithm  is selfstarting, i.e. th e  user is not required to  specify 
initial estim ates for the phase compositions. The application of Riedel’s 
correlation together with R a u lt’s law proved to be a successful m ethod 
for most of the  problems. As for the  restarting capability  in  process 
simulation, th e  previously converged solution serves as a  very good 
initialization for the new conditions arising from the  ite rative  change 
in  the recycle streams.
— Eor computers of moderate m em ory size, the relatively small storage 
requirement of the algorithm can be an additional advantage in the 
im plem entation.
SY M BO LS
a  vapour-to-feed ra tio , ( a —V/F)  
c num ber o f com p on en ts in the m ixture  
H y feed molar en th a lp y , J/km ole  
H l liquid phase m olar enthalpy, J /k m ole  
H y  vapour phase m olar enthalpy, J /k m ole  
К  vapour-liquid equilibrium  ratio 
L  to ta l liquid p hase ra te , km ole[h 
P  pressure, Pa  
Pc critical pressure, P a  
P ’ vapour pressure, P a  
Q h ea t input, J /h  
T  tem perature, К  
Ть  norm al boiling p o in t , К  
Tc critical tem perature, К  
T г reduced tem perature
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u  vector com posed o f  x , y and a 
V  to ta l vapour phase rate, km ole/h  
z feed m ole fraction  
Z  com pressibility  
x liquid m ole fraction  
x  vector o f  liquid m ole fractions
y  vapour m ole fraction
y  vector o f  vapour m ole fractions
greek letters
a. measure o f  distance from th e critical p o in t ( a =  Ктях/Kmin) 
oe0 R iedel’s constan t 
Ф fugacity  coefficient in  the m ixture
indices
i com ponent index  
r iteration index
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РЕЗЮМЕ
В настоящей стати изложена характеристика эффективного алгоритма для расчета изотерми­
ческих паро-жидкостных' сепараторов сложных химико-технологических схем (СХТС) с 
использованием кубических уравнений состояния к описанию фазового равновесия.
Учитывая особенное значение экономии времени и хранения при расчете СХТС по сравне­
нию с случаем отдельно стоящего сепаратора, главным аспектом развития была разработка 
такого алгоритма, который обеспечивает надежную и скору сходимость при использовании 
памяти небольшего объема.
Наряду с этим для предотвращения тривиального х = у  решения (специфичность уравнений 
состояния) предпочитается настоящая стратегия к различным „форсирующим“ процедурам.
Для демонстрации преимуществ алгоритма приведены некоторые трудные с точки зрения 
сходимости задачи.
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R esidence tim e distributions w ere measured in a tw o-phase reacting  
system  containing г-am yl-acetate as dispersed phase and  0.1 mol/1 
N aO H -solution as continuous phase in a  baffle-plate ty p e  reactor. The 
m ean residence tim es, the equivalent numbers o f  reactors in  series and 
the axial dispersion coefficients were calculated in the u sual way. E x ­
perim ents were also perform ed in  a single-phase system  for comparison.
Experimental
Apparatus
The experiments were carried out in a  baffle-plate type tubu lar reactor con­
sisting 24 baffle-plates and surrounded by a w ater jacket for constant tem ­
perature circulating system. I t  is shown schem atically in Fig. 1. The 
length of the reactor section is 1,126 mm, the inner diam eter of the tube 
50 mm, the plate spacing 41.6 mm. The reactor is equipped with 9 m agnetic 
valves for removing samples a t spacing of 125 mm.
The schematic diagram of the experimental set up is shown in Fig. 2. The 
NaOH solution and the i-am yl-acetate are pumped from the  reservoire (1 and 2) 
by centrifugal pumps (3 and 4) through a preheater (7) and  ultratherm ostats 
(8 and 9) to  the reactor (11). Their volumetric flow rates are determined by 
rotam eters (5 and 6). The reactor (11) is therm ostated through a constant 
tem perature circulating system operated by u ltra therm osta t (10).
By varying the flow rate and the ratio  of dispersed phase to the to ta l feed, 
a wide range of conditions could be studied [1].
Method
Residence time distribution of the continuous phase were measured in a  two- 
phase reacting system containing г-amyl-acetate as dispersed phase and 0.1 
mol/1 NaOH-solution as continuous phase. Bromphenol blue dissolved in
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Fig. 1
Schematic o f the reactor
0.1 mol/1 NaOH-solution was used as a tracer. (It does n o t dissolve in the 
i-am y  1-acetate.) The concentration of tracer was measured a t the top of the 
rea c to r  by colorimetric m ethod.
T he experiments were also performed in  a  0.1 mol/1 NaOH-solution single­
phase  system for comparison.
T he  moment m ethod was used for the  determ ination of the  mean residence 
tim e  o f the continuous phase (tc), the axial dispersion coefficient (Z)ax) and 
th e  equivalent num ber o f reactors in  series (nc), respectively [2].
T he  B odenstein  n u m b er (Bo) and  th e  equivalen t n u m b er of reactors in  
series  (n e) were determ ined  from  th e  second cen tra l m om ent b y :
2 1
cr2 = ------ (B o — 1 4- e_Bo) =  —
B o 2 ne ( 1 )
T h e  ax ial dispersion coefficien t (P ax) was calculated from  th e  B odenstein  
n u m b e r  :
vL
B o = —— (2)
D  ax
T h e  m ean residence tim e o f th e  dispersed phase was e s tim ated  by :
- L  eAL
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Table 1.
Experimental conditions (T  = 20 °C)
Run
code
B .10«
m3/s
<P B e -W« 
ms/s
Л .104
m2
t>c*103
m/s
Bec
l . i 8.3 0.12 7.4 9.72 8.05 268
1.2 7.4 — 7.4 10.10 7.42 265
2.1 27.9 0.10 25.1 9.67 26.8 931
2 .2 25.2 — 25.2 10.10 25.2 895
3.1 27.8 0.14 23.9 9.64 26.6 879
3.2 24.2 — 24.2 10.10 24.2 859
4.1 27.8 0.25 20.8 9.50 26.2 778
4.2 21.4 _ 21.4 10.10 21.4 755
5.1 27.9 0.50 14.0 9.25 25.6 534
5.2 14.4 _ 14.4 10.10 14.4 512
6.1 38.9 0.50 19.4 9.01 34.8 743
6.2 19.7 — 19.7 10.10 19.7 702 '
7.1 16.9 0.49 8.6 9.36 15.7 350 F
7.2 9.44 — 9.4 10.10 9.44 338
8.1 10.0 0.50 5.0 9.60 9.53 182
8 .2 5.0 — 5.0 10.10 5.00 178
Fig. 2
Schem atic diagram o f  th e  experim ental set up. I  — N aO H  solution reservoir; 2 — 
i-am yl-acetate reservoir; 3, 4 — centrifugal pum ps; 5, 6  — rotam eters; 7 — preheater; 
8 , 9, 10 — ultratherm ostats; 11 — reactor; 12 — m anom eter; 13 — separator; 14 — 
organic phase ou tlet; 15 — aqueous phase ou tlet; 16 — therm om eter; M  — m agnetic
valves
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An exam ple o f  residence tim e d istributions. •  — tw o-phase flow  (run 6.1), О — single­
phase flo w  (rim 6.2)
Results
The experim ental conditions are listed  in  Table 1. An example of residence 
time distributions is shown in Fig. 3.
The effect of the continuous phase R eynolds num ber (Rec) on the axial 
dispersion coefficient (D..x) in both single-phase and two-phase flow is shown 
in Fig. 4. The curves marked w ith  the sign Д  represent the single-phase 
flow, the curves w ith О the two-phase flow in all the Figures. The single 
phase curve represents the experim ental d a ta  w ith the same feed as the feed 
of the continuous phase in  the two-phase flow (see Table 1 ).
The effect of the ratio  of the dispersed phase to  the to ta l feed (cp) on the 
axial dispersion coefficient (i)ax) is shown in Fig. 5.
The effects of Rec and cp respectively, on the equivalent num ber of reactors 
in series (ne) are shown in Fig. 6 and  7.
The effects of Rec and cp, respectively on the mean residence tim e of the 
continuous phase (tc) are shown in Fig. 8 and 9.
The m ean residence times of the dispersed phase (/D) estim ated from Eq. (3) 
are p lo tted  against the Rec and cp, respectively, in Fig. 10 and 11.
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Fig. á
Dax as a function  o f  Bec a t constant q ratio
Fig. 5
D ax as a function  o f  th e  q> ratio a t constan t to ta l feed
Fig. 6
ne as a function o f  Rec at constant q> ratio
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Fig. 7
ne as a function  o f  th e  <p ratio a t constant to ta l feed
Fig. 8
M ean residence tim e o f  th e  continuous phase as a function  o f  Rec a t constan t <p ratio
Fig. 9
M ean residence tim e o f  th e  continuous phase as a function  o f  th e  <p ratio  a t constant
to ta l feed
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Fig. 10
Mean residence tim e o f  the dispersed phase as a  function o f  Fee a t constant cp ratio
Fig. 11
M ean residence tim e o f  the dispersed phase as a  function  o f  th e  <p ratio  a t constant to ta l
feed
Conclusions
T he axial dispersion coefficient in  tw o-phase flow is h igher th an  in single­
phase flow and  increases faste r w ith  th e  increasing R e y n o l d s  num ber ( Fig. 4 ) .
Accordingly, the equivalent num ber of reactors in series in  two-phase flow 
is much lower th an  in single-phase flow and shows very sm all dependency on 
the R eynolds number (Fig. 6).
In  the case of a high <p ratio, the axial dispersion coefficient is much higher 
in two-phase flow than  in the adequate single-phase flow. For low cp ratio , 
nearly the same values appear (  Fig.5).
Accordingly, the equivalent num ber of reactors in series in two-phase flow 
is much lower th an  in the adequate single-phase flow. W ith  decreasing cp, i t  
increases significantly (Fig. 7).
The estim ated mean residence time of the dispersed phase decreases, of 
course, with increasing R ey no ld s  number (Fig. 10). I t  is remarkable th a t  a t 
constant to ta l feeds, it  decreases significantly with th e  increasing cp ra tio  
(Fig. 11).
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SY M BO LS
A  m ean cross-section o f  f low , m 2 
В  to ta l feed, m 3/s  
Be  feed o f  continuous phase, m 3/s  
Bn  feed o f  dispersed phase, m 3/s  
B o  B odenstein  num ber, d im ensionless 
C  norm alized concentration , d im ensionless 
Dux axial dispersion coefficen t, m 2/s  
dt  inner diam eter o f  reactor, m  
L  m ean flow  path  in  th e  reactor, m
n e equivalent num ber o f  reactors in  series, dim ensionless 
Rec R eynolds num ber o f  continuous phase, dim ensionless 
tc m ean residence tim e o f  continuous phase, s 
in  m ean residence tim e o f  dispersed phase, s 
vc  real ve locity  o f  continuous phase, m /s  
vn  real ve locity  o f  dispersed phase, m /s  
e hold-up o f  dispersed phase, dim ensionless
@ normalized tim e, dim ensionless 
a2 second central m om ent, d im ensionless
<p ratio o f  the dispersed phase to  th e  to ta l feed , B n /B , dim ensionless
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РЕЗЮМЕ
Авторы изучали распределение времени пребывания в двухфазном реакторе оснащенного 
с отражательными перегородками, в котором дисперсной фазой является /-амилацетат, а основ­
ной фазой раствор концентрацией 0 1 моль/л NaOH (непрерывеая фаза). Для расчёта сред­
него времени пребывания, эквивалентного числа реакторов подключенных в ряд и коэффици­
ентов осевой дисперсии использовали известные методы. С целью сопоставления данных про­
водили эксперименты и в однофазной системе.
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The present paper show s the determ ination o f  equations o f  state  
o f hom ogeneous therm odynam ic system s w ith tw o  degrees o f  freedom  
w ith  help  o f  therm odynam ical characteristics. In  previous papers 
[1], [2] th e  interdependence o f characteristic quantities were shown. 
P art I  o f  the present paper [3] consists o f sim plified cases where 
the accidental choice o f  variables m ade the equations easy  to  solve. 
The present paper reduces the determ ination o f  the equations of 
sta te  to  the integration o f  the stab ility  m atrix o f  th e  internal energy 
function  o f  the system  and discusses the criteria o f  existence of 
solution.
Introduction
There are different methods to  determine the equation of sta te  [4, 5, 6]. The 
present paper defines a list of characteristic quantities and shows the general 
m ethod of determining the equations of sta te  from them.
Let us consider the following eight therm odynam ic characteristic quan ­
tities :
isobar
isochore
isoterm
adiabatic
isochore
specific heat
com pressibility factor
coefficient o f  
pressure variation  
w ith tem perature
( 1 )
( 2 )
(3)
(4) 
( 6 )
adiabatic ( 6)
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isobar
coefficient o f  
therm al expansion
adiabatic
(7)
( 8 )
There are more quan tities often m easured [7]-[12], the connections of (l)-(8) 
w ith them are lis ted  below :
P V
Xl 1 (SlnZï (9)
~ E T P  l 8 P  ) T
( 8 T
Н эр.L P s = l rfi 7 (10)
- ' ( 1 a ß v  =  —  H P T (H)
y=i (
0 P \  
8 T  J V
о P °  
Ру  =  ~ р -  У (12)
" i f i
d T \
d P J v
ß v  =  ^ o (13)
* Ч (
8 V  \ 
ЭР/ T
Voa?r= - — £ (14)
1 ('ос = --- -
V o[i
SFl
âÿjp
Vo«P = — a (15)
T ( î
)V \
— - V  itJp р с р +  V
(16)fi
Cp T V
(10) is often called th e  differential Joule-Thom son coefficient [12]. The deter­
mination of the reduction  of (1 )—(8) from (9)-(16) seems to  be very simple, so 
our efforts were restric ted  to  determining the  equations of state  from three 
quantities arb itrarily  chosen from (l)-(8).
I.
Determination of Stability Matrix and Interdependence 
of Characteristics
L e t us consider a  homogeneous therm odynam ic system w ith two degrees of 
freedom. The caloric equation of state  is denoted :
Щв, V) (17)
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On the bass of the second law of thermodynamics :
the  m atrix consisting of second derivatives is called the stab ility  m atrix and 
its  elements are denoted by the symbols of irreversible therm odynam ics i.e. 
gik ; i, k=  1, 2
( Í S 2 ,1 \
1 S'il 312I l a s j v 1ST )s
1.321 ff2 2) f s ( - p ) ) I d ( - P )
U  a s  jv l e v I J
and g 12 = g 21 which is the simplified form of the Maxwell-relationship [13]:
All the calculations in this paper were reduced to  the determ ination of (19) 
w ith the help of (l)-(8) characteristics.
I t  is easy to  verify th a t the following formulas are valid :
W here D = gu g22 — g\2 is the determ inant of (19). The nex t step is to  form  
inverse formulas of three chosen equations from the equations in Table 1.
Table 1.
Characteristics Unit Characteristics U nit
T j т j
Cp = —  Ç22 molK
Isil>0 molK
1 Sll 1 1 1 1XT =----- — *s = —- — —V D Pa V Ç22 Pa
„ 1 ?12 1 1 322 1
— —
p Pgn К P Sl2 K
1 S12 1 1 I 1aP ---------- — «S=-------- —V D К F <711 K
This is always possible w ith the exception of the following group of th ree 
characteristics :
Cp, OCp, ßs 
CV) as,  ßv 
aP> ßv> xr  
a s , ß s , xs
I t  was shown [3] th a t the relationships :
cp = PFTap/3s 
cy = P V T  asßv 
ap =  PßvXT 
as =  Pßsxs
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do not make th e  inversions possible. In  other cases, the  inversion was carried 
out. The following scheme explains the  formulas:
Ni n2
íffu S'lz'lU21 922!
Ns Ni
( 20 )
The numbers (ЛГ1...ЛГ4) show the list num ber between those matrices, where 
the comparison was carried out to  control the validity of the calculation with 
results in [1], [2]. All the matrices are equal to  each other, thus if  those matrices 
are equalised where only one characteristic is different (for example in 1 and 3) 
then the interdependence of these characteristics m ay be obtained. These 
formulas were calculated by us [1], [2] another way too, therefore these veri­
fications seem to  be convincing beside the necessary (but not sufficient) 
analysis of the dimensions. The following list shows the matrices. (Table 3.)
Table 3.
1 . ffik(Cp , Cv , OCp) —
2. fflk(Cp,  C v ,  0£s )  —
3 . ffik(Cp , C v ,  ßv) —
T 1 / Cv-Cp)
Cv C£p V   ^ Cv J
1  ^Cv — Cp! Cp (cp-■Cv
apF V Г a^V^Ty Cv
5 5
12
T 1 1
Cv V  a„
1 1 1 CpCv
V  as ’ T  F2ajj Cp — Cv
12 12
4
T T
> - P ß y ---Cv Cv
T
- p ß y — ;Су
T  „„ CpCv
TsT ßlP2 ■
2
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Table 3 ( contiued ),
4 . £7ik (C p  , c v , ßs)
5. <7ik(Cp , Cy , k t ) —
6* <7ik(Cp, Cy, s^) —
7. <7ik(Cp , Äy, Äs) —
8. gTik(Cp, OCp, ßy) —
T
Cy
-У
-У
Cp — Cv T
Cv CvKtF  ’ 
1
1
Cp — Cv 21 
Cv CvKtF
Cp
Cv»xF
1
5
T / (  1 1 ] T
Cv ’ 1 1 Cv Cp ) F *s
1
[/ U v  Cpj F * a’ F x s
S 5
6 6
T /'as+ap'l 1
Cp V “s j ’ F as
1 Cp
F aa’ 2,F 2apas
6 6
1
T
Cp -  XpVTpßv ’
„ г
----------------- ;Cp — ctpßvpVT
1
T
- p ß v --------------------------
Cp — ct.pßvp V T
pßv  Cp
ocpF Cp -  apßvpVT
1 1
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9. </ik(Cp 1 a p > ßs) — 
undefined  
(cp = p V T a .pß s)
Table 3 (contiued).
10. fifik(cp, <*p, *r) =
11* <7ik(cp, ap, xs) —
12. <7ik(cp, ae , ßv) —
13. ÿik(Cp, OEs , ßs) —
£и + T_
922  Cp
ot-nVT
Cp
■ 9 22
<722 ;
apVT
Cp
-P*ßgi2
1
X T
OEp X T Cp
- a DF
« т С р
apT
1
apF  —
« Т С р  
a pT
C p х т  1
T F xt ap xtcp 
a.pT
- a DF
1 1
T Í apTFj apT
Cp Cp?ig /  Cp Ms
_ <xpT  1
Cpxs F  xs
' 2 16 
1
p V CCsßv ’ 
1
_ Fa^’
pcpßv 1
asF Cp — pVTctsßv 
2
2 11
T  1 1
Cp " p F  as/38 ’ F a s
1 pßs
F a s ’ F a ,
11 14
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Table 3 ( contiued) .
14 . <7ш ( с р ,  oc8, xt) =
15.  s ru c (c p ,  a s ,  xs) -
16 . <7lk(C p, ßv, ßi) —
1 1 .  <7ik(Cp , ßv y Ht) —
18. gfik(Cp , ßv t * s )  —
12 13 15 17
- I2c p  \ /  1+ 4
1
ХтСр
Та2 V>
F a s;
. 11
14 11
T  xs 1
~~ F^T
1 1
_  F aT ’ Vx~*
. 11 14
' 4
Tß,
Cp(ßn — ßv)
ßvßa p T  
Cv(ßs — ßv) *
4
ßvßspT  
C p( ßs — ßv)
ßvßlp2T
Cv( ßs — ßv)
19
J ^ -V M P ß vY
12 19
1
ßv*T p V -
pTßv
19 12 18
1
ßvXxpV-
19
c p
pTßv
T
V xt — ■—  (p V  Xrßv)2
Cp
12 16
i .  — !— f
2 V x Æ p *  I 1 +
1 - 4 T V x aßvp ‘
Cp }
g i2 =  <?2i
1 1 i i J A  4 T v **fip2).
l 2 Vxsßvp { \ cp ) ' Vx ,
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Table 3 (contiued).
19. <7ik(Cp, ß s f X i )  —
20. <7ik(Cp, ß a ,  Ха ) —
21 . STik(cp, xT, xs) =
22. (Jul(vv, otp, ag) —
2 3. ffuc(Cy, ap, ßv) —
17
T V  y  T
- l
pßsV XT  -
20
Cp
t W*
20
- 1
* * У”* - Ш
V xt-
20
Cp
Tp*ßl
21
1T
Cp +  V xs(pßB)2 ’ 
1
21
19
1
V x%p ß s 
1
F * s 
19 12
20 20
хт T
XS Cp
T
J
Cy
1
T f  * t —
cpF  *g I *S  j ’
20
1
1
1 F  as
1 1
CV / 1
7  r Xt -X s 'j
1 CpF *s . «s j
7 « ,  T F !a, Í - U -Цl «S aP /
1
F ^
1
T
>
Cy
PßyT
t
Cy
PßvT
pßv  [ p ß \ T
Су
1 1
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Table 3 (contiued).
21. <7ik(Cv,0íp) ßs) —
25. ÿik(Cv, ар, *т) =
26. <7ik{су, ®pj *s) —
2 7. f f i k (Cv j ГХд > ^v) — 
(Cy = pVT<Xsßy) 
undefined
28. fflk(Су t ots, &) —
T 1 3oT/3s
i
Cp V ocp Cy
1 pTß.
F a p fCy Cv F a p
1
27
T rx.pT
Cy ХтСу
a.pT a.pT 1
x t c v x | c v  F  XT
27 24
T
»Cv
í -
4 aj F T  
cTxs
2apF
28
1 - , 4 ар VT1 + — ----------
CyXs
2apF
1
Vx~a
28
T 1
Cy ’ “ f ö T
1
__ » 022F a s
1 26
T 1
Cy ’ _  FÍT
1 Pß*
F ÍT : a .F
26 26
Table 3 (contiued).  
29. 0ik(ev , as , xT) =
56
30. 5Tik(cv, as, xs) =
31. gfik(C v> /?v, ßs) —
32. S’ikíCv,/?Т, «т) =
33. í?ik(Cv » ß v» «s)
G y . Fáy  a n d  R . T őbös
28 28
T 1
Су V ОСв
1 1 Су
V оса ’ F  хт T V 2a2
28 28
29 29
T 1
»
Су
1 1
~ ^ v ; FxT
29 29
26 26
T PßvT
1
Cy Cy
p ß VT p tß v ß .T
Cy Cy
26 26
31 31
T P ßvT
i
Cy Cy
P ßvT 1 ! P ^ v î 7
>
Cv F  x i  Cv
31 31
30 30
T P ßvT
Cy Cy
P ßvT 1
Cy Fxs
30 30
Vol. 13.
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Table 3 (contiued).
34. CJ\k(Cv , ße , хт) —
3 5 . <jfik(Cv» ße y * , ) —
3 6 . STik(cv , j ít , * ,)  =
3 7 . f f i k { ( X . p  y CCs , ^v) —
38. ccp, ot, y ßa) —
12 12
1 1
F <xepßv ’ F as
1 p ß r (  1 1
F a , ’ V l«p  а ,.
12 12
37 37
1 Í 1 1 1V
1
p V ß s (.as ap j ft 
1
» 
1
1 Pß»
F a , ’ F a ,
37 37
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Table 3 (contiued).
39. <7ik(ap, as , x t ) =
40. grik(ap, as> x s) =
41. gik(otp y ß v , ß s ) —
42. <7ik(ocp, ßv, хт) 
undefined =  
(ap = pßvxT)
43. ffík((Xp , ßv > Ха) —
38
хт
V OígOCp ’ 
1
_ F a /  
38
39 39
*8 l 1 M  __ 1_
F a  Д  as ap ) ’ F a s
1 1
F  aB ’ F«s
39 39
38 38
1
pV<Xp(ßv - ß s) ’
1 ß v
V a p ßs - ß v ’
1 |gy 
F a p /3S—/^ v
P  ß v ß s
F a p ß v —
6^ 21 = !7i2 ;
ap
--------- S 'il«т
, 2 1 _  aP g u
V  хт  x \  ßvP
41 41
1 ( 1 1 \ i f i  1 1
Vßvp \ xsßvp  сер) ’ F  1 ap xsßvp)
1 í 1 1 l 1
V  \<x.p XsßvP) ’ Vxs
41
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Table 3 (contiued).
44. gikfocp, ßa, *)т=
4 5 .  J7ik(ap I ß s  > x s) —
4 6 .  Sfik(otp , X T ,  Xs)  =
4 7 .  <7ik (a 8 , /?v» ß a )  —
48. <7ik(aa, ßv, кт)
39 39
KT ( 1 ) . X |f 1
V«P 1 xTßsp  -  ap ) ’ F  1[ итßsp  -  ap .
1 1 ß*P 1f 1
F KxßsP -  ap ’ F  1 x ißap - o .p  ,
39 39
44 44
1 1 1
P2ßjjVxs ~*~ ocppßsV ’ pßsVxs
1 1
pßsV xs ’ Vxs
44 44
44 45 '
1 ( 1 1 ] kt 1 1 1 «T
V { K8 KT > аГ F . Ks kt, ap
1 1 1 1 *T l
F K8 Хтj ap ’ F * s
45
37
1 1
p ß p C C s V  ’ V c c s
1 pßa
Fas ’ a8F
37
' 14
1 1
p ß vasF  ’ F a s
1 1 ( 1  P/M
F a 8 ’ F  Í.XT a8 J
„ 46 47
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Table 3 (  contiued ) .
49. ÿik(ots, ßv , Хв) —
50 . g^ots, ße, хт)-
6 1 .  < 7 ib (O s, ß e ,  Ха) — 
(Xs=PßsXs) 
undefined
52. gik(xs , xs , xx) =
53. gik{ßv, ß s , *т) —
' 4 8  48
1 1
p V ß v a, ’ F a s
1 1
~ f ï 7 : f ^T
, 4 8  48
49 49
Хт 1
(p ß a X T  -  a»)F a, ’ F  as
1 Pß s
F  a , ’ a8F
49 49
48
1
ffn; —
f ^T
l î
F a , ’ F * .
48 >
48 48
«T «8 1
( « x -  *s)Fa^ t F a ,
F 1
F a , ! Vx~a
48 48
50 52
1 1
p 2V X ? ß p ( ß a — ß v ) p V x T(ßв
1 ßs
P F  Xt ( ße — ßv) F Xl(ßs — ßv)
52 SO
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Table 3 (contiued).
54. gik(ßv, ßß) кв) —
S3
1
P2ßsßvVxs ’ 
1
“  pßßVxB ’
53
53
1
pßsVxs
1
53
56. gik(ßv, k t , k s ) =
66. gik(ß3, k t , k , )  =
54 54
1 í 1 Ч 1 1
Vptßl . X s XT  > p ß v V l Ха
1 Ч . I
PßvV , * 8 XT J Vx3
54 5
r 55 55
1 «т 1
P2V ß \ \ X T - fXs p ß SVxs
1 1
PßsV K ß Vxa
55 53
Xt
4
П.
Existence of Solubility of Equations of State
The gik i , k =  1, 2 m atrix  elements are given on the presented list. Now if th e  
occurring characteristics are also given functions of state variables, then  the 
determ ination of equations of sta te  m ay be obtained by :
S  V
T(S, V )-T (S0, Vo) = J gudS+  j" <7i2 dV
So Vo
S  V
~(P(S, V) — P(So, Vo)) = J <721 dS + J <722 dV (21)
These formulas need some explanation, namely:
1. The integrals are line integrals so the m ethod of integration m ust be 
prescribed or the independence m ust be ensured on the  path , where the  
integration is carried out.
2. The integrals depend on the  functions T(S, V ), P(S, V) itself, thus the  
integral (21)-(22) form a system  of integral equations.
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Note 1. may be avoided in a simple way. Recalling th a t denoting x 1 = S-, 
x 2= V  then :
8*E
^ik dxi dxu ( 22)
and the m athem atical conditions of the  independence of the integrals on the 
path  of integration are :
Sf/i 1 0,912 
8x2 8xi
(23)
or in a shorter form  :
0<721 8(j22
8x2 8xi
guk =  9iki i  =  Tc?£ 1 ,2
(24)
(25)
These equations will be called three index symmetry conditions. These require­
m ents are neither superfluous nor useless, namely: the characteristics are 
measured and theoretical or empirical approxim ated functions of variables, 
therefore git m ust be regarded not only as definitions given (19) resp. (22), 
b u t functions bu ilt from  variables of s ta te  on the one hand and from the 
characteristics on the  o ther hand. Therefore, the validity  of the equations (25) 
are not ensured principally. The formulas (25) are not useless, because if given 
th ree characteristics (l)-(8 ) denoting y v  y 2, y3 then the  requirem ent of equal­
i ty :  giik gjkj serve tw o functions between the variables of state, so these are 
equations of sta te  as th e  purpose and resu lt of the present work. These equa­
tions (25) usually s ta te  th e  same, by the reason th a t between the independent 
variables declared in  (l)-(8) the en tropy  variable usually does not occur, 
therefore in the sufficient conditions (23), (24) the entropy variable does not 
occur explicitly. The equations (23), (24) are therefore two required equations 
for the state variables P , V, T  and m ust sta te  either the  same, or equation 
of state Ф(Р,.У, T)  =  0 does not exist a t all.
I t  seems to be a  very  advantageous circumstance th a t  the formulas (23), 
(24) can be handled because, when performing the prescriptions on the base of 
m atrices from any of 1-56, the derivatives in (23), (24) will again be simple 
linear functions of yik quantities and the  necessary requirem ent can be con­
trolled in a simple w ay :
Regarded the m atrices 1-56 generally in  all elements they  must be regarded 
as functions of characteristics y v  y 2, ys and of the sta te  variables, S, V and 
o f sta te  functions P (S , V), T(S , V), so th a t :
№  =  STik(n, y * , y 3, T(S, V), P (S , V), S, V) i , k =  1, 2 (26)
Expanding the derivatives (23) and (24) :
( f y n ) _  4  ( dgn ) ( 5 /4 1 /Ssml ( S T )
{ 8 x2 jx, ] - l  { 0-/J Jt, P I 8 X2 jxi 1 8T  )y, P (0Ж2 Jx,
Í— 1 +1
i'Sfini'l
I s r Jv. T V 8 x2 jx, 1( 0*2 Jy, X, P
(27)
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discussing the right hand sides of (27) and (28) i t  can be seen th a t  all the quan­
tities in the bracket are given if  i=  1, 2, 3 are given, while the o ther deriva­
tives are equal to quantities :
(29)
0y.
Consider the quantities ~  in details :
j =  1 ,2 ,3 ;  i — 1, 2; k * i =  1 ,2
Substituting (29) and (30) into (28) the equations (without prelim inary knowl­
edge of the dependence T  and P  on S  and V variables) give tw o equations 
between state functions T(S, F), P(S, V) and the declared sta te  variables S, V. 
This statem ent was mentioned earlier and was proved by the discussion of the 
equations (26)-(30).
Using this fact for further calculations [and this is the point, where the 
equation of state in  the form of (25) cannot be used explicitly] the second 
equation of state can be obtained from any of (21), (22) w ritten  either in  the 
form of integral equation :
s
T(S,  F ) - T ( S o ,F 0)=  J gu(T(S, V), P (V ,T ) ,  S ,V )  d S  +
So
V
+ J gu(T(S, V), P (F , T), S, V) dV  (31)
Vo
The symbol ~  means th a t the form of function gik changed because the de­
pendence of y i characteristics were taken into account w ritten  g instead of g, 
moreover P{ V, T)  is known by preparing (or numerating) of (25) i.e. (27)-(30). 
Taking into account the form of (31) P(V, T) is again a known quan tity  in it 
and th is fact can be expressed with the shorter symbol of glx g12
S V
T(S, V ) —T(So,Vo)=  J ffn(T(S, F ), S, V) d S +  J gn(T(S,  F ), S, V)  d F
So Ko
(32)
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I t  is not necessary to  solve the second equation concerning P(S, V) in equa­
tions (21), because the  (27)-(28) determine the  relationship. For further simpli­
fication i t  is necessary to  determine a standard  sta te  where the entropy is 
regarded to  be zero, and a t  the same time do determ ine V0 as known by 
practical reasons, nam ely either the minimal volume where experiments were 
carried out, or the m inim al estim ated value, which is large related to  mo­
lecular dimensions. One cannot state  th a t F0 =  0 because the thermocynamical 
statem ents very seldom consider states with volume zero.
The equation (32) m ay be w ritten either in the  form of integral equation 
and T (S 0, F0) =  T0 m ust be given:
S  V
T  -  To =  J gu(T, S, V) d S +  J g12(T, S ,  V) dV  (33)
So Vo
or in a  form of system of differential equations :
/0  T \wJT= 5 l l W 7 ) , s ’ v)
( д Т  1 *34)(w j s = b (m F ) ,Ä ,F )
th a t  is the type of system  of partial differential equations mentioned as “Über­
stim m te differentialgleichung” [14].
The detailed m ethod of solution, including the  case, where two unknown 
functions are [e.g. our equations (21)], may be found in [15]. W ith the help 
of our three index sym m etry  condition equation (25) the  system of equations 
m ay be reduced to  differential equations consisting of only one (namely 
T(S , V)) unknown function.
III.
Application of Solution Method on a Well-Known Example
An example is presented, where the determ ination of equations of state  can 
be easily demonstrated. L e t three characteristics be given :
cp =  con st; cT =  const *t =  — (35)
the related  gik m atrix can be found on Table 3.1 on the  list num ber 5:
T
gn = —;Cv <712 = f C p - C v  Cv TCvXtV Cp9 22~CVXTV (36)
the three index sym m etry condition of existence Eq. (25) and the related 
form ulas (26)-(31) serve:
1
f f l l2  =  —
Cy
(37)
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6 (  ]  Гср -  Су P T  \
5,121= ~ds\ I V j
— g i2 = —
Су
I C p — Cy 0
cw  *ds
Cp — Cy 1
у р т - Cp — Cy
(гу рc; f  \ 2^PT
.(T(~ giz)+Pgn)
cl 2 y p v T
( T ( - g 12) +  Pgu) (38)
Regarded (36):
1
Cy
j  Cp — Cy f P T  '
1 Cy2 1 V
Cp — Cy 1
f P V T
[ -  guT  +  Pg-n]
1 1
- P T = -Cy 2 — T
P T P T_4_
V
I
Cy
and:
P =  - (cp —cT) - ^ - ;  P V  — (cp — Cy)T
(39)
(40)
this is the  equation of state  for perfect gases. Trying to  fulfil the condition:
(41)<7212 =  <7221
0
0F
Cp —Су P T  0 CpP
~c* V =  OS cÿv
Cp — Cy 1
cl 2
V
PT [v p [ w ) . + r T ( w ) . - F T ) - r î [ S i  (12>
Regarded (36) :
Cp — Cy 1 v_
P T
( v p  - + v t [ - c- ^ - \ - p t \ =  - V -
^  Cy C y V  )  ]  Cy
Cp — Cy P T
~ v
after abbreviations we gain:
У
P V
( c p  — Cy) — —  C y — Cp ; P V  =  (cp —Cy)T
(43)
(44)
the equation agrees w ith (40).
E quation  (40) m ay be subsituted into (33) to  gain an integral equation for 
T(S, V) of for (34) to  get a system of differential equations to  the  only func­
tion T(S , V). Really the mentioned type of differential equations “ Uberbe- 
stim m t” means th a t instead of the  usual boundary condition th a t  makes the 
problem unique and correct, here a  second differential equation m ust be ful­
filled and only one in itial condition m ust be fulfilled, namely:
T (0, Vo)—To (45)
Because of the simple structure of (36) the form of differential equation seems 
to be fruitful:
( S T \  _ 1 /  ~  -Cp — Cy P T ( С у - C p ) 2 T 2
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( в T ) Cp —Cv T 
[ 0 f ] s =  c v  ’ У ’
T (S, V)=To(S)
■ V
~V~o
(47)
W here T 0(S) depends only on S. As mentioned above the boundary condition 
is no t given, but Eq. (47) has another equation, nam ely:
ST)
(48)
Substituting (36) and (47) we gain:
dTo
~dS~
C p - C v
To(S) S
I n --------= ---
T 0(0) с*
C p - C v
cv
and using (47) again:
th a t  is exactly the entropy function of perfect gases.
(t 0(0)Fo_Cv) ]S =  cv [ln  (:T V
(49)
(60)
(61)
Cp
Cv
D
912,
9 2 1
gn,
92 2
It
Nt
P
R
S
T
V
*1, X2
Z
Greek
a.
<*p
a8
ßv
ß s
Y
e
Yi
i“
fis
a
xs
XT
SYMBOLS
— isobar specific h eat, k Jk m ol_1K _1
— isochor specific, k Jk m ol-1K -1
— determ inant o f  s ta b ility  m atrix , K 3P a -J -1m -3
— nondiagonal e lem ents o f  s tab ility  m atrix, K -P a -J “1
— diagonal elem ents o f  stab ilityY natrix  K 2.T_1 and  P a-m -3
— la ten t heat, k j - m “3
— integer num ber i — 1, 2, 3, 4 N t  =  1, 2, . . . ,  56.
— pressure, P a
— gas constant, P a -m 3K -1k m ol_1
— entropy, k JK -1km ol_1
— tem perature, К
— volum e, m 3
— extensive variables: en trop y , volum e
— com pressibility, d im ensionless
symbols
— coefficient o f  therm al expansion , K -1
— isobar coefficient o f  th erm al expansion, K -1
— adiabatic coeffic ien t o f  therm al expansion, K -1
— isochor coefficient o f  pressure variation w ith  tem perature, K -1
— isobar coefficient o f  pressure variation w ith tem perature, K -1
— coefficient o f  pressure varia tion  w ith tem perature, K.-1
— com pressibility factor, P a -1
— i =  1 , 2 , 3  characteristics
— Joule-T hom son coeffic ien t, m 3-K m ol-K -k J-1
— see E qu. (10), K -P a _1
— coefficient o f  pressure variation , K -1
— adiabatic com pressib ility  factor, P a-1
— isotherm  com pressib ility  factor, P a-1
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Subscripts
i, j, к — integers
p, s, V, T — refer to  th e  declared o ther variable.
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РЕЗЮМЕ
В работе представлена методика вычисления 2-ой степени свободы однородных термодина­
мических уравнений состояния с помощью термодинамических характеристик. В предыду­
щих наших работах [1, 2] были проведены вычисления зависимостей между термодинамичес­
кими величинами. Первая часть этой статьи [3] занимается вычислением более простых слу­
чаев термодинамищеских уравнений состаяния при специальном выборе переменных. В дан­
ной работе для вычисление уравнений составная использована матрикса 2-ой частной произ­
водной внутренней энергии. Далее дискутируется критерии экзистенции решений.
о
H U N G A R IA N  JO U R N A L  
OP IN D U S T R IA L  C H E M IS T R Y  
V ESZPR ÉM
V ol. 13 . p p . 6 9 -7 9  (1985)
HEURISTIC PROCEDURES FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS. I.
HEURISTIC APPROACH FOR ANALYSIS OF TOPOLOGIC MODELS
J . L a z a r o v
(Central Laboratory o f  Chemical Engineering, Bulgarian A cadem y o f  Sciences, 1040
Sofia)
R eceived: A ugust 10, 1984
In  this paper an heuristically adequate declarative representation  
o f  three classes o f  topologie m odels o f chem ical industrial system s  
(CIS) — param etric flow, inform ation and signal graphs, is discussed. 
The structural analysis o f topologie m odels is considered as a  de­
composition problem , which is solvable b y  a  heuristic reduction  
system . A general algorithm o f  heuristic procedures in  production  
system s is g iven . The reduction system  is represented b y  a se t o f  
heuristic production  system s and determ inate m ethods for th e  identi­
fication o f th e  strongly connected  com ponents o f  digraphs, the  
identification o f  the cycles o f  cyclic  digraphs, optim al decom position  
o f cyclic digraphs and for th e  synthesis o f  the optim al sequence 
o f the units o f  CIS. The form al descriptions in the graph theory  
terms o f th e  se ts  o f operators for the transform ation o f  heuristic  
states, o f th e  se ts  o f  heuristics and o f the criteria for term inating the  
search for each  o f  the heuristic procedures are g iven . The com puterized  
procedures sh ow  a high effectiveness.
1. Representation in Heuristic Systems
The structural analysis is the first phase of the realization of the decomposi­
tion  approach for solving large-scale multi-connected problems for the simula­
tion of the steady s ta te  operations of chemical industrial systems (CIS) [3, 4, 7, 
9, 14]. CIS can be represented by  flow sheets (parametric flow graphs) or 
information-topologic models (information and signal graphs, information bi­
graphs and information-flow multi-graphs) [3, 9]. Possibilities exist for the 
general representation of the models. For example, the s truc tu ra l analysis of 
signal graphs for th e  simulation of linear control systems of CIS includes the 
identification of simple cycles and  paths of digraphs. The structu ral analysis 
of information graphs for the solving of the systems of equations is identical 
to  the  one of param etric flow graphs. In  addition, an approach for structural 
analysis generalizing these three classes topologie models is described.
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For th e  decomposition solution of a  given problem, Z  can be reduced to 
finding a set of alternative sets of subproblems Z-v each of which gives a solu­
tion of th e  problem. A fter th is a  set of alternative sets of subproblems ZV] of 
these subproblems Zx is found and  so on, until each of the subproblems be­
comes obviously solvable by  a determ inate or in tu itive  method, when one 
reaches the  hierarchic level of the  identical decomposition, a t which level the 
subproblems are invariant ones [3, 10]. The alternation of the decomposition 
procedures requires the approach of the theory of an optim al computing 
process. This formulation shows th a t  the basic stage of the  structu ral analysis 
is the  optim al decomposition of the  problem [15] w ith a priori defined criteria 
of suboptim ality-m inim um  of the  num ber of to ta l weight j)i of the tearing 
arcs of th e  flow graph [3, 4, 9, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20].
The final purpose of the s tru c tu ra l analysis of the  basic class of models — 
param etric flow graphs, is finding an optimal computing sequence for the 
units of the  design system [3, 9, 14], i.e. synthesis of an optim al algorithm 
for th e  sim ulation of the steady s ta te  operations of the  system. This is a typical 
hum anoid problem of the heuristic trend  of the artificial intelligence theory 
[8, 10, 11] for the solution of which i t  is effective to  apply the adequate heur­
istic search.
The general idea of heuristic m ethods requires an heuristieally adequate 
representation of the search space. The specificity of the space defines the pos­
sibility for the development an heuristieally effective strategy. The heuristic 
potential of the adequate representation of the a priori known information is 
a function of the following basic axioms [10, 11]: the effectiveness of the heur­
istic search is reciprocal to  the  cardinality  of the search space; the  quantity  
of the  in itia l information and the  effectiveness of its use depend proportionally 
on the  num ber of the representation spaces. All th is requires the recurrent 
discovering of the general relations, reformulation of the problem by generaliz­
ing and  transform ation of the  macroelements to  new representation spaces 
and the  decomposition of the  general topology of the space to  the  obvious, 
critical and forbidden areas. These instructions or ways which are used to 
increase the  effectiveness of the search by defining the  way and search direc­
tion are the  so-called heuristics. In  form al terms, the heuristic is a  system of 
operators, which transform  the  in tu itive  theory into a m athem atical one and 
i t  is oriented to  the development of an heuristieally effective search strategy 
[8 , 11].
The heuristic strategy is a  system  of two mechanism [10]: for the  genera­
tion of the  elements, which are po ten tia l candidates for generation in the solv­
ing sequence (a syntactic com ponent of the strategy), and for the  control of 
the generation (a semantic component), called the generating procedure [11]. 
The generating procedure (type “ breadth-first process” w ith dom inating hori­
zontal H-moves or “depth-first process” with dom inating vertical V-moves 
over the  H-moves) carries out a  traversa l of the recursive tree of the logical 
possibilities — an implicit or an explicit one [11, 10].
Form ally  the problem of the  heuristic search in declarative representation 
is represented by the four (S , S lt S M, Q) where S  is the  set of situations, (Se­
ttle set of initial situations, S M — th e  set of final situations, and Q — the set 
of operators for transform ation of the  situations in the  d irect T  or the  inverse 
T ~ x traversa l of the tree [10, 11, 1]. The operators (Q) are applicable in the 
definite area Sq Q S.
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The situations in the production heuristic system are represented by the  
system of basic signs — iV-states [10]. The purpose is the  optimal sequence 
of (^-transformations Q:sxç S 1-^syÇ,SM. The search space is represented algo­
rithmically in  the form of a finite digraph G=(P, V ) w ith  relations W ^.S P;  
W 2:S1-^P1; WA :*SM — P M. I f  sx -+px£ P l and sy — py€ P M th en  the heuristic p ro ­
blem is reduced to  the search of solving path  hx — (beg p x, end py).
The space of the reduction P-states P  = (Nx*>Ny) is represented algorithm i­
cally by a propositional “AND/OR” -graph Gp = (Pp, Qp) [10] where Wi :Zil —P p, 
and Pp are conjunctive “AND” of disjunctive “ O R” nodes. The arcs Qp cor­
respond to  the  operators for decomposition of the problem  Z. In  the set P p 
one can define the subsets of directly and iteratively solved nodes as well as 
the boundary ones [10]. According to  definition the param etric flow graph is 
a propositional “AND” -graph in which the solving pa th  g =  {{(beg p px, end p py)}l
{TV Ppy€Pp, X, y£{l, 2..........Pp}, P p =  |P p|}} is searched. The “A N D /O R” -
graph is a param etric flow m ultigraph in  which the  partia l subgraph is sear­
ched, because in the set of standard programmes for simulation of CIS d if­
ferent solving procedures m ay exist for computing the subproblem Z tj.
On the basis of the above mentioned, an adequate heuristic realization of 
the form ulated decomposition problem of the structural analysis is by a  reduc­
tion system in which the states in the search space are represented by th e  set 
of subproblems th a t are solvable by determ inate m ethods and/or set of p ro ­
duction systems.
The basic heuristic in the reduction system for superpositional realization 
of the structural analysis is the formulation of the reduction representation 
as a process for decomposition of the problem for the  search of the p a th  g in 
the “AND” -graph to  subproblems for the search of th e  solving subpaths g{ 
of the path  g w ith next composition of g{ in a solving p a th  g.
The reduction system reduces the initial heuristic problem to the equivalent 
set of subproblems (S, S v  {£J,}, Q), (S, {$«}, {£&}, Q), . . . .  (S , {Sjjf1}, {£%}, Q) 
for which a  preliminary identification of the set of sta tes {S},} Is necessary 
[10]. For th is purpose it  is most convenient to  identify  the key operators 
QKQQp, i.e. the operators whose application is absolutely necessary for solving 
the problem. The key states S^ in the decomposition of the param etric flow 
graphs are a consequence from the formulation of the  problem for s truc tu ra l 
analysis [3, 9, 14] and from the characteristic subsets of nodes of the proposi­
tional “AND” -graph [10]: The key operators
(basic stages) in most of the known methods for struc tu ra l analysis are th e  
following: 1. Identification of the strongly connected components of fin ite  
digraphs; 2. Identification of the basic system of cycles of the cyclic digraphs;
3. Optimal decomposition of the cyclic digraphs; 4. Synthesis of the solving 
path  of the  propositional “AND” -graph. They are discussed in the  same 
sequence later.
In  this paper, the general algorithmization of the heuristic search in  produc­
tion systems is considered, as well as the formalization of the heuristic ade­
quate representation of the search spaces, the set of heuristics and the  set of 
operators for the transform ation of the states. They are used when designing 
modular heuristic procedures of a programme system  for the struc tu ra l ana­
lysis of CIS.
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2. Algoritmization of the Heuristic Procedures in Production Systems
The basic stage [10, 8] in the design of th e  heuristic procedures consists of 
the  determ ination o f the  space of the N -states — the sets S , S v  S M and teh 
set of operators for the  transform ation of Y -states, and the  set of heuristics. 
L e t us decompose th e  set of heuristics E  to  subsets of heuristics, which are 
applicable in /^ - in itia l states, YM-final sta tes, Yh-mediate states, and heuristics 
E c of the criterion for the term inating of th e  search. This decomposition has 
essential significance [8] for the organization of the search of the heuristics.
The formal description of the heuristics is a complicate problem  [8, 10] in 
the  heuristic search algorithmization. This involves the problem of developing 
a  heuristic procedure, which uses a lib rary  of heuristics. An idea for solving 
th is  problem is the  application of the struc tu re  of the programme systems for 
th e  simulation of CIS [4, 9, 14], i.e. the heuristic procedures have to  be of a 
variable or fixed structure. An heuristic procedure which uses a library of 
heuristics must have a  fixed structure and  m ust consist of the  following parts : 
a  supervisor and a  lib rary  of standard heuristics. The supervisor carries out 
th e  heuristic stra tegy . Each procedure from  the  library is a  logical model of 
one heuristic. The basic part of the supervisor is an organizing programme, 
which carries out th e  following operations : calls by identificator the procedure 
from  the library, which realizes the certain  heuristic; renam es the formal 
heuristic to the ac tu a l one; synthesizes th e  conjunctive-disjunctive function 
o f the  set of heuristics. In  connection w ith  th is the heuristics m ust be divided 
in to  conjunctive “A N D ” and disjunctive “ O R ” heuristics. The set of “AND” - 
heuristics requires th e  application of all th e  heuristics from the  set, while the 
application of only one “ OR’’-heuristic from  the set is sufficient. Here two 
problems arise: the  optim al sequence for th e  application of “A N D ” -heuristics 
(an identical problem  to  structural analysis), and heuristic search of fuzzy 
“ O R ” -heuristics. The formal description of heuristics, bearing in  mind the 
above mentioned, is to  be realized as a logical test. The essence of this approach 
leads to  the procedural representation of th e  heuristic search, whose basis is 
the  declarative representation. Furtheron, we shall consider the  declarative 
representation.
The operation of the  heuristic strategy by  generating procedures from the 
type  “left-depth-first process” for uni-directional search (a basic cycle of the 
supervisor) is in general the following ite ra tive  sequence :
1. Forming the level D  = 0 of the im plicit tree.
2. Heuristic te s t: E 1(si)/si€ ^ 1? No-stop. Yes-go to step 5.
3. Heuristic tes t o f the  current Y -sta te : Eh(st) /.Sj£ kj? N o-test: F-move — 
go to  step 8; //-m ove  — go to  step 10. Y es-test: H -move — go to  step 9; 
F-m ove-test: D?£ 0? No-go to  step 5.
4. Heuristic te s t: E c(hj)/hj=>M'1. Yes-heuristic test: EC(D)ID = M ? Yes-go 
to  step  6.
5. L eft direct T - F-m ove; D: = / ) + l ; go to  step  3.
6. Heuristic te s t: YM(Sj)/Sj£$M? No-go to  step 8. Yes-write: h, = (s0, sv
7. Heuristic tes t : E c(j) /j=  1? Yes-stop.
8. //-m ove ; go to  s tep  10.
9. Test: D = 0? Yes-go to  step 1. N o-test: T -move — go to  step  6; 27_1-move 
— go to  step 8.
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10. R ight inverse T~1- V - move: D : —D — 1. Test-F-m ove — go to  step  9; 
H-move — go to  step 5.
An explanation. One example of the  heuristic test from step 3 is th e  fol­
lowing heuristic: a mediate А -state ,s, can be only a potential candidate for 
generation in the solving sequence h-t . The tes t from step 7 is the satisfaction 
of the criterion for term inating the search afte r one solving path  h is d e te r­
mined.
3. Identification of strongly connected components of digraphs
Literature abounds in methods and their modifications for the identification 
of strongly connected components of digraphs from which the most effective 
is considered to  be [1] the recursive T a b j a n ’s algorithm [18]. High efficiency 
have the algorithms [6, 9] as well. In  th is paper, corresponding to  the declara­
tive representation of the reduction system  in  p .l ,  for identification of strongly 
connected components of digraphs, a more effective determ inate m ethod [5] is 
developed. I t  is based on the analysis of the recurrent properties of the  ad ja ­
cency m atrix A =  II aV] || of a digraph with H am ilton’s path. In the rem aining 
cases an improved [5] modification of the classic m atrix method [4] is deve­
loped. Both these methods are applied, because they generate heuristics for 
the heuristic procedures.
4. Identification of the basic system cycles of cyclic digraphs
There are m any algorithms [1-4, 9, 14] for the identification of cycles and 
paths in digraphs, except heuristic. In  the present paper in keeping w ith  the 
general treatm ent plan, the uni-directional and bi-directional heuristic proce­
dures in production systems are developed as follows.
The set of А -states is S-»P, PÇ.G, and the  initial and the final s ta tes  are 
S 1= S M->-{pj/P iÇ.Gl V ajj' =  true}. The operator for the transform ation of the 
А -states is Q = {{nj 6 F}&{piii'“«j}&p1&{wj/i+p 1}}. The sets of heuristics are the 
following: 2^ =  {beg (cir, (7) = end  (cir, G) =pJau = true), (cir, б?,€б?./Сг| , l ^ j } ,  
{rank (cir, 6  =  mV 2, 3, . . . ,  |& |}; E C = {I0 = \P]\l{p]Ç.P], œj]1 =  true} V {P^G^}}, 
{Äj^aAj +  бАь}, {il/, =  rank (cir, G)}, {_Dj"ax =  il/,}; AM =  A1&AC; Eh = {q(q\pi))^Q}, 
{Pi> Pj}€A,}- fa^Q-Pi - P j/{Pi> P\)R v> ^ € ( F — F0)}, {g€Q:p,-~ 
^ pA p i>p \{R v’v£ v c> V c £ (V -y o ) } ’ {q£Q:Pi -~p / { p i>p \}R v’V<í (v c- f j , f „c Fc}.
The states S 1 = SM are preliminary known, thus we can develop a bi-direc­
tional procedure by applying two uni-directional searches 8 1-*Sh and S M-*-Sh 
in the direction T  and 7,_1 respectively where is an equidistant s ta te  with 
respect to  S x and S M.
The procedure is also identical for the determ ination of the pa th  or all the 
paths {p,->-Pj} where S 1?*SM; an additional heuristic can, for exam ple, be 
the selective application of the operator Q in  respect to  the sta tus (weight, 
length, cost, capacity, etc.) of the arcs.
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5. Heuristic optimal decomposition of the cyclic digraphs
In  the structural analysis, the optimal decomposition is considered as a  pro­
cess of elimination of all the cycles {ch*i G} in  cyclic digraphs by means of 
tearing a given num ber of arcs Fsc  F. L e t us introduce the relationship 
S qczR(V) in the  cyclic digraph G = (P, V ) having the property: V VsÇ/S0=> 
=>{cir, G}=0/Gs = (P, V — Vs), and the relationship of equivalence in S Q E Q : 
1V F,: F?£S0=> v l EQ V V W ^ V l)  = JF5(F |) where the bijection Ws is JFS: F -  
— (F  — Fs)/1F51(O) =  0&1F5(F s)=  U Ws(v)/v € Fs}. The factor-set S0/EQ has the 
least number of elem ents Fs : inf SQI EQ — F° € <SQ / JFS ( F° ) rs JF5(Fs)v*min JF5(FS) 
because the following ordering relationship in  the factor-set Sq/EQ exists: 
{V I ) ^ {F ! M ] » K F ‘& 3 ^  F?}-  W5(F1.) s  W s(F*)}•
The methods for optim al decomposition can be divided into two groups: 
analytic (linear and  dynam ic programming [19]) and algorithmic (perm uta­
tion  in the m atrix  A ,  techniques for the sim plification of graphs [12, 14, 16], 
and  reduction of th e  cyclic m atrix [15, 4, 9]), topologie oriented [15, 9] and 
non-oriented [4, 14] respectively. The trea tm en t of the general problem for 
structural analysis o f the  classes topologie models of CIS requires the m ethod 
of optimal decomposition to  satisfy the conditions: p ^ id e m  and p { =  idem 
(characteristic case for information graphs); | {Fs}| — 1 and |{Fs}|>  1, and to 
be topologie oriented using the cyclic m atrix ; and the heuristic approach 
requires possibilities for heuristic representation. These requirements are satis­
fied  by the L e e  and  R u d d ’s method [15] for combinatorial reduction of the 
cyclic matrix by a num ber of principles, which are heuristically presentable 
b y  declarative representation  of the search.
L e t C = ]] Су [J is form ed in  p.4 cyclic m atrix  of the digraph G. B y ColC 
we mark the set of colum ns and by Row(7 — th e  set of rows. There are bijec- 
tions 11'6 :cir, G -roW j C, W 7 : Vj -»■ colj C. I f  Colj C is the set of columns of the 
cycle ciq G and Rowj C  — the  set of cycles which include the arc , then  for 
each row row, C we form  the  set which includes all columns colj C w ith  non­
zero elements in the  row  row( C, i.e. (rowj C)-.= U col C/cu = 1. For each column
J
colj C we form the se t (colj C), =  U rowj С/сц = 1 which includes each row row* C
i
w ith  non-zero elem ents in  the  column colj C.
T he general schem e o f th e  algorithm s o f L e e  and  R u d d ’s m ethod  is the 
following :
1. Test: p,. =  idem ? No-go to  step 6.
2. Operation of th e  1st algorithm.
3. Test: ciq G = 0'( Yes-stop. No-go to step  5.
4. Operation of th e  2nd algorithm.
5. Test: Pj =  idem? Yes-go to  step 4. No-go to  step 7.
6. Operation of the  3rd algorithm. Go to  step  3.
7. Operation of the  4 th  algorithm. Stop.
5.1. Dominance Principles
The introduced [15, 9, 3] dominance principles are heuristics for reducing the 
extended cyclic m atrix , which includes the frequency /  of the arcs and the 
ran k  r of the cycles. The form al description of the  principles is the following:
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Principle 1 (compression of the cyclic matrix) :
C ^{C * IV act ( V -  F0)Fsct F„ /, =  0}.
Principle 2 (dominance of a column over a row) :
coljC < dom > row, С=>{{г>;£ Fs/VjÇ(roWj 0 )j}< tea r> c irj 67}.
Principle 3 (dominance of a column over a set of rows):
colj C'cdoms-lroW j С'}=>{{^6 F,/Vj6}(roWj C')j}}< tear> {ciri 67}.
Principle 4 (dominance of a column over a column) :
colj 67 <  dom >  colj (?=>■{ col, C c d  colj C //) >  , (colj C)m = (colj C)n}.
Principle 5 (strong dominance of a column over a column) :
colj C <  dom >  colj C=>-{ colj C c c  colj С lp{ >p-r  (colj 67)m =  (colj 67)n).
Principle 6 (strong dominance of a set of columns over a column) :
{colj C} <  dom >  colj (7=» colj C c c  {colj 67/p, /: =  /,> U (colj С)т =  (со1| c ) n } -
J Щ
Principle 7 (strong dominance of a set of columns over a set of columns): 
{colj C) <  dom>{coljC}=>{{colj С}c  c  {colj C}l2!l p i =
= 2Pj> U (colj C)m =  U (colj C)n).
j  m n
Principle 8 (dominance of a row over a row) :
rowj C<dom=>roWj C=>{cir; C c c  cirj C/(rowj 67)msa(rowj C)n}.
Principle 9 (dominance of a set of rows over a  row) :
{rowj C}<dom>roW j C=>{cirj C c _c { c iriC}/(roWjC)nc  (row, C)n}.
Principle 10 (dominance of an essential column in tearing):
colj C <  dom >  colj C => {t’j c  c  SQ / EQ / ( г о wn C)j =  colj C, r„ = 1}< tear > c irn C.
Principle 11 (dominance of an essential set of columns in  tearing):
{colj 67}<dom > { colj C}=>{{colj C}c*cî{Vj}Ç 
e S Q/EQI{cirn C}Ç (rown C)j}< tear> {cirn C}}.
Principle 12 (dominance of a column in partitioning):
colj C < dom > colj 67=>-{colk C, colx C}/U{colk C, colj 67} =  colj C, {Principle 5),
{Principle 6}, /,=s/j, p ^ P i ) .
The application of the following principles 1, 8, 9 and 4 or 5 does not in ­
fluence the optim ality of the solution and is carried out in  the  initial phase 
of the optimal decomposition. As a result of th is application, an independent 
system of columns is determined.
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5.2. 1st Algorithm
•
The 1st algorithm is a  realization of the 10th principle, when the system of 
columns in  the m atrix  C is an independent one. The arcs vi Ç (rowj C')j with 
rank  rt =  1 are torn, a fte r which the  2nd principle is applied.
5.3.2nd Algorithm
The 2nd algorithm is a  realization of the 11th principle, if  in the case of an 
independent system of the  column, the requirem ents of the 10th principle 
are not satisfied. The com binatorial essence of the 11th principle is presented 
by  heuristic production system.
The set of in s ta te s  is S  —{colj C*}, the initial s ta tes  are íS'j —{colj C*/n=s 
|{colj C*}| — |{colj C*}| +  1, vnÇ{colj C*}, the final sta tes are generated by the 
mechanism for generation in  the process of heuristic search. The recurrently ap­
plied operator for the transform ation  of the A -states over the set {colj(7*} is in 
itself a generation of com binations w ithout repeating C$ of the class K = 2 , N  
w ith elements N =  1, |{coljC*}|. The set of heuristics is the following: E t =  
={co\mC £ S 1l m ^ N  -  K  + \}-, E M={colmCç.SM/ m ^ N } ;  2?h={col 
=sAr - i í + l  +  i}, {<7 €Q:{colj C, colj j}, { ^ (c o l, C))eQ}; E C= {ID = N -
— -ЙГ+1}, {_Djnax =  isT— 1}, {Principle 11}— fy}. The p a th  hj determines only one 
elem ent of the set S0/EQ. For the  determ ination of all the elements the 
search continues to  class N ,  separating the linear-inpedendent paths {hv  h2,
. . ., ÇSQ/EQ/hjTia^ + bhm} which are the solutions.
5.4.3rd Algorithm
The tearing is more com plicated when p ^ id e m  and a set of independent 
non-essential columns exists. The 3rd algorithm combines the 1st and the 2nd 
ones in heuristic realization of the  6th principle in  a production system. The 
heuristic representation of the  6th principle is identical to  the description in 
p.5.3: the difference is only in the  heuristic {Principle 6 — fy}.
5.5.4th Algorithm
The 4th algorithm generalizes the 3rd algorithm by recursive realization of 
the  12th principle, th a t  is w hy necessarity the heuristic representation falls 
away.
6. Synthesis of the solving path of the propositional “ANI)”-graph
There is no description of the  heuristic algorithms for synthesis of the  com­
puting sequence of the units of CIS, when a tearing set of arcs exists. Further 
on an heuristic algorithm in declarative representation is considered.
The set of iV-states is S  — V, VdG, and the initial sta tes are *S\ — {F J U Fs, 
F q c  F, Fsc  F}, the final s ta tes  are generated by the mechanism for genera­
tion  of the elements in the  process of the  heuristic search. The superpositio- 
nally  applied operator for the  transform ation of the N -states over the set 
{Gj}, which carries out the  tests  for triv ia lity  of G-t and  for the solution of
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the p ^ G ,  is: Q={p<=>ppilp l£Gl, |G,| =  1, {pi^pJPiR+V),  (Uj€ FJ) V faj€Fs) V 
M{v,R~pm), р теР„,}, {v-Æ У,)1ЫИ+р„ PitGi^g,}-  The sets of heuristics are the 
following : JE1 =  E M= {vt € Fs}, f a  <E Fő}; E t =  {/D= |{flj}|, (Ж , = |{G,}]}, {Df™ =  M,}, 
[У\ — I |}> {9=1,9. j}» {lö'j I = ^ d}; Eb={qÇ.Q\v^v jM, VjÇ F j, P jfl ( F j - 7 О])^ 0 ,
Pj, FjÇGj}, {g(g(»,))iQ}, {g'€Q:W|-v,/{i;1&uJPi)1&i;„ P ^ G ^ p ^ G ^ } ,
{q ^Q -.v ^v^ / i^ j ,  «„ vJ€6,,}> (FSU F Í U ( F P +P p), PpÇgTj}.
7. Implementation of the Methods
On the basis of the suggested algorithms, the heuristic programme system  for 
structural analysis of CIS, using the modular principles, is developed. The 
programme system is applied for proving the correctness and comparative 
analysis of the effectiveness of the algorithms over the  set of examples from 
[3, 9, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19] and other examples with |P | =  23-50, | F | = 33-80  on 
a IBM 370/145 computer. The results obtained do no t differ from the cited 
ones, excluding one equivalent solution; in several examples a num ber of 
equivalent solutions are obtained. The effectiveness of the separate algorithms 
is comparable to  th a t of the best algorithms in literature [1, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12, 14, 
15, 18].
The distribution of the execution time is: t = 60-255 s, to  the four stages 
correspondingly: i3 =  1—5%, <4 =  60-90% (mean 80%), <5=1-13%  (mean 10%) 
and f6 =  3-8%; in the case of p x ^  idem an increase from  t5 = 40-65% and ie =  
1-10% is established.
8. Conclusions
The theoretical investigations carried out and the im plem entation of the  algo­
rithms allow the form ulation of the following significant conclusions.
1. An heuristic approach by declarative representation for s tructural ana­
lysis of CIS is proposed, which is a general and effective m ethod especially 
for the m ost complicated problem [7] — the optim al decomposition.
2. The development of the hueristic procedure in  procedural representa­
tion, which consists of a supervisor and a library of standard  heuristics allows 
an improvement of the  heuristic programme system  for the structural ana­
lysis of the  classes of models of CIS by application of the fuzzy set theory.
3. A general approach and scheme of the heuristic structural analysis of 
CIS, which are represented by the classes param etric flow, information and 
signal graphs are proposed.
4. A general scheme of the algorithm for heuristic search in declarative 
representation with generating procedure from the type  “left-depth-first pro­
cess” is proposed, which is applied to  the algorithm ization of all the heuristic 
procedures in this paper. -
5. An heuristic procedure for identification of cycles and paths in digraphs 
is proposed.
6. An effective heuristic modification of Lee and R udd’s m ethod for opti­
mal decomposition of the  cyclic digraphs is developed, having an advantage 
over all the known m ethods for the determ ination of only one or all the opti­
mal tearing sets of arcs.
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7. The heuristic procedure for optim al decomposition of the  cyclic digraphs 
allowed the establishm ent of the  fact th a t  the  same problem  has a m ulti­
m odal object function, which has a set of equivalent and probably non­
equivalent extrema. This rises the  problem for vector optim al decomposition.
8. An heuristic procedure for synthesis of the computing sequence of units 
of CIS when a tearing set of arcs is given.
9. A programme system for heuristic struc tu ra l analysis of CIS on the basis 
of the  modular principles is developed. I t  showed high efficiency in solving a 
set of examples.
9. Notation
R ( I P , R ~)-incidence relationship (positive, negative) between the  elements of 
the  sets P  and F  of the digraph G — (P, V) ; 
beg(cir, 6r)-beginning of the  cycle cir, G ; 
r„ rank(cir, ö)-rank of the  cycle ciq G\
V, F 0, Fô, Vq , F c, Fs, Fn-set of arcs, external-incidence arcs for the graph, 
negative or positive-incidence to  the node p,  cyclic arcs, tearing arcs, un­
necessary for tearing arcs of the  graph G= (P, F);
M ,-maximal dep th’s searching level of the implicit tree I ;
/ D-cardinality of the set of the  im plicit trees a t level D ;
ColjC-set of columns of the  cycle cir, G ;
RoWj (7-set of cycles, which include the arc v, from the column colj C ;
(roWj C)j-set of columns, which includes all the columns colj G w ith  cVj ^  0 in 
the  row roWj C ;
(colj (7),-set of rows, which includes all the rows roWj C w ith  c ^ O  in the 
column colj G ;
2>j-node of the graph G ; w eight of the arc vl ;
(7*-compressed cyclic m atrix  G ;
N =  I{colj (7*}I-cardinality of the  set (colj (7*);
{Crj}-set of the strongly connected components of the digraph G;
P=>B — equivalence relation; В is a consequence from P;
{x /P (y )}-set of the elements x  which satisfy the condition P(y)  ; 
cz c  -inclusion map operation.
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РЕЗЮМЕ
В этом статье рассматривается эвристически адекватное представление трех классов тополо­
гических моделей ХТС-параметрических потоковых, информационных и сигнальных графов, 
в декларативной системе. Структурный анализ топологических моделей рассматривается как 
декомпозиционная задача, решимая в виде эвристической редукционной системы. Дан обоб­
щенный алгоритм эвристических продукционных процедур. Редукционная система представ­
лена множеством эвристических продукционных систем и детерминированными методами 
для идентификации сильно связных компонентов орграфов, идентификации циклов цикли­
ческих орграфов, оптимальной декомпозиции циклических орграфов и для синтеза оптималь­
ной вычислительной последовательности аппаратов ХТС. Даны формальные теоретико-гра­
фовые описания множеств операторов трансформации эвристических состояний, множеств 
эвристик и критерии окончания поиска для каждой эвристической процедуры. Программно 
реализованные процедуры показывают высокую эффективность.
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A  new approach for the identification o f  the com ponents o f  digraphs, 
which are topologie m odels o f  chem ical process flow sheets, is de­
veloped. I t  is based on the analysis o f  three classes recurrentness 
o f the adjacency m atrix o f  the digraphs with H a m i l t o n ’s  path. 
Four fundam ental typ es o f  recurrent structures o f  strongly  and 
one-side connected digraphs are identified and described.
A  m ethod for im proving the m atrix m ethod for the identification  
o f the strongly connected com ponents o f  the digraphs is  proposed.
A  new, sim ple and efficient m ethod for identification o f  th e  strongly  
connected com ponents o f  digraphs w ith  H a m i l t o n ’s  path  is develop­
ed. The convergency and the asym ptotic com plexity o f  th e  method  
are proved.
A n algorithm  and an exam ple are g iven .
In  the first p a rt [20] of this paper the problem of heuristic representation of 
the  structural analysis of chemical industrial systems is discussed. A general 
heuristic description is presented for the development of the system  of heuristic 
procedures for a priori precedence-ordering, which determ ines the optim al 
sequence in which each element of the chemical industrial system is to  be 
computed. One of the essential parts of the same procedure, is the process 
m ethod of determining the closed technological subsystems in which the  
problems of the  structural analysis are solved one after the  other, bu t they  
already have smaller dimensions.
The problem of the identification of the closed subsystems of chemical 
process flowsheets, which are presented by topologie models, is reduced in 
the  graph theory terms to  the identification of the components of digraphs. 
Henceforth, the  problem is considered in th is way.
In  this paper, determ inate methods for the  identification of the components 
of digraphs are developed. The methods are used as generators of heuristics 
for the heuristic procedures, when we solve the problem of the structu ral 
analysis. This corresponds to  the representation of the struc tu ra l analysis of
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chemical industrial systems as a reduction heuristic system  in declarative 
representation, which is considered in p a r t  I  [20].
L et us take a  chemical industrial system  G with topologie model T. L et us 
m ark by АХ =  {АХ, A 2, . .  ., A K\ the  set of the subsystems of the system, by 
F T = {f$$:x<g>) = y $ )l a ^ m p& b ^ m q, p , д ш К )  the set of the topologie connection 
between the subsystems in T ,  and by  ={-ЗГр\ A[2), . . . .  _X](mi)} and =  
=  Y[2\  . . ., У[п,)} the set of the  input-output variables of the techno­
logical flows. L et us represent the model T  by finite digraph G=  < P ,  V, a, ß >  
by  means of Injections (pl \AT^ P  and (p2:FT->-V. The functions a, ß are de­
fined by <pv  <p2 so th a t they  fulfil the conditions a, ß \P -* V , v =  <р2(/1ь ) <=> ol(v) = 
= tp1(Ap)&cß(v) = (p1(Aq). The m ethod to  analyze system C depends on the type 
of model T.  I t  is obvious th a t  essential difficulties exist in  the analysis of the 
closed models T. This requires a tu rn  in to  equivalent open model T° which is 
gained after the  elimination of several equations of the connections in  every 
complex in the model T  — the  set (p~[1 (-Pi ) • The in terpretation  of the problem 
o f determining the  set g?f1(P i) in  the  term s of graph theo ry  is reduced to  an 
identification of the  strongly connected components of the  digraphs.
1. Current State of the Problem for the Identification of the Strongly 
Connected Components of the Digraphs
The problem of the identification of strongly connected components of finite 
digraphs is discussed in a  num ber of w orks: [1-19] and others. The m atrix  
m ethod is the first well known one. I ts  theoretical basis is given in [3, 8, 11, 
14, 15] using the adjacency m atrix, its  powers, the m atrix  of reachability and 
th e  m atrix of the  complexes. The adjacency m atrix is defined as a square 
m atrix  (i\\=T (true) if  {/j;< adj > p j/3  (p-t , p v  1)}, otherwise the logical value 
o f the element is aV] =  P( false). D ifferent modifications and  improvements of 
th e  m ethod are known [14, 13, 7]. The correctness of th e  m atrix m ethod is 
m athem atically proved, bu t i t  requires m  powers of the  m atrix A. The suf­
ficient exponent m  theoretically is no t clarified [3, 8] and  m  = \P\ is accepted 
[14, 11] and seldom m — |P | — 1 [13].
Among the other methods, the m ethod of the sequential lumping of the 
cycles in a digraph has an im portan t place, where the components are repre­
sented as pseudo-nodes [10, 16, 17]. The first to  apply th e  m ethod were Sa r ­
g en t  and W esterb erg  [16] who traced  the  information flows of the digraph 
backwards until they  identified a cycle in  which the nodes are lumped into 
a  pseudo-node. Ch r ist e n se n  and R u d d  [9] carried out the  initial deleting of 
th e  nodes th a t have no inpu t and o u tp u t edges, which cannot be included 
in  a  cyclic net. They also added forw ard tracing. The algorithm  operation 
[2] consists of tracing the pa th  until th e  determ ination of a cycle and then  
integrating w ith the  crossing cycles in  a  complex.
L eifman’s iterative algorithm  [4] for determining th e  bicomponents of 
graphs is based on the transitiv ity  of th e  reachability relations R  of the nodes. 
A fter deleting the  ended and the in itia l acyclic subgraphs, a  node p 0 is chosen, 
a fte r  this all the  reachable nodes p 0R +1p i are set, which are labelled by / i=  1. 
B y  backward reachability relation p }R~ lp 0 the nodes Р)—р 0 are set, which 
are labelled by  v —1. According to  the  labelling carried ou t the set P  is de­
composed in to  four non-crossing subsets P y , i, jd {0, 1}. I f  P i l 960 then  G1± is
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a biconnected component. The procedure is repeated after deleting subset 6rn , 
regarding the subsets G'00, G01 and Gvs.
Another effective m ethod having some common features with the  algo­
rithm s [2, 6, 9, 10, 16, 17] in the strategy of the path-searching is T a r ja n ’s 
algorithm [18, 12]. The algorithm is based on applying the depth-first search 
with the reordering of the nodes. W hen searching forwards, regarding the  
edges a node x  is chosen to  which an ordered num ber in the string num  (x ) 
is given, containing the order of the search. B y depth-first traversal th rough  
the edge (v, w) if  the node w is in  the string preceding the node v, th en  num  
{w) <  num  (v) and the edge (v, w) is a back-edge. If  node w is not an ancestor 
of the node v and num (w )>nutn  (v), then  node w is a descendant of node v 
and the edge (v, w) is a forward-edge. I f  num  (w) <  num (v) and node w  is no t 
an ancestor or a descendant of node v, then the edge (v, w) is a cross-edge. 
The negative-incident back-edges and cross-edges of node v can be positive- 
incident only to  this node x  fulfilling the condition num  (»)>num  (x ). A p a th  
11 from node v to  node w exists in the component Gt by definition [3, 8]. I t  is 
proved [18] th a t a spanning tree of the graph exists, which together w ith  the  
back-edges and the cross-edges also includes the path  /ti. Node v is defined as 
a root of the  minimal spanning tree, i.e. nodes P^G-, define a rooted tree, 
which is a subgraph of the spanning forest. The determining of the roots of 
the spanning trees corresponding to  the components perm its the strongly con­
nected components themselves to  be found.
There are other methods and modifications known, which have b o th  ad ­
vantages and disadvantages regarding their effectiveness, the storage requ ire­
ments, simplicity of the m ethod and computer programme.
In  this paper the theoretical and algorithmic aspects of a new approach 
are discussed for the identification of the strongly connected components 
based on recurrent properties of the adjacency m atrix. The novel aspect in ­
volves the development of simple procedures, both for improving the m atrix  
and some other known methods and their modifications, and for the develop­
m ent of new methods and algorithms for the identification of strongly or one- 
side connected components, transitive closures, paths, cycles and classes of 
connectedness of the finite digraphs. 2
2. Recurrent Properties of the Adjacency Matrix
W hen presenting the m ethod axiomatically we should establish a set o f for­
mulations, axioms and theorems as in [4, 6, 18, 15]. The adjacency m atrix  
II Ujj II w ith the number of the vertices has a strong relationship over the  
natural semiring is:P —(1, 2......... К } (in the general case the unspecified rela­
tionship is is presented by the vector IS) over the num ber of the rows of the  
m atrix A  relation ia : RoWj A -*{1, 2, . . . ,  К } has the following areas: I - a  
triangular upper subm atrix containing the forward directed arcs Vc for which 
i =  1, (K — 2), j = ( i+  2), K \  I l-an  area of the principal arcs Vm — the diagonal 
», i + 1 (a principal H am ilton’s path); III-a n  area of the loops-the diagonal 
i, i; IV-a triangular lower subm atrix containing backward directed arcs F r 
for which i = 2, K , j —l, ( i— 1).
In  this paper the concept of recurrentness in  introduced, which is a  con­
venient mean both for the development of the theoretical approach for analy-
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sis and synthesis o f the  graph structures, and  also offers different methods 
o f finding the sets o f vertices forming strongly  or one-side connected compo­
nents, bicomponents, paths and cycles. The main concept for the formal de­
scription of the  stud ies consists of the recurrent structure. By “recurrent 
structure of the  fin ite  digraph” let us consider graph G whose set of binary 
relations R c zP 2 contains some explicit, recurren t interrelations in the term s 
o f the problem for th e  identification of the  components.
Theorem 1: There are four fundam ental recurrent structures of the strongly 
connected digraphs.
Proof : The recu rren t interrelations in set R  c  P 2 of digraph G w ithout external 
inpu t/ou tpu t arcs in  the area IV of the  m atrix  A, which allow a recurrent 
analysis or synthesis of graph G, can be realized by means of the following 
w ays: 1. j =  const, i = ( j  +  l), K \  2. i = const, j =  1, ( i— 1); 3. j  = K / 2, 1, —1, 
i  = (K — j  + 1), K \  4. j =  1, (K — l — 1), i = ( K  — l + 1), К  for i, j =  1, 2, . . ., K, 
1=0, 1, . . . .  (АГ-1).
Corollary 1 : The allocation of the aVj = T  elem ents of the recurrent structures 
o f the strongly connected finite digraphs in  the  area IV of the m atrix  A  is 
according to one of th e  following ways: 1. V ertically; 2. Horizontally; 3. Along 
th e  second principal diagonal; 4. Along the  diagonal which is parallel to  the 
f irs t principal diagonal.
The respective recurren t structures of th e  strongly connected finite digraphs 
w ith  H a m il t o n ’s p a th  are shown in Fig. 1 (for q=  \ and ц 2 3 4 =  2,2,1,2).  Fig. 2 
gives the allocation o f the three classes recurrentness in the adjacency m atrix.
The identified fundam ental recurrent structures of the strongly connected 
digraphs with H a m il t o n ’s path  are described m athem atically by the following
Fig. 1
F undam ental rec u rren t s tru c tu re s  o f strongly connected  fin ite digraphs w ith  H a m i l t o n ’s
path  p i, p i+ i.
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param eters: K = \ P \ \  L —|F | ;  r  =  |F r |; a = \ Fa| where Fac F  and Р |П Т а =  
=  maxdeg+(pi); 6 =  |P b|, P bfl-Fj, Fj =  (pj, pjt 1) and d =  |P d|, P di l F r
for which Pi ÇPd, deg+ (pi)i=:(FrU F m)f lp ;  т г =  | F m|. The m athem atical ex­
pressions are represented in Table 1. They are deduced regarding the  indepen­
dent param eter i which is the num ber of the recurrent structures in  the  respec­
tive homological order. The param eter [1 +  (1 — )iv(i+1)] is an index of the
parity  of the recurrent structures (when 1=0).
Theorem 2: There are four fundam ental recurrent structures of the  one-side 
connected finite digraphs.
Corollary 2: The allocation of the ati = T  elements of the recurrent struc­
tures of the one-side connected digraphs in the area I  of m atrix  A  is analogous 
to  the allocation in  area IV according to  corollary 1.
3. Improvement of the Classical Matrix Method
The fundam ental result from studying the recurrent structures consists in the 
identification of the sufficient exponent m  of the  reachabihty power of the 
adjacency m atrix (the sufficient exponent for identification of the  cycles is 
ffljsm ): for the first, second and th ird  structures the sufficient exponent is 
m = K  and for the fourth structure m = K — 1. F u rth e r investigations showed 
th a t for random strongly connected digraphs, the sufficient exponent i s m s i .  
For the multi-connected graph, the  next statem ent is valid: the sufficient 
exponent m is determined from the  cardinality of set | Pj | of the  prioritive 
strongly connected component Gi therefore m=s|Pjmax|. This essentially de­
creases the num ber of the powers of the adjacency m atrix in  the  m atrix 
method, because ] P  [ =» | Pj | . The previous determ ination of the sufficient ex­
ponent m, which is essentially smaller than the  so far applied exponents
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[3, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14] leads to  an  increase of the  effectiveness of the matrix 
m ethod and its modifications.
F u rth e r  investigations of the  recurrentness o f a m ulti-connected digraph 
lead to  the identification of six recurrent fields in the area IV of the  adjacency- 
m atrix  which are shown in Fig. 2. The existing element a ^ = T  in the fields 
shows the  presence of the  type  connections of the  recurrent structure. This 
s truc tu re  is a partial subgraph, which is connected w ith other strongly con­
nected partial subgraphs as follows : in the field A  — additional recycle edges 
in  the  recurrent s tructu re  itself; BID  — a connection of the recurrent struc­
tu re  w ith  preceding/following component (a m ultiplicative recurrent structure) ; 
О — a  recycle edge which envelopes the recurrent structure; E /H  — a separ­
able connection (an articu lation  point) with preceding/following component 
(an additive recurrent structure). For the purpose of computing, th e  recurrent 
fields are described by recurren t expressions regarding the auxiliary para­
m eters as well: ^ 1 =  |P i|, p  = \V \s\, n = min j  for the elements atj =T. The 
m athem atical expressions from Table 2 are applied to  determine the  sufficient 
exponent m.
Table 2.
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Fig: 2
A general view  o f  th e  recurrentness o f  th e  adjacency m atrix o f  a m ulti-connected  digraph  
w ith  H a m i l t o n ’s  p ath : recurrent areas — I , II , I I I  and IV ; recurrent fields — A , B, G, 
D, E  and H;  a llocation  o f  the fundam ental recurrent structu ies — 1, 2, 3 and 4. T he  
in d ex  “c” in area I  is for recurrentnesses o f  one-side connected subgraphs (in th e  case  
o f  strongly parallel arcs, arca I I  is considered as well)
The up-to-now received results are im portant for the im provem ent of the  
developed computer programmes for the autom atic design of process system s 
based on the m atrix  method.
The upper concepts are valid for one-side connected components as well.
4. A New Method for the Identification of Strongly Connected 
Components of Finite Digraphs with H amilton’s Path
The matrix method, independently from the developed improvements, uses 
a  large number of matrixes, which is its second disadvantage. This d isadvan­
tage is intrinsic of other methods [4, 6, 9, 16]. In  this connection com bina­
torial studies of the recurrent properties of the m atrix  A  are carried out, 
particularly for the recurrent fields. On this basis, in the further analysis of 
the recurrentness, a new m ethod for the  identification of strongly connected 
components of digraphs w ith H a m il t o n ’s path and forming the m atrix  of 
complexes W  is developed. The main feature is th a t the m ethod uses only the  
adjacency m atrix  A. I t  is clear th a t for the identification of strongly con­
nected components of digraphs w ith H a m il t o n ’s path , i t  is necessary to  
consider only the lower triangular sub m atrix, which is area IV of the a d ja ­
cency matrix. The essence of the m ethod consists of the analysis of the recur­
ren t fields in area IV precisely the fields В  and E.
Let us consider the m athem atical formalization of the m ethod in the  term s
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of the graph theory. I f  (row, A)j is the set of columns of the row row, A  with 
elements aVj = T  in  the adjacency m atrix  and (col, .4), is the set of rows with 
ац= Т  to  which a column coljai corresponds, then for each row i^sK  of the 
m atrix  A  the set Со1,А =  UcoljA{(p,, p t, l ) \ a ij= 2 7, j =  1, 2, . . . ,  (г —1)} can be
i
formed, and for each column j < i  — the  set Row, A  U row, A{(p{, p v l)\a ,j =T},
which includes each row w ith elements a,, =  T  in column j  of m atrix A.  The 
dom inant relation is defined regarding the  strong ordering relationship of the 
morphisms M :  Gk->-G{Gk =  < P 1, Vv  a.v  F 1 =  {w1\u  =  [i, i + 1], 0 < i s w - 1},
а х(г;) =  а^г, i+  l]() = i&cßi(v) = ß1([i, i + l ] )  =  i + l ,  Gk£G} over the semiring of the 
natural numbers w ith  respect to  the reachability  relationship R +1. I f  M r{beg 
(Pi)> end (p,+2)}>iH 2{beg (p2), end (p,+1)} > d f3{beg (p3), end (p,)}, then (pi+2R ~ l 
p 1)< d o m > (p i+172_1p 2)< d o m > (p ii i_1p3), and  if  the m utual reachability rela­
tionship R =  R~1 aR+1 is valid, then  the strongly connected components U Gk, G2,
i
. . ., Gj, . . ., =  G exist. All this allows the  following principles to  be form ulated : 
Principle 1 (a row dominance over ano ther row) : I f  for a pair of rows row, A  
and rowx A  the expression min(row, A ) l j s  m in (rowx A )y\y { j  <  i, x > y ,  x = j — 1, 
. . . ,  г — 1} is valid, then  the  row row, A  dom inates over the row rowx/l : row, A  <  
dom >row x A. The last relationship is valid  because the next interrelationship 
between the ranks of the  cycles, including the edges (p ,, p,, 1) and (px, p y, 1) 
of a given strongly connected component of graph exists : rank  {шг,С\(р,, p j; 1)} 
>  rank (cir, G\(px, p y, 1)}, and each cycle cir, G belongs only to  one strongly 
connected component [3, 8].
Principle 2 (a column dominance over a set of rows) : The column col, A  
dominates over the  set of rows RowxA if  the row max (col, .4),\i dominates 
í - г
over each of the rows U row xA \( ( j— l ) à ï s ( t  - 1)} in accordance with prin- 
j - i
ciple 1. I f  the expressions max(coljA),\i =  Jc and min (row, A )j\j =  1 are valid, 
then  the row row, A  dom inates over all th e  rows 1,2,  . . . ,  (к— 1), and if  k — K  
then  the row rowk A  is an  absolute dom inating row, and graph G is a strongly 
connected one.
5. Convergency and asymptotic complexity of the method
F or an evaluation of th e  m ethod i t  is necessary to  find the order of the in ­
crease of the asym ptotic tim e complexity by  increasing the  size of the prob­
lem.
Theorem 3: The m ethod finds the strongly connected components of digraph 
G with asym ptotic tim e complexity 0 (sup (((|G,| —1)/(2.| G, |) ) . |P |)) .
Proof: ( |P | — 1). I P |/2  logical operations for a triv ial fin ite digraph are car­
ried out, then the complexity is 0 ((|P | — 1)-|P |/2 ). For the strongly con­
nected digraph, the  m ethod finishes after the  first logical operation, therefore 
0(0). For proving the  complexity searched, let us consider inductively graph 
G, with |G1| =  2, J G21 =  3 and so on strongly connected components respec­
tively, for each o f which | P , | =  2. For th e  asymptotic tim e complexity, we 
obtain 02( |P |/ | G,| —|P |2/| G, I2), 03(2 - [P  I/| G, | — 3 -1P |2/|G,|2), 04(3 . |P |/ |G , |- 6 -  
• |P |2/|G ,|2) and so on respectively. Therefore, the general expression is
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0(((|Ö1|-1 ) /(2 . |Ö ,|) ) . |P |) .  Bearing in mind th a t |P |  =  | Сг(| -|Pj| then obvious­
ly by increasing |P j| |Gj| will decrease, therefore, the  gained expression of the  
complexity is a  supremum.
The convergency of the  m ethod follows from the essence of principle 1, 
beginning from  the last row of the adjacency m atrix. Bor a triv ial graph, |P |  
cycles are carried out, for a strongly connected graph — one cycle, and  in 
the generals case — | | cycles.
6. Algorithm
T he process o f  id en tif ic a tio n  o f th e  s e t  o f  s tro n g ly  co n n ec ted  co m p o n en ts  G-, 
o f  a  d ig rap h  w ith  H a m il t o n ’s p a th  can  be d esc rib ed  b y  th e  follow ing re c u r re n t  
expression  :
6rjo{row k H \m in  (rowk H ) j \ j  =  /г + 1}  V{R ow n A  /m a x  (colj И ) Дг <  d o m > ro w n A \  
\ j —l ^ n ^ i —l , k 0= K ,k :  = k — l, . .  i y k : = n  — 1, . . . . ,  1}. (1)
The a lg o rith m  in  acco rd an ce  w ith  expression  (1) s ta r t in g  from  k0 =  K  r e p re ­
sen ts th e  follow ing cyclic  sequence w h ich  can  be w rit te n  in  a  recu rs iv e  fo rm  
as well.
1. T e s t: k?s 1? Y es-s to p . N o -te s t: akn =  T ( n =  1, £ —1)? Y e s - ( te s t: n — 1 ? 
Yes-go to  s te p  4) go to  s te p  3.
2. T he v e r te x  к (in th e  g enera l case IS(k))  is  a  t r iv ia l  s tro n g ly  c o n n e c te d  
com ponen t ; k : = k — 1 ; g o  to  s tep  1.
3. F o rm in g  an  analysis o f  th e  g en era lized  f ie ld : г =  п, к — 1, + 1  (or i  =  k — 1, 
n,  —1), j — 1, n  — 1. T e s t:  a tl =  T ? Y es-n: = j ; t e s t : » = l ?  N o -rep ea t s te p  3.
4. T he v e rtic e s  (n, k) (in  th e  g en era l case (I S ( n ), I S ( k ))) fo rm  a  s tro n g ly  
connected  co m p o n en t; к: =  n — I ; go to  s te p  1.
The a lg o rith m  for th e  id e n tif ic a tio n  o f  th e  one-side co n n ec ted  c o m p o n en ts  
o f  th e  f in ite  d ig raphs w ith  H a m ilto n ’s p a th  is a n  an a logous one.
A n example : Let us consider the operation of the algorithm  over the graph 
shown in Figure 3, whose adjacency m atrix is shown in Figure 4. The algo­
rithm begins with the analysis of the adjacency m atrix  from the last row 
k 0 = 6 for n =  1, 8 the akn =  T element is searched for un til ct!)7 =  T. The field 
of adjacency matrix A  is formed with lim its of rows i  = 7, 8 and columns 
j=  1, 6. B y analysis the field is established th a t all the elements are aVj =  F. 
Then in accordance w ith principle 2 the vertices (n , k ) are w ritten in the  m atrix  
of complexes as W{ 1, |Сг|тах|)={7, 8, 9}. The next row k — n — 1 =  6 for n =  1, 5 
is analyzed. All the elements are a 6n =  F, th a t is why the vertex 6 is w ritten  
as a triv ia l strongly connected component: W(2, \ f/["ax|) =  {6}. For th e  row 
к : = к — 1 =  5 for n = 4 i t  is established th a t a5i= T.  The field i =  4, 4 and j =  1 ,3  
is formed and analyzed in  which ai2 = T. According to  the principle 1 for 
n — 2 the new field is formed for i=  2, 4 and j =  1, 1 for which in the row г =  3 
for j —1 i t  is established th a t a31 = T. Because n = j =  1 the direct w riting in
Fig. 3
A n example digraph with H amilton’s path
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1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9
1 F T F F F F F F F
2 F F T F F F F F F
3 T T F T F F F F F
U F T F F T F F F F
5 F F F T F T F F F
6 F F F F F F T F F
7 F F F F F F F T F
8 F F F F F F T F T
9 F F F F F F T T F
Fig. 4
The adjacency m atrix o f  th e example digraph w ith generalized fields, which are formed
from the algorithm.
th e  matrix of complexes is carried ou t: W (3, |Cr”ax|)=:{l, 2, 3, 4, 5}. A fter 
computing k : = n — 1 = 0  and test the algorithm  finishes. The rows of the m atrix 
W  are inverted sym etrically : W( 1, | ö[nax| ) W(3, |G[nax|), and W (3, |Gimax|)-*
~ W (1 ,  |G rx|).
7. Computational Experience
F o r the comparative evaluation of the effectiveness of the proposed im prove­
m ents and new form ulations, the classic m atrix  method, the m atrix  method 
w ith  appliance of th e  proposed principles for determining the sufficient ex­
ponen t m, and the new developed m ethod are algorithmized and programmed. 
Com puting the large num ber of examples from  [6, 9-11, 13, 14, 16, 17] and 
o thers  by a IBM 370/145 computer, the following execution times were a tta in ­
ed : I  — from 300 u n til 1200 s; I I  — from 30 until 50 s; I I I  — from 1 until 
5 s.
8. Conclusions
.On the  basis of the considered formulations, principles, theorems, graph theory 
descriptions and exam ples, the following significant conclusions can be for­
m u la ted  :
1. A theoretical approach  for the analysis and  synthesis of the graph struc­
tu re s  is proposed, w hich is oriented for the  identification of the strongly and 
one-side connected components, paths, cycles and  classes of the connectedness 
o f th e  finite digraphs by  an analysis recurren t properties of the adjacency 
m atrix .
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2. The three classes of recurrentness of the adjacency m atrix  of fin ite  d i­
graphs are identified, m athematically described and used.
3. The four fundam ental types of recurrent structures of strongly connected 
finite digraphs with H am ilton’s path  are identified and m athem atically 
described, the four fundam ental types of one-side connected recurrent s tru c ­
tures respectivelly.
4. A m ethod for improving the efectiveness of the classic m atrix m ethods 
for identification of strongly connected components is proposed.
5. A new simple and efficient method for identification of strongly connected 
components of finite digraphs with H amilton’s pa th  is developed.
6. The efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed methods were established 
through the computing of a large num ber of examples.
9. Notation
Cn-set o f  strongly  connected com ponents o f  th e  digraph G;
Pi ,  Fi-sets o f  vertices and arcs o f  the subgraph Gi;
R-set o f  the binary relations in  the set P;
mi =  I F m I-c a rd in a lity  o f  th e  se t o f  a rcs  F m o f th e  H a m il t o n ’s p a th  (p i , pi+i) in  th e  
g raph  G;
r =  I FrSI-cardinality o f  th e  se t o f  recycle arcs F r o f  g iven  recurrent structure;
{(pi, p i , l)/o ij =  T}-set o f  arcs betw een th e  vertices p i ,  pj o f  th e  graph G for w hich  th e
condition oij =  T  is satisfied ;
beg(p)-initial vertex o f  path  in  the graph G;
end(p)-final vertex  o f  path  in  th e  graph G;
deg+(p)-indegree o f  the vertex  p ;
(dom )-domi nance relation;
(adj)-adjacency relation;
rowi A -row  i  o f  th e  ad jac en cy  m a tr ix  A  w ith  elem en t ац  =  2’(true) ;
(row iA )j-set o f  colum ns o f  the row rowjA w ith ац =  T  ; 
colj A -colum n j  o f  the m atrix  A  w ith elem ent «ij =  T  ;
(coljA )i-set o f  rows o f the colum n colj A  w ith  aij =  T  ;
Coh A -unification  o f  the se t o f  colum ns colj A ;
Rowj A -unification  o f the se t o f  rows rowi A ;
«»-equivalence re la tio n  ;
is-relationship o f  the labels o f  th e  vertices o f  the diagraph G over the sem iring o f  the  
natural num bers;
min (rowi A )j/7-infinitum  o f  th e  set o f  colum ns (row iA )j; 
m ax (colj A )i/i-suprem um  o f  th e  set o f  rows (coljA )i;
=  , S -s tro n g  ordering and ordering relationships; 
rank {ciri GjJ-rank o f  the cycle  cirj Gj o f  th e  subgraph C?j.
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РЕЗЮМЕ
В статьие рассматривается новый подход идентификации компонентов орграфов, которые 
являются топологическими моделями химико-технологических схем. Подход основан на ана­
лизе трех классов рекуррентностей в матрице смежности орграфов с Гамильтоновым путем. 
Идентифицированны и описаны четыре основные типа рекуррентных структур сильно и одно­
сторонне связных орграфов.
Предложен метод совершенствования матричного метода идентификации сильно связных 
компонентов орграфов.
Разработан новый, элементарный и эффективный метод идентификации сильно связных 
компонентов орграфов, обладающих Гамильтоновый путь. Доказаны сходимость и асимп­
тотическая сходимность метода.
Приведены алгоритм и пример.
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STUDIES ON VIBRATIONAL TRANSPORT. I.
DYNAMIC STUDIES ON A  PNEUMATIC BALL VIBRATOR
A . Szalay and K. E rdész
(Research Institu te  for Technical C hem istry o f  the H ungarian A cadem y o f  Sciences,
Veszprém )
R eceived: A ugust 17, 1984
The relationships o f  the hydrodynam ic and k inetic characteristics 
o f  a pneum atic ball vibrator are studied. V ibrational m easurem ents 
were carried o u t using a pendulum -type suspension m ode and the  
results were com pared to the theoretical m odel proposed in literature. 
I t  was concluded th at the pendulum -type suspension m ode offers 
definite advantages when the pneum atic ball vibrator is used in  
transport m achinery, that operation below  th e  resonance point is 
m ore advantageous and th at transportation elem ents o f  low m ass 
and high rig id ity  are preferred.
Introduction
Literature dealing w ith pneumatic ball vibrators is ra ther sparse [1, 2] and 
apart from brief schematics it does not discuss either the operations principles 
or the design equations of vibrators. According to  manufacturers [3, 4], the 
advantages of ball vibrators include the lack of bearing systems, the  possi­
bility of continuous adjustm ent, low mass and small footprint. The m ain field 
of application is the vibration of silo walls wherein solid supporting modes and 
fairly high frequencies (100-500 Hz) are employed.
Directed vibration, indispensible for the vibrational transportation of p a rti­
culate m aterial cannot be produced in  the above frequency range and w ith  a 
solid-type suspension mode. This work was aim ed a t finding suspension 
modes, which allow the  generation of directed vibration over a wide range of 
amplitude and frequency. The relationship of frequency and am plitude is of 
prime importance, because these param eters are used in various system s 
(vibrational transportation machines, feeders, sieves, driers, coolers, and gran­
ulators, etc.) to control the residence tim e and mass flow rate of the  particles, 
which, in  turn, influence the efficiency of the particular operation.
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1. Operation Principle of the Vibrator
The operation principle of the v ibrator is as follows: the component along a 
given set axis of th e  centrifugal force acting upon a ball or roller of mass mg 
subjected to circular m otion by compressed air (or other gas) varies harm oni­
cally  (follows a sine or cosine function) and so, an excitation force is generated 
described by Eq. (1) :
Fg =  Wg-йси2 sin  ait (1)
F o r the design (or selection) of a v ib ra to r and  for the determ ination of the 
excitation force, one has to  know the relationships between the angular velo­
c ity , w and flow ra te , V, and pressure, p, of the  compressed gas. The role of 
th e  geometric characteristics (nozzle diam eter, dt , ball ro ta tion  radius, R, 
rolling friction coefficient, fg, mass of ball, and mg, etc.) in the hydrodynam ic 
an d  kinetic behaviour of the vibrator also has to  be known. Furtherm ore, it  
is expedient to  carry  ou t vibration experim ents in order to  determine the 
operational stab ility  an d  optimum operation mode of the vibrator.
Thus, the dynam ic studies of the v ib ra to r were aimed a t the  theoretical 
description of the above relationships, a t  th e ir experimental verification and 
a t  deducing conclusions as they apply to  the  design and selection of vibrators 
an d  vibrational tran spo rta tion  machines.
2. Relationships Between the Hydrodynamic and Kinetic 
Characteristics of the Ball Vibrator
B all vibrators are designed on the basis of the  knowledge pertaining to  the 
relationships among gas flow-rate, gas pressure, circumferential velocity of the 
ball (rotation speed), its  mass and the m ain size param eters of the  vibrator. 
The hydrodynam ic-kinetic preconditions of ball rotation are shown in Fig. 1. 
Forces acting upon th e  ball are as follows :
F t — propulsive force of air je t flowing in :
(a")2
* W X e " ^ - X Ä ,  (2)
w here |  is the resistance coefficient and, according to  [5], it  is :
24  3.73 4.83 X 10“3V ße
£ — —— I— ;— -------------------------——  +  0.49lie УШ l  +  3 x l0 -6 p ) i5 (3)
w here Re is the R e y n o l d s  num ber :
D d\u"  X g"Re =------------
V"
(4)
S g is th e  cross section a rea  of the ball perpendicular to  the direction of action 
of th e  a ir jet
_ d ix  л"
O g  —
4 (б)
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Schem atics o f  th e  ball vibrator and its am plification. The hydrodynam ic and k inetic
conditions o f  ball rotation
From  here on, let d x =  d i .
Fo is the centrifugal force
F e =  mgR(ï5)2 (6)
F s is th e  friction force
F s= f Kx F c  (?)
/ g is the coefficient of rolling resistance which, according to  [6], is:
= 0.00066
When the ball passes the nozzle, i t  receives a pulse, which accelerates it  
from velocity v2 to  vv  
The momentum of the ball is :
mg( v i - v 2) =  F t X h  (8)
where t{ is the duration of the pulse :
<U
ty =  —  and
Vg
where vg is the average velocity of the ball:
V 1  +  V 2
(9)
( 10)
th a t is : Ы")2 dt _ mg(vi — vg)=£Xe"X—-— — XSg2 vg ( И )
The decrease in the kinetic energy of the ball is due to  work spent on fric­
tion, i.e. :
F eX fg ' i R n  — mg
2 2 V1-V 2
- 2  ,
V g  V l  +  VgmgIt —  Xfg X = mg---- ------( v y  -  V 2 ) ,
( 12 )
(13)
from where :
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v g  X/g2jT —  V 1 —  V 2
Substitution into Eq. (11) results in:
Yol. 13.
(14)
г (u")2 dtSg
%  =  i X g " X ~ X -  8
2 w i g X f g X 2 л  ’
and
Vg-- £e"x- df
(16)
(16)
mtXf%
The rotation speed of the  ball and the frequency of the excitation vibration is:
Vg
2 Rn
/ s z  — %Rn i e "
dt
mgXfg
(17)
(18)
(19)
In  Eq. (16) q"  is dependent on the pressure and, assuming an adiabatic 
change of state , it  reads as :
where: pa, p" — the pressure and density  of compressed air under normal 
conditions (p n= 105 *Pa, T — 293 K, 1.2 k  *g/m 3).
Flow rate and pressure of compressed air, while passing the tubing and the 
nozzle, are related as :
< u " )2
P = Ci X q" x —^ ~  (20)
where : C1 — is the coefficient of all resistances combined.
Since :
V" 
u '  = -----
St
where : S f — is the cross section of the nozzle, flow ra te  and pressure are 
related as follows :
( 21 )
V” = StX 1 / J  '
|i/* 2
\ Pn+p.1 ' '  »"xCi
( 22)
3. Theoretical Considerations on the Dynamic Experiments
The previous assum ptions are based on the  equilibrium of momentum and
friction forces a t rest on the  penum atic ball vibrator. However, under normal
conditions the v ib rato r is no t a t rest, ra ther i t  operates in  a  vibrating system
under dynamic conditions in  such a way th a t  the vibrator excites the v ibra­
tions on the one hand, and the inertia  force borne from the  excited vibrations 
proper effect the ro tating  ball itself, on the  other. T ha t is why equations 
described in literature [1] do not directly apply. However, the deducing of 
new relationships is beyond the  scope of th is paper.
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Thus, dynamic studies were conducted as follows :
— verification of Eq. (22) via measurements,
— vibrational study  of a ball vibrator, i.e. determ ination, by  measurements, 
of the amplitude-frequence relationship (amplification function), its com­
parison with the theoretical amplification function [7],
— comparison of measured data  with those calculated by Eq. (18).
4. Experimental System and Measurement Method
F o r vibration measurement, the rotation speed of the ball in the  ball vibrator 
has to  be known. From  this, the frequency of vibration can be calculated. 
This measurement was accomplished directly by a stroboscope of Type ORIS- 
TROB. Frequency was measured indirectly v ia a piezoelectric probe attached 
to  the  vibrating bridge, and its signal was fed to  a measuring bridge, tran s­
duced, amplified and displayed both on a scope and a  panel instrum ent. 
Comparison of the three measurements showed th a t for all practical purposes 
i t  was sufficient to  use a panel instrum ent, because i t  proved difficult to  
synchronize the signal on the scope. One has to  revert to  a stroboscope only 
when the suspension of the vibrator is of the  solid-type and no piezoelectric 
signal can be transm itted. The frequency values obtained by direct and in ­
d irect measurements agreed well, consequently the m easurem ent system was 
set up as follows. The amplitude of vibrations was m easured by a bridge, 
while the hydrodynamic param eters of the pneumatic v ib rato r (pressure, air 
flow rate) were measured by a Bourdon-type manometer and a rotam eter 
(MOM, Hungary and PG, GDR, respectively).
The Measurement System
D ynam ic measurements on the ball v ibrator were earned ou t in  the experi­
m ental set-up shown in Fig. 2. The system corresponds to  a  dampened v ibra­
ting  system excited by a rotating mass. The experimental system  consists of 
ball vibrator 1, connected through ball-bearings 2 to  bridge 3, bolted onto 
leaf-springs 4. Suspension of the ball v ib rato r ensures th a t  the excitation 
force acts only in  the direction x —x, while in  the perpendicular direction, 
z —z, the vibrator rotates freely. Consequently, there is no momentum ori­
ginating from the  side-forces, which act upon the leaf-springs.
Compressed air driving the pneumatic ball vibrator is delivered through a 
flexible plastic tube connected to  a central source. Thus, i t  contributes only 
a  small excess mass to  the vibrating mass. R otation speed is regulated via 
ball-valve 5. The flow rate and pressure of compressed air is measured by 
rotam eter 6 and m anom eter 7, respectively.
Pulses, generated by the vibrations are transm itted  by piezoelectric tran s­
ducer 8 to universal vibrom eter 9 (Type SM 211), which transform s the values 
to  potentials allowing for the display of pa th , velocity and acceleration m a­
xima. Appropriate ranges can be selected by push-buttons. Vibration fre­
quency was measured by frequuency m eter 10 (Type VEB R F T  4311) con­
nected to the ou tpu t of vibrometer 9. The vibrating elem ents of the m easur­
ing system were installed on a welded steel support-frame of high mass, 11.
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Schem atics o f  th e  experim ental apparatus and m easuring sy stem : 7-ball vibrator, 2- 
bearing, 3-bridge, 4 -fla t springs, 5-ball v a lv e , б -rotam eter, 7-pressure gauge, S-piezo- 
eleetrie transducer, 9-SM 211 universal frequency m eter, 70-VE B  R F T  4311 frequency
m eter, 11-steel structure
In  order to  isolate the  effects of vibration, the system  was m ounted on a 
rubber m at, w ith the instrum ents located on a special stand.
Triplicate measurem ents were carried out in the x —x  direction a t every 
pressure (i.e. ball ro ta tion  speed) setting. The mass and spring coefficient of 
the system were also varied by attach ing  extra mass to  the bridge and replac­
ing the leaf springs, respectively. The spring coefficient and mass of the 
vibrating system  had to  be known for the  calculation of its dynamic charac­
teristics (eigen-frequency, and static  amplitude).
The spiing coefficient of the leaf-springs was determ ined experimentally 
and verified by calculation. An approxim ately linear correlation was found 
between load and bending. Measured and calculated values also agreed well. 
This means th a t the m ethod of suspension—which often leads to the correc­
tion  of the constant in  the formula of the  spring coefficient—could be con­
sidered ideally rigid in  th is case.
The mass of the v ibrating system was determined by  direct weighing :
— mass of the v ibrating ball, mg— 0.067 kg
— overall mass of the  house of the vibrator, bolts and ball, M =  1.5 kg
— attached masses were as follows :
m 1 =0.179 kg 
m 2 =0.182 kg 
m3 =0.177 kg 
m a = 0.065 kg.
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Fig. 3
Schematics o f the ball vibrator
Table 1
Setpoints used in the experiments
No. Springcoefficient Overall vibrating mass Eigen frequency Static amplitude
c, m/N M0, kg
mg
A  st= ----X R, m
M о
1
I 2 
3
2.787 X 10-4
M  = 1.5 48.51 1.11x10-3
M + m\+ тг = 1.93 43.17 0.87 X IO"3
-M+mt+mcs = 2.10 41.34 0.79x10-3
II 1
2 4.340 X 10-5
M  = 1.5 123.95 1.11x10-3
M + m i+ m  2 = 1.93 109.40 0.87 X10-3
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A custom-modified ball v ibrator of N ETTER , Type К  05 В, shown in 
Fig. 3, was used for the experiments. The values of the m ajor characteristics 
used for the calculations were as follows :
— rotaion ra td ius of the v ibrator ball, R =  2.5 -10-3 m
— diam eter of the  nozzle, df =  3 • 10~3 m
— expansion section a t the en try  po in t of compressed air: hb = 6 -.lO-3 m, 
?b=12-10~3 m, t>b= l-1 0 ~ 3 m.
The characteristic values set for the  respective experiments are listed in 
Table 1.
5. Results
Measured values are plotted  in Fig. 4-7  as follows :
a)  Coefficient Cx was calculated by E q. (22) from m easured gas flow rates 
and pressures. The p  — V" relationship is shown a t the  left-hand side of 
the diagrams. I t  can be seen th a t  m easured and calculated values agree 
well (Fig. 4 and 6). This means th a t  Eq. (22) applies up to  p  =  2X 105. 
Above th is lim it i t  becomes, occasionally, linear ( Fig. 6).
b) Eq. (18) and the  measured p — V "  curve were used to  calculate the 
V" — f  curve, shown a t the right-hand-side of the diagrams (f„ curve, 
Fig. 4 and 6).
c)  Measured V " —f  d a ta  are also shown a t the right-hand side of the 
diagrams (  Fig. 4 and 6, curve f m)  and are compared with data  cal­
culated by E q. (18). I t  can be seen th a t  in real systems there is a jump 
in frequency (rotation speed of the  ball) once a certain pressure/flow 
rate is reached ( Fig. 4 and 6).
Fig. 4
R elationsh ips betw een  air pressure, flow  rate and th e  frequency o f  th e  v ibrating system
(c =  2 .7 8 7 Х Ю -4 m /N )
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Fig. 5
Comparison o f  th e  theoretical and m easured resonance curves (c =  2 .787X 10  4 m /N )
d) Theoretical and measured am plification functions are shown in Fig. 5 
and 7. I t  can be seen th a t below the resonance point, actual am plifica­
tion values shift towards the left, bu t the shape of the curve is correct. 
In  the vicinity of the resonance point (though slightly below) there is 
a sudden increase in frequency. Above the resonance point, measured 
and calculated amplification curves fall to  agree. In  this range, the 
amplification of applitude for system  В  should approach the v = 1 value 
from above (v> l). Actually, measured data  first decrease from a  v < l  
value, then increase comparatively rapidly, though never reach (in the 
range tested) the theoretical value, v=  1.
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Fig. в
R elation sh ip s betw een  air pressure, air flow  rate and th e  frequency o f  the vibrating
sy stem  (c =  4 .3 4 X lO -5 m /N )
6. Summary
The study of the dynamics of a pneum atic ball vibrator led to  the following 
conclusions in respect to  the design of the v ibrator :
— good agreement between measured p  — V "  data  and those calculated by 
Eq. (22) indicates th a t  the  change of sta te  of gas in the  range tested is 
adiabatic ;
— comparison of m easured V " —f  d a ta  w ith those calculated by Eq. (18) 
indicates th a t Eq. (18) is indeed suitable for the first-approximation- 
type designing of v ibrators ;
— detailed explanation of the  sudden change in frequency (rotation speed 
of the ball) requires fu rther theoretical studies ;
— analysis of Eq. (18) shows th a t the frequency range of the vibrator can 
be increased by increasing the size of the nozzle, df and by decreasing 
the  friction coefficient, / g. I t  can also be seen th a t a decrease in the mass 
o f the ball, mg, or the  radius of rotation, R g, is disadvantageous, because 
both decrease the  excitation force and, w hat is also im portan t in trans­
portation, the s ta tic  am plitude, A st.
— analysis of the resonance curves (amplitudes am plification curves) shows 
th a t  operation below the resonance point is more advantageous for trans­
portation purposes, because in  this range the am phfication of amplitude 
increases linearily w ith the frequency; control is stable, while in the 
close vicinity of resonance, the operation becomes unstable. Above the 
resonance point, the  am plification of amplitude decreases to  such an
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Fig. 7
Comparison o f  th e  theoretical and m easured resonance curves (c =  4 .34X 10  5 m /N )
extent th a t  i t  reduces, in fact, to  damping and transportation requires 
excessive energy input ;
— since the operation frequency of the ball v ibrator is, in general, high, 
its eigen-frequency, cu0, should also be high (this ensures th a t the opera­
tion frequency is below the resonance frequency). This can be achieved 
by decreasing the spring constant (increasing the rig id ity  of the spring), 
and the vibrating to ta l mass, M. The la tte r  also leads to  increased s ta tic  
amplitude, 4^st.
Thus, in conclusion, it  can be sta ted  th a t  when pneum atic ball v ibrators 
are used in vibrating transporting systems, the transporting elements (through, 
channel, and tube, etc.) should be rigid and of low mass, so th a t the operation 
frequency remains below the resonance frequency.
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SYMBOLS
— sta tic  am plitude, m
— Overall resistance, coefficient, —
— spring coefficient, m /N
— nozzle diameter, m
— characteristic diameter of air je t acting upon the ball, m
— centrifugal force, N
— force created by  the air je t , N
— ex c ita tio n  force, N
— in ertia  force, N
— friction  force, N
— propulsive force o f  air je t up on  entry, N
— coefficient of rolling friction, —
— m easured vibration frequency, H z
— calcu lated  vibration freq u en cy , H z
— con stan t v ibrating m ass, kg
— overall v ibrating m ass, kg
— m ass o f  bolts, kg
— m ass o f  ball, kg
— add ition a l m asses, kg
— ro ta tion  speed o f  the ball, s -1
— norm al pressure, Pa
— radius o f  the path  o f  th e  ball, m
— tu rn ing  radius o f  the ball v ibrator, m
— R eynolds num ber, —
— cross section  area o f  nozzle, m 2
— cross section  area o f  ball perpendicular to  air jet, m 2
— tim e, s  •
— pulse time, в
— air v e lo c ity  in  nozzle, m /s
— air flow  rate, m 3/h
— average circum ferential v e lo c ity  o f  ball, m /s
— d ynam ic v iscosity  o f  air, P as
— adiabatic exponent, —
— frequency ratio, —
— coeffic ien t o f  am plitude am plification , —
— d en sity  o f  air, k g /m 3
— norm al den sity  o f  air, k g /m 3
— angular velocity , s_l
— eigen  frequency, s-1
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РЕЗЮМЕ
В стати приведены результаты изучения зависимостей между гидродинамическими и кинема­
тическими характеристиками пневматического шарикового вибратора. Проведены измерения 
для определения динамических характеристик колебательной системы маятниковой подвес­
кой; полученные данные сопоставлены с литературными данными. Авторами установлено, 
что при использовании пневматического шарикового вибратора у транспортеров маятнико­
вая подвеска является эффективным решением, режим работы которых надо выбрать в доре­
зонансном интервале параметров, кроме того массу транспортного органа необходимо умень­
шать, а жёсткость увеличивать.
✓
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The paper considers a m ethod for th e  synthesis o f  a heat exchanger 
netw ork relying upon the “ assignm ent algorithm ” in linear prog­
ram m ing and on the decom position m ethod o f  optim ization. The 
relationship betw een the synthesis o f  a h eat exchanger network, 
and to ta l optim ization o f the chem ical p lant in to  which the netw ork  
is involved, are also discussed.
SCOPE
H euristic  methods [1 , 2 ] , a  method based on thermodynam ic — combinotarial approach  
[3 , 4 ] ,  and also purely mathematical methods have been proposed fo r  the synthesis of heat 
exchanger networks ( H E N ).
Ref. [5] makes use of both heuristic and m athem atical approaches. The advan­
tages and disadvantages of all the approaches are discussed in  [6]. Papers of 
the th ird  group mostly make use of methods built around the “ assignment 
algorithm ” in linear programming [7, 8, 9]. H eat load in each heat exchanger 
is assumed in all of these studies to  be equal to  some value Q independent of 
the heat exchanger. Since, generally speaking, heat loads of different heat 
exchangers are not equal, this assumption is ra ther restrictive. Moreover, it 
forbids heat exchange between streams, where i t  is therm odynam ically per­
missible, b u t is below Q. Of course, if Q is chosen to  be sufficiently small [8], 
the second disadvantage would not be appreciable, bu t the num ber of heat 
exchangers might grow, thus resulting in greater capital investments.
The m ajority of studies assume th a t  tem peratures of H EN  input and o u t­
p u t streams are given, and the relationship between the synthesis of H E N  
and the operation of the chemical p lant (CP) to  which i t  belongs is not con­
sidered.
The present paper discusses a m ethod enabling the synthesis of the H E N  
w ith heat exchangers having different heat loads. I t  also enables one to  
regard the problem of synthesizing the H EN  as a part of the CP. In  its tu rn ,
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this would allow one to  take in to  consideration the pressure drops in the 
HEN, which m ay sometimes be appreciable [10]. The m ethod is based on a com­
bined application of the “assignment algorithm ” and decomposition principle 
of fixation.
Problem Formulation
Let there be N  ho t streams Sh = (Shv . . ., /S'hn) and M cold ones S c = S cl, . . ., 
ScM). The H E N  consists of a set of heat exchangers, heaters and coolers. The 
set of heat exchangers will be referred to  as an internal system, and th a t of 
the heaters and coolers — an external system [7]. Supply tem peratures of hot 
Shi, ( i= l ,  N )  and cold $ cj, (j =  l ,  M )  stream s are, respectively:
A ,  ( i= Щ ;  Tli, (j  = h M )  (1)
Target tem peratures of hot and cold stream s respectively will be :
Ты , ( i= T 7 N ) ,  т]с, и = Ь М )  (2)
The H E N  often is synthesized so th a t  in each stream  there is only one unit 
of the external system  located after all the  internal system units. Such a HEN 
will be called basic if  each stream  in  the internal system may exchange heat 
only once.
L et us assume th a t  there is only one type of heat exchanger, heater and 
cooler. No restriction is imposed on the  heat exchanger type, bu t for the sake 
of convenience i t  will be assumed below th a t  counter-current heat exchangers 
are employed whose m athem atical models may be found in [12]. Estim ate 
now the num ber of searched variables: one for heat exchangers (heat transfer 
area A^), two for coolers (heat transfer area A hi and w ater flow rate  Fhi, 
where i is the  num ber of the hot stream  where the cooler is placed), one for 
the heater (heat transfer area A cj, where j  is the  num ber of the cold stream 
where the heater is placed). Thus, if  there are P  heat exchangers in  a HEN, 
the m axim al num ber R  of searched variables will be P  + M  + 2N.
Denote by M p the  set of p  pairs o f numbers (p being the num ber of heat 
exchangers in a  H EN ) (i, j) where each pair (q, r) corresponds to  the heat 
exchange between q-th  hot and r-th  cold streams. Optimization criterion is 
then as follows:
F =  2  F ft-1- 2  F f  2  F i3> (3)
«. Я€Мр fc-i Ï-1
where F ^ j, F f \  F (,3) are, respectively, expenditures on the heat exchanger, 
cooler and heater :
i f j  =  ЬаА\ J ; i f  > =  <5 aA*k +  ai F hk
i f *  =  ôaAci +  «г Fci (За)
The problem of the H E N  synthesis is posed as follows : it  is desired to  find 
a H E N  structure and to  determine values of the searched variables so as to  
make the  tem peratures of hot and cold streams before and after the HEN  
equal to  (1) and (2), and to  minimize criterion (3).
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A rbitrary HEN constructed for sets of hot, Sh and cold, Sc stream s will be 
denoted below as (Sh X NC)-HEN. The problem of designing basic (ShX Sc)- 
HEN will be referred to  as the basic synthesis problem of the N  X M  dimen­
sionality.
Basic HEN Optimization
Assume a t  first th a t N  =  M  and th a t  the num ber of heat exchangers p  =  N. 
Introduce Boolean variables xti j as follows :
{1 if there is a match of a hot stream  Shi and cold one Sci, .,.(4)0 otherwise
Matrix Х  =  ||ху|| is called assignment matrix. By definition, in basic HEN 
only one heat exchanger may be in each hot or cold stream, hence :
N N
2 ® ч =1> 2 æu = 1 (5)i-i f-i
Since coolers/heaters of only one type are used in  the HEN , there is no need 
in enumeration to  synthesize an external system and any cooler/heater may 
he assigned to a given hot/cold stream. Therefore, let us assign to  the heat 
exchanger, where streams $hi and S ci exchange heat, one cooler reducing hot 
stream  Shl tem perature to  T& and one heater heating cold stream  $cj to 
tem perature T*j . The set of heat exchanger and related cooler and heater will 
be referred to  as i, j-elem entary unit ( Fig. 1) 13. A basic H E N  consists of 
N  such i, ^'-elementary units. Rewrite, therefore, criterion (3) as:
F =  2  F u
( U l f M s
Fig. 1
i,^-elementary unit
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where F t j =  +  Ej2) +  F\3^  is th a t  part of (3) which refers to  the i, ^'-ele­
m entary  unit. The problem of i, j-elem entary un it optim ization w ith respect
to  criterion Ej ] m ay be w ritten  as follows:
min Fi, j
A 0.j, Ac,j; Am , Em (6)
provided th a t :
Tci = T t, ; Thi = Thi (7)
Since in a basic H E N  there is only one heat exchanger in  each stream, 
there is no interrelationship between the elem entary units, and each unit 
m ay be optimized separately resulting in an optim al regime for H E N  as a 
whole.
D enote by f Vj the optim al value of criterion F iti obtained through (6) and 
(7). The N X A -m atrix  Ф =  ||/^ || will be referred to  as an estim ate matrix. 
L e t us introduce the objective function:
E = 2  2 /«*4 (8)
<-1 i - i
Due to  conditions (4) and (5), in  any case, F  involves only N  of values. 
Now, the  problem of synthesis m ay be form ulated as th a t  of assignment :
m in  2  2  /«*«
< i
2 I u = 1; 2 £Еч = 1 (9)<-i i - i
Consider now the case where N >  M  and the num ber of heat exchangers is M. 
There evidently will be a heat exchanger in each cold stream. A t the  same 
tim e, M  hot streams will have heat exchangers, and the  rest of them , N  — M  
will not. Boolean variables x Vi satisfy in the case under consideration the fol­
lowing relationships:
AT ______  N  _  
2  * j j= s i ( i= i , n ), 2 * ч= 1> (.7 =  1 , m ). (io)
i - i  i - 1
I f  there is no heat exchanger in  p -th  hot stream , i t  will be cooled only by 
a cooler. Denote by /, m inimal expenditures on a cooler of i-th  hot stream, 
when there is no heat exchange between this stream  and cold ones. Introduce 
variables :
M  r M  \
<pi= Z f 4 x4+ ! -  2  xn A
í - i  V i - i  )
The following relationship holds :
{/jj if  i-th  hot stream  is m atched with j- th  cold one,/i if i-th  hot stream  is no t matched w ith  any cold one.
Indeed, if  i-th  hot stream  exchanges heat with j- th  cold one, then allowing 
for (4) and (10), as,j =  1, x ip =  0 ( p ^ j ) ,  whence the second term  in the expres­
sion for (pt is zero and cp{ =  f  Vj ; if  i-th  hot stream does not exchange heat with 
cold stream s, Хц =  0 (j =  1, M )  and the  first term  in is zero and the  second 
one is / j . Thus, <p-t is the  cost of cooling i-th  hot stream  by any cooling techni-
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que, and çq +  . . .  +ç>N under constraints (10) would represent the cost of one 
of the possible H E N ’s. In  this case, the H E N  synthesis problem may be 
w ritten as follows :
N  M i  f  M
min 2  2  /iJ*4 + 1 -  2  x»
* 1]  ( - 1  1-1  V V 1-1
provided th a t (10) is met. Having reduced similar term s in the expression for 
criterion, we obtain the asymmetrical assignment problem.
Synthesis of a HEN when Each Stream May Exchange Heat 
More than Once
Consider two approaches to  this problem. In  the first one [13] as well as in 
[7, 8, 9], each hot &hi (cold S ci) stream  is decomposed into n i (wq) pseudo­
stream s (P S )  as follows :
1. The supply tem perature Т “| | +1 of (1 + l)-st P S  is equal to  the target 
tem perature T , of Z-th PS.
2. The supply tem perature of the first P S  is equal to  the supply tem pera­
tu re  of the initial stream, and the output tem perature of the last P S  is equal 
to  th a t of the target one.
Similar to  [7, 8, 9], we assume th a t  each P S  may exchange heat only once. 
B u t in contrast to  these studies, we shall not assume th a t the  same am ount 
Q of heat is extracted  from each hot P S  or added to  each cold one.
L et us make a new, continuous enumeration to  all the hot P S ’n and regard 
them  as a new set of hot streams Sh. Similarly, all the cold P S ’s are regarded 
as a new set of cold streams Sc. Numbers N , M  of streams in sets Sb, Sc are, 
respectively : N  =  n, +  . . .  +  wN and M  = m1+ . . .  + mM.
L et us employ the decomposition principle of fixation [10] and fix supply 
and output tem peratures of all the P S ’s. Construct an optim al basic Sh X S c- 
H E N  for new sets of hot, Sh and cold, Sc streams. To this end, one has to  
solve the basic synthesis problem of dimensionality N  X M. Of course, a solu­
tion to  this problem would not give an exact solution to  the  original H E N  
synthesis problem, because P S  supply and target tem peratures were given 
arbitrarily. Therefore, the following two-level procedure is proposed. A t the  
first level, the basic H EN  synthesis N x M  problem is solved under given P S  
supply and target tem peratures. Next, a t the second level the obtained fixed 
network is optimized, all the technological variables Ац, A hi, A ci, Vai being 
used as searched variables. Here well developed nonlinear programming 
m ethods [14] m ay be applied. A solution of this problem gives updated values 
of P S  supply and target tem peratures. And again the basic synthesis N X M  
problem is solved under new values of P S  supply and targe t tem peratures, 
etc.
Estim ate the num ber of operations required a t each iteration of this method. 
L et N  = M  and each initial stream  be decomposed into n P S ’s, i.e. N  = nN .
1. Determ ination of the m atrix  Ф a t the lower level requires solving N 2 =  n2N 2 
problems of optimization of i, ^'-elementary units, and solving the assignment 
problem w ithf n N X n N -m atrix Ф.
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2. A t the  upper level, i t  will be necessary to  solve the  optim ization problem 
of fixed-structure H E N  with n N  heat exchangers. In  doing so, the maximal 
amount of searched variables will be 4n N  (3n N  are areas of heat exchangers, 
heaters and coolers, and n N  are w ater flow rates).
D eterm ination of elements f Vi of the  m atrix  Ф may be appreciably simpli­
fied if  areas A i ] in heat eschangers and coolers were chosen so as to  make 
the tem peratures m aximally close to  each other:
r g , - 2 Téj =  zl2,min (13)
where A T m{n is the given value. This technique is, of course, approximate, 
because i t  is no t known in advance how to  select A Tmin.
Practical application of this approach has revealed th a t  solving the assign­
ment problem  a t the first level often gives overcomplicated networks, because 
the H E N  m ay tu rn  out to  be cyclic, while the optim al H E N  is cyclic. There­
fore, i t  seemed expedient to  simplify the  H EN  determ ined through solving 
the assignm ent problem by means of some heuristic rules.
I f  there are two interconnected elem entary units in the  H E N  (see Fig. 2), 
they are substitu ted  by a single one [9]. I t  is also reasonable to  change the 
position of the  heater w ith nearest h ea t exchanger as i t  is done in the ED- 
m ethod of L in h o ff  nad  F lo w er  [15]. Sometimes we were able to  combine 
heaters located in  the same cold stream . Similar operations are also performed 
with coolers.
Consider now another approach. A t firs t, represent H E N  as m-stage ( Fig. 3) 
network where each stage is basic S h X*S'C-HEN. H ot and cold streams go 
through all th e  stages from the first till m-th. Clearly, the resulting H E N  is 
global, because under sufficiently great m  any acyclic H E N  (without stream  
splitting) m ay be obtained.
E xam p le  o f  d isposition o f  e lem entary  u n its substitu ted  b y  one unit
1 2
-щ *. • • ■ m
Fig. 3
R epresentation  o f  H E N  as m -stage netw ork
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Again make use of the fixation principle, which reduces the H EN  synthesis 
to  a two-level optimization procedure. According to  this principle, fix tem pe­
ratures of all the interm ediate hot and cold streams. As m utual influence of 
all the stages is in  this case elim inated, one can define optim al H EN  s tru c ­
tures independently for each stage. Consider the &-th stage. Since each stage 
is basic Sh X 8C HEN, the problem of H EN  synthesis a t each stage is reduced 
to  the basic problem of synthesis of dimensionality N  X M . In  order to  solve 
it, one has to  solve the asymm etrical assignment problem.
H aving solved this problem for all the stages of the global system, we will 
determine some H E N  and thus complete the first-level procedure. A t the  
second level, tem peratures of all the interm ediate streams are set free and the  
whole of the H EN  is optimized, all the design variables being used as searched 
ones.
Since all the variables are continuous, a t this level one of the nonlinear 
programming methods is used. Optimization determines new tem peratures of 
interm ediate streams. Fix them  again and proceed to  the first-level problem, 
etc.
Therefore, the procedure of the  H E N  synthesis is cyclic, w ith each cycle 
reduced to  the above two-level procedure. Denote the values of criterion (I) 
obtained as a result of the first and second level procedures by F 1>1, F 2,i. 
Since during optimization a t the  second level we take the  values of design 
variables obtained a t the I-s t level as the in itial point, then  the following 
inequality is valid :
( 11)
Futherm ore, since on the I-st level of the i-th  cycle solving the assignm ent 
problem a t each is performed under fixed values of input and output tem pera­
tures, found as a result of the  2nd level procedure of the г—1-th cycle, then  
the following inequality holds :
*4,1^2,1-1 (12)
Iteration  term inate if one of the following inequalies is satisfied :
U-Fi'1 —N 2- ‘||< e  
| | E 2 . i - i  — E i . i | | < e
Inequalies (11), (12) ensure a reduction of the criterion a t each iteration.
L et us compare both approaches. Assume th a t  N  = M  and the num ber of 
stages m  in the 2nd approach is equal to  the num ber of pseudostreams in to  
which the initial stream  is decomposed in the first approach. Each ite ration  
of the  1st approach requires solving m2N 2 optim ization problems (for d e te r­
m ination of the estimate m atrix  Ф) and one optim ization problem of the  
dimensionality 4mN. Each iteration of the 2nd approach requires solving 
m N 2 optimization problems of the dimensionality 4 (for determ ination o f m  
estim ate matrices for m  stages) and one optimization problem of the dim ensi­
onality 4mN. Thus, with respect to  the am ount of computations, the  2nd 
approach is better. Moreover, solving the assignment problem by the  2nd 
approach gives more simple acyclic networks, which also simplifies the solving 
procedure. However, a cyclic H E N  cannot be obtained through th e  2nd 
approach.
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Both of the above approaches are easily generalized to  the case where a HEN 
w ith split stream s is desired. For the sake of example, consider the first app­
roach. Let P S ’s be introduced as above called pseudo-streams of the first 
kind. Consider 1-th P S  obtained from h o t stream  Nhi (Fig. 4). Decompose by 
means of stream  divider (Fig. 4b) th is lst-k ind  P S  in to  m n 2nd-kind P S ’s. 
Denote the resulting set by S ‘hi. Each д'-th  2nd-kind P S  will be characterized 
f  mil Iby flow rate where Jg «q =  1 > its  supply and target tem peratures will
coincide with those of th e  lst-k ind P S,  i.e. will be T® , and J 1^ , ,  respectively.
Perform such an operation over all th e  lst-k ind  P S ’s. We suggest th a t  hot 
2nd-kind P S  m ay exchange heat w ith an y  2nd-kind P S  only once, and vice 
versa.
Synthesis of a HEN with Stream Splitting
T th i
Fig. á
Splitting of pseudo-stream
After heat exchange, all the 2nd-kind P S ’s belonging to  the same set »S"hl 
(or $Jj) are mixed in  th e  mixer. Unite a ll th e  2nd-kind hot P S ’s in to  a new 
set Sh, and cold ones in to  set S c. Again th e  two-level procedure of the first 
approach may be used, the  only difference being th a t along with supply and 
target P S  tem peratures, structural param eters a , will also be used as sear­
ched variables. O f course, the dim ensionality of optim ization problems at 
bo th  levels m ight grow dram atically.
Synthesis of a HEN as a P a r t of Chemical Plant
All the H EN  synthesis studies assume th a t  stream  tem peratures (1), (2) at 
H E N  input and ou tp u t are given. A t the  same time, an  im portant problem 
arises of selecting these values from the  view point of a CP  as a whole. More­
over, the m ajority of studies disregard pow er consumption for pressure drops
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то y po
'hi ■ Yhi • r hi
Fig. 5
Chemical p lant involving H E N  as its  part
required for streams transportation. Both of these problems may be solved 
if  a H E N  is synthesized as a part of a CP. Let a  CP  consist of a general p a rt 
S l (with given structure) and H E N  S2 (Fig. 5). Subsystems and S 2 are 
related by cold (1-2), (3-4) and hot (5-6), (7-8) streams. As above, denote 
by (1), (2) tem peratures of hot and cold streams a t inpu t and output of H E N  
S 2, by Fhi, Fcj flow rates of hot and cold streams, and by d P hl, d P cj pressure 
drops in hot and cold stream s of the HEN.
Consider the following problem: determine the optim al H EN  structu re  
provided th a t all the network S  operates optimally.
Assume for the sake of simplicity th a t a H E N  should be basic.
This problem will again be solved by means of the decomposition principle 
of fixation.
A t first, assume th a t some structure of S 2 is given. Optimize CP S  as a 
whole and determine supply (1) and target (2) tem peratures and drops dP°i 
and dP°- in each H E N  stream. Find optim al structure of a basic H E N  for 
given tem peratures (1), (2) and fixed pressure drops d P ^ , d P ° . Basic H E N  
synthesis procedure will be as above, the only difference being as follows. 
Optimization of i, ^-elementary unit would require 1). more complicated 
m athem atical models of heat exchanger, heater and cooler, where ou tp u t 
tem peratures and pressure drops may be represented as functions of pipe 
diameter, num ber and length, 2). constraints on pressure drop in addition  to  
those on tem perature (7), and 3). use of pipe diam eters, number and length 
as searched variables.
This is again followed by optim ization of the whole network 8  giving new 
tem peratures and pressures a t the input and ou tpu t of H E N  S 2- Now syn­
thesis of 8 2 may be repeated with new tem peratures (1), (2) and pressure 
drop, etc.
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Computer Experim ent
Tasks 4SP1 and 6SP1 were executed on a computer. In  both of them , estimate 
m atrices were com puted under the assum ption th a t the minimal tem perature 
difference reached in  each heat exchanger -dTmin =  20 °C. Optimization was 
done by the m ethod of the  augmented Lagrangian [16].
A t first, consider the  results of 4SP1. E ach  initial technological stream  was 
decomposed in to  th ree  pseudo-streams of equal heat content.
Fig. 6
H E N  resulting after th e  first solution o f  th e  "assignm ent problem ” (task 4SP1)
The first solution of the  assignment jnoblem  resulted in network shown in 
Fig. 6. Optimization criterion was $ 31,034. Uniting some i, ^-elements and 
shifting some heaters and  coolers of the netw ork ( Fig. 6) resulted in  a H EN  
shown in Fig. 7 w ith  criterion $ 30,600. Optim ization of th is network gave 
th e  network of Fig. 8 criterion $ 10,627. In  [1] a H EN  was constructed with 
criterion 13,590.
Improved criterion was obtained, because in  optim ization of the network 
o f Fig. 7 condition A T mm = 20 °C was disregarded. As a result, one of the 
h e a t exchangers had  A T min = 1.3 °C.
Fig. 7
H E N  resulting after m atch in g  elem entary u n its and  shifting heaters and coolers
(task 4SP1)
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Fig. 8
H E N  obtained  after optim ization  o f  th e  netw ork o f  Fig. 7 (task  4SP1)
Consider now the results of 6SP1. Each initial technological stream was 
decomposed in to  two pseudo-streams with equal heat contents.
The first solution of the assignment problem gave a H E N  with criterion 
$ 44,660. Uniting of some i, ^'-elements and shifting some heaters and coolers 
of the HEN, resulted in the H E N  with criterion $ 42,890. I ts  optimization 
resulted in the H EN  (Fig. 9) w ith criterion $ 35,017. In  [1], a HEN was 
constructed w ith criterion 35,010. I t  is of interest th a t  th e  H E N  obtained 
through the assignment problem, and its  transform ation, both contained 
feedbacks. Therefore, calculation of the final H EN  required iteration proce­
dure. The final H E N  has no feedback.
H E N  obtained after solution o f  th e  assignm ent problem  and optim ization  (task 6SP1)
Conclusion
This paper suggests a rather general approach to H EN  synthesis. In  contrast 
to  heuristic methods, it  does not require numerous assum ptions, such as use 
of only countercurrent heat exchangers, equality of the effective heat trans-
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fer coefficients in all the heat exchangers, and the absence of phase changes 
in  streams [1]. Moreover, A T min should not be given an  advance; it  results 
autom atically afte r the second-level optim ization and m ay differ in different 
heat exchangers. This is especially im portan t with H E N ’s where the maximal 
degree of energy recovery is sensitive to  A T mln and th e  capital investm ents 
are not small compared to  current expenses (as it  is the  case in literature).
I f  it  is technologically expedient to  meet the following condition in heat 
exchangers :
AT  min - Gf
where a is some given value, th is condition may be allowed for both in  the 
optimization problem and generation of m atrix Ф as a  constraint of the  in ­
equality type imposed on the searched variables.
However, we are not going to  oppose our approach to  the heuristic ones, 
because they m ay be applied jointly. F o r example, by means of any heuristic 
approaches one m ay synthesize a H E N  to  be used la te r as the first approxi­
m ation for the  procedure described in  th is paper. H euristic techniques may 
be also used in  between the assignm ent and optim ization stages. As distinct 
from [7, 8, 9] which make use of the “ assignment algorithm ” , heat loads in 
all the heat exchangers are not assum ed to  be equal.
The m ethod under consideration enables one to  easily take into account 
th e  constraints occurring in  realistic problems, such as those on the upper 
value of the heat transfer area.
SY M BO LS
heat transfer area in  th e  exchanger for i-th  hot and ÿ t h  cold stream s; 
heat transfer area o f  th e  cooler o f  i- th  h ot stream ; 
heat transfer area o f  th e  heater o f  ’^-th  cold stream ; 
w ater flo w  rate in  cooler; 
steam  flow  rate in  heater;
cost o f  h eat exchanger for г-th  h o t and j - th  cold stream s; 
cost o f  cooler for &-th h ot stream ;
cost o f  heater for i-th  cold  stream ; 
pay-back coefficient ; 
coefficients (6 =  0.6); 
cost o f  cooling w ater; 
cost o f  steam ;
, . . . ,  Suk) — se t o f  h ot stream s ;
, . . . ,  S eu) — se t o f  cold stream s ;
(»SiiXÄcJHEN — basic h ea t exchange netw ork  for sets o f  h o t, and  cold, Si stream s; 
Т ы  — tem perature o f  h ot stream  Sm  a t h ea t exchanger ou tp u t;
T cj — tem perature o f  cold stream  S cj a t h ea t exchanger ou tp u t.
Ai,i —
Ahi —
Aej —
Phi —
Foj —
E f t —
f L2) —
f [3) —
Ô —
а, Ъ —
a i —
аз —
« ь = (Shi
So = (Sei
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РЕЗЮМЕ
В стати описана методика проектирования сети теплообменников которая основана на алго­
ритме распределения линейного програмирования и разложения оптимизации. Приведен 
также анализ зависимости между синтезом сети теплообменников и польной оптимизацией 
химического завода работающего теплообменниками.
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A new tw o-level strategy for synthesizing m ulticom ponent separa­
tion system s w ith  energy integration  w as developed. A t  th e  first 
level, beside th e  optimized separation sequences, the econom ical 
energy m atches between the reboiling and condensing stream s are 
designated. A t th e  second level a  h eat exchanger netw ork synthesis 
is attached including sensible h ea t too. The m ain feature o f  both  
levels is th e  utilization  o f the p inch principle. W ith th e  h elp  o f  this 
new synthesis strategy, the com putation  load could be reduced by  
60% com pared to  former m ethods.
1. Introduction
Ordinary distillation systems are widely employed in industrial plants for 
separating various kinds of m ixtures into their components. The creation of 
even a simple separation sequence of multicomponent m ixtures involves the  
generation (or synthesis) of a process flowsheet. The num ber of alternate, 
feasible separator sequences increases rapidly as the num ber of components 
to  be separated increases. In  order to  reduce the m agnitude of the combina­
torial problem, several systematic procedures for synthesis of the most eco­
nomical separation sequences were developed.
The synthesis of distillation systems is also very im portan t from the view­
point of energy conservation. In  the  synthesis of an energy integrated distilla­
tion  system, two key subproblems are: (1) the selection of the  operating con­
ditions and sequence of the separation and (2) the determ ination of a heat 
exchanger network for energy recovery. U nfortunately, th e  heat exchanger 
network cannot be determined until the distillation sequence has been selected, 
and the optimum design of the separators is greatly influenced by the energy 
integration. Because of this inform ation feedback betw een the distillation 
sequence and heat exchanger netw ork, several combined methods are sug­
gested for synthesizing an optim al (or small number of nearly  optimal) m ulti- 
component distillation system(s) w ith heat integration. A bounding stra tegy
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combined w ith dynam ic program ming [10, 11], an enum eration algorithm  for 
screening the  feasible subproblems [7], and an extensively state  optimized 
method [8] are some of the examples for determining the optimal sequence 
and operating conditions of distillation  systems w ith heat integration. None 
of these algorithm ic synthesis techniques involved the  new energy targeting 
techniques and the Pinch Principle, which led in m any practical applications 
to  considerable savings over the past five years [4, 5, 12]. Only a therm ody­
namic approach suggested by N aka e t al. [9] utilizes the  recent advances in 
process integration for system atic multicom ponent distillation synthesis, bu t 
their m ethod cannot explicitly evaluate the capital cost.
Because neither heuristic nor evolutionary synthesis procedures are guaran­
teed to create the  optim al sequence, th is paper proposes a new algorithmic 
strategy, the pinch oriented synthesis for m ulticom ponent distillation systems 
with energy integration. By excluding the  forbidden energy matches through 
the  pinch tem perature, the calculation load may be considerably decreased, 
moreover optim al heat recovery netw orks of integrated chemical plants, based 
on both energy and capital cost, can be constructed.
2. Synthesis Strategy
The general problem to  synthesize an optim al separation process with energy 
integration involves decisions concerning separation m ethods, type of separa­
tors (a single or complex), arrangem ent and operating conditions of separators, 
energy matches, and heat recovery netw ork, etc. Its  objective function is the 
to ta l annual cost, which is a com bination of capital and  operating expenses. 
To reduce the complexity of the synthesis algorithm and  simplify the solution 
space for the synthesis procedure, in  th is study the following assumptions are 
made:
1. Only straight distillation is considered with simple sequence (single feed, 
two-product columns).
2. Each column operates a t high recovery, sloppy splits of key components 
are not allowed.
3. The cost of changing tem perature and  pressure of liquid streams between 
columns is negligible.
4. Saturated liquid feeds and products are present in  each distillation col­
umn.
5. Energy m atches are considered only between the reboiling and condens­
ing streams in  the course of the firs t part of the  synthesis procedure. 
The heat recovery network design for other stream s, including sensible 
heat too, is performed sequentially.
6. No vapour recompression is considered.
7. Mixtures are assumed to  be ideal solutions.
8. The volatility  order does not change.
The basic stra tegy  was to  decompose the  original problem  into a num ber 
o f sub problems, each of which involves tw o distillation columns. For the sake 
of synthesizing more realistic flowsheets, in  this work higher order energy 
mâches are not considered. Although our ultim ate aim  is to  synthesize the 
process network a fte r an extensively sta te  optimized distillation  sequence, for 
comparison w ith previous works, in  th is s tudy  only the pressure and the reflux
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Table 1.
Design equations and data
1. Minimum theoretical number of stages (Fen sk e  equation):
do; , ,7 Sm du к
--------- =  (oclk, t OCl k , b )  • ---------
w l k  «-'h k
2. Minimum reflux ratio (U nderw ood  equation):
V “iZl 1 mZ  — „ =  1~<P
Rn.
i=i ai — 0  
/ * «idi
I f t i a j - Ö
1 \ D
3. Number of stages (Gilliland correlation):
R - R m S - S m R - R n
f o r —— -— =0.05; l g ----------= -0 .3397-0 .0906  lg-
Я + 1
R — Rm
for 0.05 -= —— :— =0.15;
5+1
5 - 5 ,
Д + 1
Я+1 5 +
— = 4.166 f—
1 1. R +  1 ) \  R + l
R - R m 5 — 5 m R - R m] 2 R - R m ]
for 0 .1 5 ^ --------- ; -—  --------0.25 ---------- - 0 .8 5  ---------  + 0 .6
R + l  5 + 1  { R + l  J l  -R+ l  J
4. Diameter of the distillation column:
L = (2 .9-10-5F D (fî+  1)ГТ/Р )1/2
Where: V = 0.761(1 /Р )1'2
5. Height o f distillation column:
S
Я  = 0.61 — (-4.27
V
6. Latent heat:
r = 45T
( p  л-о.иэ
T )
7. V apour pressure (An to in e  equation):
lg P = A —
В
C + T
8. Assumed values:
overall heat transfer coefficient:
hydrocarbon—water : 
hydrocarbon — ammonia : 
steam —hydrocarbon : 
hydrocarbon—hydrocarbon :
2520 kJ/m%°C 
2520 kJ/m 2h°C 
2100 k.l /m2h°C 
1680 kJ /m2h°C
overall tray efficiency: 0.8
minimum allowable temperature difference: 8.5 °C.
j  +  0.673
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Table 2.
Cost data and equations
total installed equipment cost
1. Total annual cost = annvial operating costH-------- -----—------------------—--------
project life
2. Installed column cost ($) = 4.34[762(H/12.2)0-68] 
for 3.4 bar: ( l  +  0.015(P— 3.4)) is applied.
S I L Y '9
3. Installed tray cost ($) : 70 — -----
V V1-227
4. Column instrumentation cost ($): 4000
5. Installed heat exchanger cost ($):
for P » 1 0 .2  bar (1 +  0.015(JP— 10.5)) is applied.
6. Maintenance cost: 2.0% of installed equipment cost
7. U tility  cost (S/year): 8500 UQI106
ammonia for — 50<í -=32;  U = (4.36 — 0.131i)/4.2
water for i = 32; U = 0.0477
steam for 32-= i^ 300; 17= ( — 0.12+  0.01i)/4.2
8. Assumed values: project life 10 years
operation hours 8,500 h/yr.
ratio for each distillation column are selected as design variables and the frac­
tion vaporization of the feeds was fixed to  zero. This study  uses almost the 
same assum ptions and design/cost equations and d a ta  as did R a t h o r e  et al. 
[11]. Table 1 and 2 summarize the design equations and the cost basis used for 
the calculation and optimization.
We had to  decide between two w ays of generating all subproblems. One is 
to  generate directly  only feasible subproblems, the o ther is to  generate all 
subproblems and to  screen the feasible ones. In our case, the former was more 
convenient to  select, because it  could avoid the troublesome checking of the 
feasibility, m oreover a top down approach, the pinch oriented enum eration 
algorithm could be used, instead of the dynamic programming. This m ethod 
is capable of reducing the calculation load considerably and theoretically can 
be extended for evaluating complex columns and vapour recompression.
The main idea of the pinch oriented enumeration is the utilization of the 
heat cascade principle. According to  th is theory, the  pinch divides the  heat 
exchange system : the  subsystem below the pinch is a heat source, the other 
subsystem above the  pinch is a h ea t sink. A system  of maximum  energy 
recovery (or minimum  utility) can be designed if (1) heat is not transfered 
across the pinch, (2) cold utilities are not used above, and (3) hot utilities are 
not used below. A fter generating all feasible subproblems, the candidate 
energy matches to  be evaluated can be considerably reduced by excluding 
the uneconomical subproblems transfering heat across the  pinch. The steps 
of the pinch oriented synthesis stra tegy  are given in Fig. 1.
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1. Identify  the m ixture to be separated and other process stream s a v a il­
able for h eat integration.
2. Generate th e  ordered list and all separation task s using list sp littin g .
3. Generate all feasible separation sequences.
4. Generate all feasible tw o-colum n subproblem s using the feasib ility  m a t­
rix o f  energy m atches.
5. Calculate and optim ize th e  separation tasks w ith ou t energy in tegration  
for reflux ratio and pressure.
6. Select a feasible separation sequence determ ined in  step 3.
7. Identify  a colum n as heat source.
8. Calculate th e  h eat recovery pinch tem perature and heat cascade o f  th e  
rem aining colum ns.
9. Identify  a subproblem : assign the colum n selected  in  step  7 to  th e  
nearest h ea t sink above th e  pinch tem perature in the heat cascade.
10. R epeat steps 7, 8 and 9 for each colum n in  th e  separation sequence  
considered.
11. R epeat steps 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 for each separation sequence generated  
in  step 3.
12. Change pressures and reflux  ratios by  optim izing each allow able tw o- 
colum n subproblem  in step  9 in  order to assign econom ic h eat in tegra­
tions.
13. Select the optim al separation process and synthesize optim al h e a t  e x ­
changer system .
Fig. 1
T he synthesis strategy  for d istillation  system s w ith  energy in tegration
3. Synthesis Procedure
The first step is to  identify the m ixture to  be separated, the available utilities 
and the  other process streams available for energy integration. The second 
step is to generate the ordered list calculated from relative volatilities. This 
list is split into sublists representing streams which could be present in the 
separation process. In  our case, high recoveries are assumed so the  effect of 
nonkey-components from the incomplete separation can be neglected. The 
list splitting procedure was adapted from H en d r y  and H ughes [2].
Step  3 and  4 are the  generation o f all feasible separation  sequences and  all 
feasible tw o-colum n subproblem s following the  sam e rules and  procedures as 
used b y  R athore e t  al. [11], Mu ra k i and  H ay akawa  [7], and  will n o t be detailed  
here. Table 3 and  4 show th e  separation  tasks an d  the  separa tion  sequences 
for 5-com ponent m ixtures. Fig. 2 sum m arizes th e  2 Ж 63 feasible energy  in ­
teg ra ted  subproblem s (pair o f energy in teg ra ted  columns) for th e  sam e ex­
am ple.
Step 5 is to calculate and optimize the separation tasks for reflux  ratio  and 
pressure without integration. The objective function of the tasks is the annual 
cost, based on both operating and capital expenses. The design and  cost equa­
tions are given in Tables 1 and 2. After calculating tem peratures and heat
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Table 3.
Separation tasks for 5-component mixtures
Separation 
task  number
Separation
task
Separation 
task number
Separation
task
l A /B и A/BCD
2 B/C 12 A B /CD
3 C/D 13 ABC/D
4 D /E 14 B/CDE
5 A/BC 15 BC/DE
6 AB/C 16 BCD/E
7 B/CD 17 A/BCDE
8 BC/D 18 AB/CDE
9 C/DE 19 ABC/DE
10 CD/E 20 ABCD/E
Table 4.
Separation sequences for 5-component mixtures
Sequence
number
Separation
sequence
Sequence
number
Separation
sequence
1 17-14-9-4 8 19-5-4-2
2 17-14-10-3 9 19-6-4-1
3 17-15-4-2 10 20-11-7-3
4 17-16-7-3 11 20-11-8-2
5 17-16-8-2 12 20-12-3-1
6 18-9-4-1 13 20-13-5-2
7 18-10-3-1 14 20-13-6-1
Fig. 2
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loads in reboiler and condensers for all separation tasks, in S tsp  6, a feasible 
separation sequence is selected. Step 7 is to  identify a column as the heat 
source and thereafter, in step  8, the calculation of the heat recovery pinch 
tem perature and the heat cascade of the remaining subsystems is performed.
Step 9 is to  identify the subproblems appropriate to the  Pinch Principle, 
i.e. in this sequence the selected column is paired with the nearest heat sink 
above the pinch tem perature determined previously. In  this study, we assumed 
th a t once the column has been integrated in to  the cascade, th e  position of the  
pinch will not change. A fter all columns are selected and paired (Step 10), 
furtherm ore all separation sequences are surveyed (Step 11), the allowable 
energy integrated subproblems (pairs of columns) can be optimized (Step 12). 
W ith the nomination of the  allowable m atches, based on the  Pinch Principle, 
the energetically irrational (uneconomical) subproblems can be excluded in 
order to  reduce the calculation load.
For optimization, the multivariable simultaneous logical search plan of 
H ooke and J eeves [3] was adapted.
After obtaining the optim al solution for each subproblem in the optim iza­
tion phase, i t  is easy to  directly enum erate the feasible and economical com­
binations for each separation sequence from the list of distillation sequences 
(step 13). A t the end of the  synthesis, the  optim al separation process is selected, 
and the optim al heat exchanger network is synthesized according to  the guide 
on process integration by L innhoff  e t al. [5].
This m ethod was programmed for a P D P —10 (TPA—1140) computer a t 
the Computer Center of our D epartm ent and several test problems were suc­
cessfully solved.
4. Separation of light paraffins- an example
In  order to  illustrate the  procedure outlined above, the example of H e a v e n  
[1] was selected. The feed stream contains five light ideal hydrocarbons a t  the 
following composition:
Component Mole Fraction
Propane (A) 0.05
i-B utane (B) 0.15
»-Butane (C) 0.25
i-Pentane (D) 0.20
»-Pentane (E) 0.35
The feed rat9 is 907 K m ol/h  and a pu rity  specification of 1% is assumed for 
the adjacent non-key components. To evaluate the effect of energy in tegra­
tion, first the distillation system w ithout energy in tegration is solved. The 
two best separation sequences are shown in Fig. 3. The sequences correspond 
to  flowsheets developed from heuristic rules. The to ta l annual cost of the 
optimal sequence is 3.37 X105 S/yr ; which is about 5.3% smaller than  R a t h o r e ’s 
solution. The source of the  difference is th a t the models of physical properties, 
such as heat transfer coefficients, la ten t heats, and A n t o i n e  coefficients were 
different, i.e. these d a ta  were not m entioned in their paper.
Thereafter the synthesis problem w ith energy integration is solved according 
to  the strategy given in  Fig. 1. The five best separation sequences with energy
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in teg ra tio n  ignoring sensible h ea t are show n in  Fig. 4. F o r com parison, th e  
th re e  best sequences syn thesized  by  R athore  e t al. [11] are shown in  Fig. 5. 
T h e  to ta l annual cost o f o u r op tim al sequence is 3 .09X 105 $ /y r ; i t  is ab o u t 
12.9% sm aller th a n  th a t  o f th e  op tim al process w ithou t energy  in tegration . 
Fig. 6 shows th e  o p tim al flow sheet w ith  energy  in teg ra tion  a f te r  the  sequential 
sy n th esis  of hea t exchanger netw ork.
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Fig. 4/a
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Fig. 4/а — b
5. Discussion and conclusions
An efficient, useful method, is developed for synthesizing a small num ber of 
nearly  optimal distillation separation flowsheets with an energy integration 
and  heat exchanger network. By utilizing th e  Pinch Principle, the main cal-
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Table 5.
The most economical energy matches
Energy match Cost Pressure without Costwith
match
(S/yr)
Pressure with
sink
column
source
column
without 
match (bar)
(*/yr)
match (bar) 
1. 2.
m atch (bar) 
1. 2. profit(S/yO
4 2 216,296 1.63 5.77 188,613 1.63 9.63 27,682
4 18 259,743 1.63 7.56 233,389 1.52 11.60 26,353
4 14 240,909 1.63 5.52 215,006 1.60 9.2 25,902
2 4 216,296 5.77 1.63 190,439 5.32 3.02 25,857
4 6 230,764 1.63 7.75 205,023 1.61 12.8 25,741
2 19 287,633 5.77 5.82 274,408 5.41 10.3 24,174
2 15 160,868 5.77 4.75 137,457 5.50 8.9 23,411
2 13 156,291 5.77 5.94 135,047 5.48 10.5 21,243
2 8 147,813 5.77 4.91 127,353 5.54 9.05 20,459
4 19 227,827 1.63 5.82 207,871 1.63 9.75 19,955
4 6 230,764 1.63 7.75 210,860 1.61 12.8 19,904
4 15 218,466 1.63 4.75 198,840 1.63 8.2 19,625
culation load, and the optim ization of the two-column subproblems, could be 
considerably reduced, moreover optimal heat recovery networks of in tegrated  
chemical plants could be constructed.
For the 5-component example outlined above, the calculated subproblems 
were 43, instead of the complete enumeration survening 126 matches, there­
fore the CPU-time could be reduced approxim ately by 60%.
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Ж
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COST = 3.5577 X 105 $ /уг
Fig. о
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In  this study, 33 subproblems (matches) proved to  be economical, i.e. the 
separation cost decreased, instead of 5 subproblems reported by  R athore [11]. 
The twelve best economic matches and costs of the participating separation 
tasks with and w ithout integration and the pressures and m atch profits are 
listed in Table 5.
The best m atch profit in  our study is 2.77 XW 4 $/yr and this is about 55% 
larger than  th a t of R a t h o r e ’s solution. The resulting p rofit gain is a conse­
quence of our more extensive, simultaneous optim ization strategy.
A few observations about our solutions are in order. The condenser tem per­
ature of the columns a t the  optimal solutions proved to  be condensable by 
cooling water, unless the column is selected for heat integration as a heat 
source. This result confirms the reality of the objective function used. I t  was 
also found for the examples th a t the optimum reflux ratio  for a separation 
task  increases, by about 10%, when the energy m atch is available to  drive 
th a t  separation.
Since some of the assumptions of this study reduce the applicability of the  
method, additional efforts are needed to  consider the fraction vaporization 
of the feed as design variables, to  include vapour recompression and bottom  
flash distillation and higher order energy matches. F u rther investigations are 
necessary to  study the sensitivity of the synthesis m ethod to  the objective 
function, the optimization technique, physical properties, and the feed d istu rb ­
ances.
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SYM BO LS
A,  B ,  G An to in e  constan ts
d  component mole rate in distillate, kmol/h
D  flow rate o f distillate, kmol/h
F  area of heat exchanger, m 2
H  height o f  distillation column, m
L  diameter o f distillation column, m
N  number o f  components in the feed mixture
P  pressure, bar
Q heat duty, k J /h
r  latent heat, k j/k m ol
R  reflux ratio
S  number o f  stages
t utility temperature, °C
T  temperature, К
U  cost o f utilities, $/G J
V  average vapour velocity, m /s
w  component mole rate in bottom  product, kmol/h
z  component mole rate in feed, km ol/h
a relative volatility
q> fraction o f  liquid in column feed
r) column efficiency
0  variable in  U nderw ood  equation  to  be calculated by tr ia l and error 
Subscripts
L K  light key component
H K  heavy key component
m  minimum
1 component
T column top
В  column bottom
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